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Arnab Bhattacharya, Ph.D.
University of Pittsburgh, 2017
Microgrids are small-scale distribution networks that provide a template for large-scale de-
ployment of renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar power, in close proximity to
demand. However, the inherent variability and intermittency of these sources can have a sig-
nificant impact on power generation and scheduling decisions. Distributed energy resources,
such as energy storage systems, can be used to decouple the times of energy consumption and
generation, thereby enabling microgrid operators to improve scheduling decisions and exploit
arbitrage opportunities in energy markets. The integration of renewable energy sources into
the nation’s power grid, by way of microgrids, holds great promise for sustainable energy
production and delivery; however, operators and consumers both lack effective strategies for
optimally using stored energy that is generated by renewable energy sources.
This dissertation presents a comprehensive stochastic optimization framework to pre-
scribe optimal strategies for effectively managing stored energy in microgrids, subject to the
inherent uncertainty of renewable resources, local demand and electricity prices. First, a
Markov decision process model is created to characterize and illustrate structural properties
of an optimal storage strategy and to assess the economic value of sharing stored energy
between heterogeneous, demand-side entities. Second, a multistage stochastic programming
(MSP) model is formulated and solved to determine the optimal storage, procurement, sell-
ing and energy flow decisions in a microgrid, subject to storage inefficiencies, distribution
line losses and line capacity constraints. Additionally, the well-known stochastic dual dy-
namic programming (SDDP) algorithm is customized and improved to drastically reduce
the computation time and significantly improve solution quality when approximately solving
iii
this MSP model. Finally, and more generally, a novel nonconvex regularization scheme is
developed to improve the computational performance of the SDDP algorithm for solving
high-dimensional MSP models. Specifically, it is shown that these nonconvex regularization
problems can be reformulated as mixed-integer programming problems with provable con-
vergence guarantees. The benefits of this regularization scheme are illustrated by way of
a computational study that reveals significant improvements in the convergence rate and
solution quality over the standard SDDP algorithm and other regularization schemes.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Global population growth and the proliferation of electronic household appliances and devices
are driving unprecedented demand for electricity in the United States (U.S.) and abroad.
Despite energy efficiency improvements and targeted efforts to reduce residential energy
consumption, the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates a 24% increase
in U.S. residential electricity demand by 2040 and a 13% price increase over the same period
[1]. Aging infrastructure, the risk of blackouts, security concerns, and an aversion to carbon-
based fuel sources have placed the nation’s electric power grid under enormous pressure
to produce reliable, efficient, and sustainable energy. But the demand for energy has far
outpaced investment in critical infrastructure, resulting in dire consequences. For instance,
the infamous Northeast blackout of August 14, 2003 affected roughly 50 million people and
cost an estimated 6 billion dollars [46]. Moreover, capacity constraints and significant power
losses over transmission lines (15 to 20 percent) have contributed to systemic inefficiencies
and excessive operational costs in the distribution network [2, 144].
These concerns, and others, have spawned immense national interest in so-called smart
grid initiatives that promote wholesale modernization of the nation’s electric power grid. In
fact, the U.S. Congress passed the landmark Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007
[142], advocating the establishment of a grid that will usher in a new era of technological
sophistication and efficiency. Central to the grid paradigm is the integration of renewable
energy sources (RES), such as wind and solar power, in close proximity to consumers. The
integration of RES is now mandated by the U.S. government [142, 159], and the penetration
of renewables in the overall energy production portfolio is forecasted to reach at least 22%
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by 2030 [34]. However, before these ambitious goals can be realized, several technological
and operational challenges related to integration must be overcome.
Microgrids have emerged as a potential solution to integrating renewables locally using
distributed generation (DG) and energy storage systems (ESS). A microgrid is a small-scale
version of a centralized power grid that generates, distributes, and regulates electricity flow to
local consumers using distributed generation [27, 65, 91, 96]. Microgrids aim to integrate grid
equipment, metering technologies, devices, and software to improve local power distribution.
Moreover, they provide a template for future large-scale deployment of RES using DG and
energy storage located near consumer demand [8, 91, 108, 144]. Indeed, it is estimated that
total microgrid generation capacity in North America will expand to 5.9 Gigawatts (GW), or
roughly 64% of global capacity, by the year 2020 [9]. Figure 1 depicts the main components
of a microgrid connected to the main grid.
Figure 1: A microgrid with distributed generation and energy storage.
Typically, a consumer in a microgrid has access to local RES that are used to satisfy his
demand requirements. Any additional demand requirements are met by procuring electricity
at real-time prices from the main grid. However, sophisticated bidirectional technologies in
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microgrids will engender a new class of consumers, called the prosumers, who can actively
procure, as well as, sell electricity to real-time or day-ahead energy markets to minimize their
overall electricity costs [60, 61]. Further, such bidirectional technologies will allow prosumers
to dynamically adjust their demand in response to time-varying, real-time electricity prices,
and thereby, improve the overall utilization of RES in a microgrid. Moreover, prosumers
with higher demand requirements will have on-site wind and/or solar installations to offset
costs due to distribution losses in a microgrid. This will create a network of self-sustaining
prosumers that will be primarily powered by renewable sources in a microgrid.
However, deeper penetration of renewables in the overall energy portfolio poses a new set
of challenges. Renewable energy sources are intermittent due to inherent variability in the
source itself, and because future supplies are difficult to predict. Moreover, because renew-
able sources, such as wind and power, are not dispatchable, i.e., their power output cannot
be directly controlled by operators within a microgrid, their volatility can dramatically af-
fect production scheduling decisions [105]. Further, DG sources in microgrids have limited
generating capacity, typically in the range 10-1000 kilowatts (kW), making them susceptible
to potential inefficiencies like real-time power shortages and power reliability issues. Due to
the intermittent and variable nature of renewable energy sources, distributed energy storage
systems, such as batteries and flywheels, can be used to shift local energy consumption from
high demand to low demand periods [141, 165]. Although the main grid is more reliable
and predictable, distributed storage offers a substantially less expensive alternative, espe-
cially during peak demand periods when prices are also typically high. The deregulation of
energy markets and the advent of bidirectional communication technologies in microgrids
[108, 144, 145] now allows consumers to exploit time-of-use and dynamic pricing rates in the
electricity markets by storing energy during off-peak periods for use during peak demand
periods [48, 80, 154]. This temporal shifting of demand has the potential to reduce con-
sumer electricity costs and curtail the dependence on polluting ancillary generating units
(e.g., diesel generators) in a microgrid [82]. While the integration of RES into microgrids
holds great promise for sustainable energy creation and delivery, there is a critical need to
devise optimal strategies for demand-side entities using energy storage.
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Battery systems have emerged as one of the leading distributed storage technologies
because of their long shelf lives, low maintenance costs, and high energy-density values
[75, 108, 148]. However, major technological and economical barriers in batteries pose a
major challenge to their integration in microgrids. A key drawback is that batteries are
highly inefficient – nearly 20 to 40 percent of the total energy is lost during one complete
charge-discharge cycle of a battery [47, 48]. Moreover, battery electrolytes have high in-
ternal resistances that cause continuous dissipation of the stored electrical energy as heat
[48, 148]. The per-unit cost of battery capacity is typically high, which makes them eco-
nomically unattractive for large storage installations [79, 103]. Additionally, each battery
type has its own set of constraints related to their charging and discharging regimes. For
example, nickel-cadmium batteries have to be completely discharged before charging, while
lead-acid batteries should never be fully discharged [113]. The aforementioned budgetary
and technological constraints of a battery make it significantly hard to derive an optimal
storage policy for a demand-side entity in a microgrid.
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This dissertation addresses the problems related to reducing the total electricity costs of
consumers in a microgrid with access to distributed storage and renewable energy sources.
The aim is to develop a comprehensive stochastic optimization framework to prescribe op-
timal strategies for effectively managing stored energy in microgrids under uncertainty of
renewable generation, local demand, and electricity prices. The primary research objectives
are as follows:
1. To formulate and solve multistage stochastic optimization models that prescribe optimal
storage, procurement, and selling strategies in a microgrid under randomly evolving
renewable supply, demand, and prices;
2. To characterize structural properties of the optimal storage strategy in a microgrid, and
assess the economic value of sharing stored energy under storage capacity and power flow
restrictions;
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3. To develop scalable approaches to solve large-scale, high-dimensional multistage stochas-
tic optimization models arising in energy via mathematical programming techniques.
1.3 DISSERTATION OUTLINE AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Chapter 2 presents the problem of dynamically controlling a 2-bus energy distribution net-
work with energy storage capabilities. A microgrid operator seeks to dynamically adjust
the amount of energy to charge to, or discharge from, energy storage devices in response to
randomly-evolving renewable supply, demand and prices. The objective is to minimize the
expected total discounted costs incurred within the network over a finite planning horizon.
Formulated is a Markov decision process model that prescribes the optimal amount of energy
to charge or discharge, and transmit between the two buses during each stage of the planning
horizon. Established are the multimodularity of the value function, and the monotonicity of
the optimal policy in the storage levels. It is also shown that the optimal operational cost
is convex and monotone in the storage capacities. Furthermore, we establish bounds on the
optimal cost by analyzing comparable single-storage systems with pooled and decentralized
storage configurations, respectively. These results extend to more general multi-bus network
topologies. Numerical examples illustrate the main results and highlight the significance of
interacting demand-side entities.
Chapter 3 introduces a multistage stochastic programming model whose objective is to
minimize the expected total energy costs incurred within a microgrid over a finite planning
horizon. The model prescribes the amount of energy to procure, store and discharge in
each decision stage of the horizon. However, for even a moderate number of stages, the
model is computationally intractable; therefore, we customize the stochastic dual dynamic
programming (SDDP) algorithm to obtain high-quality approximate solutions. Computa-
tion times and optimization gaps are significantly reduced by implementing a dynamic cut
selection procedure and a lower bound improvement scheme within the SDDP framework.
An extensive computational study reveals significant cost savings as compared to myopic
and non-storage policies, as well as policies obtained using a two-stage SP model.
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Chapter 4 considers a novel regularization scheme to improve the computational perfor-
mance of the stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) algorithm for solving multistage
stochastic linear programs. Specifically, we employed a class of nonconvex regularization
functions, called the folded-concave penalty, to enhance the quality of outer approximations
obtained via SDDP. A mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) strategy is used to solve
the nonconvex regularization problem to global optimality. The proposed regularization
scheme is numerically stable and facilitates the use of state-of-the-art optimization MILP
solvers within the SDDP framework. We establish provable convergence guarantees of our
regularized SDDP algorithm under mild regularity conditions. Furthermore, we empirically
demonstrate the potential benefits of our regularization scheme for two large-scale stochas-
tic optimization problems that arise in energy and finance. Our results reveal significant
improvements in the convergence rate and solution quality of SDDP, especially for high-
dimensional problems.
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2.0 STRUCTURED STORAGE POLICIES FOR ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
This chapter considers the problem of dynamically controlling a 2-bus energy distribution
network with energy storage capabilities. A microgrid operator seeks to dynamically adjust
the amount of energy to charge to, or discharge from, energy storage devices in response to
randomly-evolving demand, renewable supply and prices. The objective is to minimize the
expected total discounted costs incurred within the network over a finite planning horizon.
Formulated is a Markov decision process (MDP) model that prescribes the optimal amount
of energy to charge or discharge, and transmit between the two buses during each stage of
the planning horizon. Established are the multimodularity of the value function, and the
monotonicity of the optimal policy in the energy storage levels. It is also shown that the
optimal operational cost is convex and monotone in the storage capacities. Furthermore,
bounds on the optimal cost are established by analyzing comparable single-storage systems
with pooled and decentralized storage configurations, respectively. These results extend to
more general multi-bus network topologies. Numerical examples illustrate the main results
and highlight the significance of interacting demand-side entities.
2.1 SUMMARY OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
Energy storage, as a means by which to integrate renewable sources in the power grid,
has spawned significant interest in the energy systems modeling literature. The storage
problem bears some resemblance to classical inventory and asset management problems (cf.
[43, 171]), except that the operator is faced with multiple sources of uncertainty, storage and
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line inefficiencies, as well as network energy balance constraints. Most of the relevant work
in this area focuses on devising an optimal storage policy for a single consumer (or supplier)
with access to renewable energy and finite-capacity storage. A linear programming approach
was employed to solve the consumer’s storage problem under deterministic price, demand and
renewable supply levels in [3, 74]. Bar-Noy et al. [13, 14] developed efficient online algorithms
to reduce a consumer’s peak demand costs by optimally procuring and storing energy when
demand is uncertain. More recently, MDP models have been used extensively to analyze
the single consumer problem under exogenous uncertainty. Using an infinite-horizon MDP
model, Van de Ven et al. [153] proved the existence of an optimal dual-threshold storage
policy for a consumer with uncertain demands, subject to deterministic time-of-use electricity
prices. Harsha and Dahleh [64] derived a similar dual-threshold optimal storage policy for a
finite-horizon problem under uncertain prices, demand and renewable supply. Furthermore,
they analytically characterize a consumer’s optimal storage capacity for the case when prices
are fixed. Similar single-storage MDP models have been employed for a supplier’s storage
management problem, which involves optimizing the bidding strategies of renewable suppliers
that participate in day-ahead or real-time energy markets to maximize profits by deploying
energy storage (cf. [22, 26, 57, 84, 85, 86, 107, 131, 167]). However, single-storage models do
not account for network constraints and interactions between different network entities with
storage, rendering them unrealistic for our setting. Alternatively, stochastic programming
(SP) models have been devised to solve network storage problems with continuous actions
and high-dimensional state spaces. Some representative examples of such models include
[17, 57, 92, 110, 160]. Although SP models allow for the incorporation of network constraints,
the number of possible scenarios in these models can be prohibitively large. Additionally,
solutions to SP models can be difficult to interpret, as they provide little insight into the
structure of the optimal policy.
The model presented here is distinguished from existing single-storage models in that it
considers the perspective of multiple demand-side entities, each with energy storage capa-
bilities, in a distribution network. Specifically, we first examine a 2-bus network model in
which decisions are made under randomly-evolving demand, renewable supply and real-time
electricity prices. This model captures the salient features of distributed energy storage
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operations by considering the impact of renewable generation, storage inefficiencies, supply-
demand imbalances, distribution energy losses, and constrained power-line capacities on the
optimal storage decisions. We focus first on the 2-bus system in light of the fact that network
reduction methods can be used to analyze more complicated multi-bus networks as equiva-
lent 2-bus networks for power system planning and operational problems [115, 124, 158]. A
unique feature of our model is the fact that the buses can transmit energy to one another –
a feature that is shown to significantly impact the optimal decisions and operational costs.
Our main results can be summarized as follows. First, we establish the monotonicity and
convexity of our MDP model’s value function in the storage levels for each fixed exogenous
state. Next, we prove that the value function is multimodular in the storage levels, the
optimal policy is monotone and the optimal storage decisions in each stage exhibit bounded
sensitivities. We also establish bounds that compare the cost of the 2-bus network to those
of two comparable systems with pooled and decentralized storage configurations, respec-
tively, and the main results are extended to more general multi-bus network topologies. To
illustrate the structural properties, we present numerical examples that use real renewable
generation and pricing data obtained from open sources. These examples help quantify the
benefits of using the network model in lieu of simpler, single-storage models that fail to
account for interactions between demand-side entities in a distribution network.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section describes the
2-bus distribution network and introduces notation and nomenclature of the mathematical
model. In Section 2.3, we present the main results, which include structural properties of
the value function, optimal policy and the optimal operational cost. Section 2.5 provides
numerical examples that illustrate the main structural results and highlight the importance
of interactions between network entities.
2.2 MARKOV DECISION PROCESS MODEL FOR A 2-BUS NETWORK
Consider a 2-bus network connected to the main grid through a reference bus (or feeder) as
depicted in Figure 2. The feeder is not connected to any distributed energy storage system
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or renewable energy sources; however, the other two buses (the load buses) are connected
to finite-capacity storage systems and renewable generators that satisfy the demand realized
at these buses. Any unmet demand can be satisfied by procuring energy from the grid
and/or by receiving energy transmitted from the other bus. Similarly, any surplus energy
generated at a load bus can be sold to the main grid and/or transmitted to the other load
bus. However, energy flow between the buses is constrained by the capacity of the power
line (hereafter the line) connecting them, as well as supply-demand balance constraints at
each bus. Additionally, storage capacity limitations restrict the amount of energy that can
be charged to, or discharged from, the storage devices. We assume that a central network
operator (or controller) is responsible for all energy flow and storage decisions within the
distribution network.
Figure 2: Graphical depiction of a 2-bus distribution network.
The distribution network incurs three types of costs: (i) the explicit cost of procuring
energy from, or selling energy to, the grid at real-time prices; (ii) the implicit cost of lost
energy due to line losses stemming from resistive overheating [6]; and (iii) costs associated
with storage inefficiencies. While transmitting energy between the load buses helps to offset
the cost of procuring energy from the grid, only a limited amount of energy can be trans-
mitted due to a line capacity constraint between the buses. Moreover, transmitting stored
energy to another bus is a lost opportunity to procure and store surplus energy from the
grid for future use when prices are high. Therefore, an obvious tradeoff exists between the
amount of energy to buy or sell, and the amount that is transmitted between the load buses.
The operator’s objective is to minimize the expected total discounted costs incurred over
a finite planning horizon by making a sequence of operational decisions. For each stage of
the planning horizon, the operator must decide the amount of energy to: (i) buy from, or
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sell to, the main grid; (ii) charge to, or discharge from, the energy storage devices; and (iii)
transmit between the two load buses. These decisions are made under randomly-varying
demand, renewable generation and real-time prices.
We formulate the operator’s sequential decision problem using a finite-horizon Markov
decision process (MDP) model. Specifically, consider a planning horizon of length Υ and
partition the time interval [0,Υ) so that
[0,Υ) =
N⋃
t=1
[εt−1, εt),
where N is the number of time intervals (or stages) and εt is the tth decision epoch with
ε0 ≡ 0 and εN ≡ Υ. The discrete time horizon is denoted by T = {1, 2, . . . , N}, where t ∈ T
is the index of the tth stage, namely the interval [εt−1, εt). It is assumed that no decisions
are made at stage N . For future use, let T ′ ≡ T \ {N}. Let C = {0, 1, 2} be the set of buses
in the network, where bus 0 is the feeder, and bus i ∈ C ′ ≡ {1, 2} denotes the ith load bus.
The set of all lines in the network is denoted by A = {(i, j) : i, j ∈ C}, where (i, j) is the
line connecting bus i to bus j.
The physical parameters of the network are described as follows. Let αi (αi <∞) denote
the capacity of the storage device located at bus i ∈ C ′. The parameters ρic and ρid denote
the charging and discharging efficiencies of the storage device at bus i, where ρic, ρ
i
d ∈ (0, 1].
The round-trip efficiency of the storage device at bus i is defined as ρi ≡ ρicρid. The quantities
τ ic and τ
i
d denote the maximum charging and discharging rates of the storage device at bus i,
respectively. Gather the parameters αi, τ
i
c and τ
i
d in the vectors α, τ c and τ d, respectively.
Let β be the capacity of the line connecting the load buses. Finally, let ν denote the per-unit
cost of line losses, while ϕ is the per-unit cost of charging energy to, or discharging energy
from, the storage devices.
The model contains several sources of uncertainty that we now describe in detail. All
random variables are defined on a common and complete probability space (Ω,A ,P) with
natural filtration {At : t ∈ T }, i.e., At contains the information available up to stage t.
Any random quantity with subscript t is assumed to be At-measurable. Let Dit denote
the random net demand (demand minus renewable supply) at bus i ∈ C ′ with countable
support Dit ⊂ R, and let Pt be the random real-time price at the start of stage t with
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countable support Pt ⊂ R+. Let W t = (Pt, D1t , D2t ) denote the exogenous information
available at the start of stage t, and let Wt ≡ Pt × D1t × D2t be the support of W t. A
realization of W t is denoted by wt ≡ (pt, d1t , d2t ), where pt, d1t and d2t are realizations of
Pt, D
1
t and D
2
t , respectively. This information is exogenous in the sense that the evolution
of W t is independent of the operator’s decisions over the planning horizon. The set of all
sample paths of W = {W t : t ∈ T} is denoted by W ≡ W1 × · · · ×WN , and it is assumed
that W possesses the Markov property, i.e., for any t ∈ T ,
P(W t = wt|W t−1, . . . ,W 1;At−1) = P(W t = wt|W t−1;At−1), wt ∈ Wt.
At the start of stage t, let the (random) storage level at bus i be denoted by Y it , define
Y t = (Y
1
t , Y
2
t ) and let Y ≡ [0, α1] × [0, α2] be the set of all possible storage levels. Note
that Y is time-invariant, as the storage capacities α1 and α2 are fixed a priori. In contrast
to the exogenous variables, the endogenous component Y t is influenced by the operator’s
actions up to stage t − 1. The random state of the process at the start of stage t is a
vector St = (W t,Y t) whose state space is St ≡ Wt × Y . A realization of St is denoted by
st = (wt,yt) for wt ∈ Wt and yt ∈ Y , and we assume that the initial state, S1, is known
with certainty.
The decision process evolves as follows. At the start of each stage, the operator observes
the exogenous state and the current storage levels at the load buses. Then, the operator
makes the operational decisions to procure or sell, to charge or discharge, and whether to
transmit energy between the load buses. The operator makes no decisions in the final stage
and incurs a terminal cost. It is noted that all of the decisions are made simultaneously
because, unlike other commodities, energy cannot be backlogged and needs to be consumed
immediately. Let xt(st) be the decision vector at the start of stage t when state st is realized;
henceforth, the dependence of xt on st is suppressed for notational brevity. The decision
vector assumes the form xt = (ut, qt), where the vector ut contains the charge/discharge
decisions at each bus, and qt is the amount of energy to transmit between the buses. Note
that the buy/sell decisions are not explicitly included in the decision vector, as these decisions
are auxiliary to the charge/discharge decisions. These quantities are further elucidated in
what follows, along with the feasibility set of xt.
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Let ut = (u
i
t : i ∈ C ′) be the vector of charging/discharging decisions at stage t described
as follows. For each stage t: (i) if uit > 0, then u
i
t units of energy are charged to the storage
device at bus i; (ii) if uit < 0, then −uit units of energy are discharged from the storage device
at bus i; and (iii) if uit = 0, then energy is neither charged to, nor discharged from, the storage
device at bus i. The charging/discharging decisions are constrained by the storage capacities
and the charging/discharging rates of the storage devices. That is,
−min{yt, τ d} ≤ ut ≤ min{α− yt, τ c}, t ∈ T ′, (2.1)
where all inequalities involving vectors are understood to hold component-wise.
The energy flow between the buses at stage t, namely qt, is described as follows: if qt > 0,
then qt units of energy flow from bus 1 to bus 2; if qt < 0, then −qt units of energy flow from
bus 2 to bus 1; and if qt = 0, then no energy flows between the two buses. These variables
are constrained by the line capacity via
−β ≤ qt ≤ β, t ∈ T ′. (2.2)
Similarly, let g1t and g
2
t be the energy flow in the lines connecting the feeder to buses 1 and 2
(the feeder lines), respectively. Here, if g1t , g
2
t > 0, then energy flows from the feeder to the
load buses, and if g1t , g
2
t < 0, energy flows from the buses to the feeder. If these quantities
are zero, then no energy is bought from, or sold to, the grid. For each t ∈ T ′ and i ∈ C ′,
define the variables θit as follows:
θit =
1/ρ
i
c, u
i
t ≥ 0,
ρid, u
i
t < 0.
Then the supply-demand balance equations at the load buses are
g1t = d
1
t + θ
1
t u
1
t + qt, t ∈ T ′, (2.3)
g2t = d
2
t + θ
2
t u
2
t − qt, t ∈ T ′. (2.4)
As noted earlier, g1t and g
2
t are auxiliary variables that depend on (ut, qt) and represent the
buying/selling decisions. Because the feeder lines serve as the main connection between the
distribution system and the main grid, they typically possess sufficient, reliable capacity
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and incur only minor line losses. Therefore, we assume that energy flows in the feeder lines
are not restricted by line capacities and do not incur line losses. Next, define the stage t
feasibility set (or action space) by Xt(yt), which is characterized by the linear constraints
(2.1) and (3.11); note that Xt(yt) is a bounded polyhedron. A feasible policy is a vector
pi = (xt : t ∈ T ′) ∈ Π, where Π denotes the set of all feasible Markov deterministic (MD)
policies.
Following the actions taken by the operator in the current stage, the process next tran-
sitions randomly to another state in the next stage. The endogenous storage levels evolve as
a deterministic function of the current storage levels and the charge/discharge decisions via
yt+1 = yt + ut, t ∈ T ′, (2.5)
while the exogenous variables evolve according to the non-stationary, conditional probability
distribution Pt(wt+1|wt). The transition probabilities of the induced Markov chain are
Ppit (st+1|st) = ψ(yt+1 − yt − ut)Pt(wt+1|wt), t ∈ T ′, (st, st+1) ∈ St × St+1, (2.6)
where ψ(a) is the Kronecker-delta function, i.e., for a ∈ Rn, ψ(a) = 1 when a = 0, and
ψ(a) = 0 otherwise.
Next, we describe the objective function which is the cost to be minimized. The one-step
cost incurred in stage t is
ct(st,xt) = pt(g
1
t + g
2
t ) + ϕ(|u1t |+ |u2t |) + νξ(ut, qt), t ∈ T ′, (2.7)
and cN(sN) = 0 without loss of generality. The first term on the right-hand side (r.h.s.)
of (2.7) is the total cost of procuring or selling energy, the second term is the total cost of
charging or discharging energy, and the third term is the cost of resistive line losses, where ξ,
the resistive line-loss function, is non-negative, separable and convex in (ut, qt) (cf. [17, 143]).
It is assumed that |ct(st,xt)| < ∞. For an a priori storage configuration α, the operator
seeks an optimal policy pi∗ ∈ Π that minimizes the expected total discounted costs over the
planning horizon as follows:
zα = min
pi∈Π
Epis
(∑
t∈T ′
δt−1ct(st,xt)
∣∣∣∣S1 = s;α
)
, (2.8)
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where δ ∈ (0, 1] is a discount factor. Henceforth, zα is called the optimal operational cost.
Bellman’s optimality equations are then
Vt(st) = min
xt∈Xt(yt)
ct(st,xt) + δE(Vt+1(st+1)|st,xt), t ∈ T ′, (2.9)
with VN(sN) = 0.
2.3 STRUCTURAL RESULTS
In this section, we examine important structural properties of the value function, Vt, the
optimal policy pi∗ and the optimal cost zα. First, we examine properties of Vt that depend
on the endogenous storage levels yt. In what follows, a fixed exogenous state is denoted by
w¯t.
2.3.1 Structural Properties of the Value Function
Proposition 2.1 asserts that, for a fixed exogenous state, the expected future cost at each
stage is jointly convex in the storage levels. Stated more clearly, the marginal cost of using
storage increases with increasing storage levels.
Proposition 2.1. For each t ∈ T , Vt(w¯t,yt) is convex in yt ∈ Y.
Proof. The result is proved using backward induction on Vt(wt,yt) for a fixed wt. By
assumption, VN(sN) = 0 for all sN ∈ SN , so the result clearly holds at stage N . For
the induction hypothesis, suppose Vt+1(wt+1,yt+1) is convex in yt+1, given a fixed wt+1,
for t + 1 < N . Note that the expectation in (2.9) is taken with respect to (w.r.t.) the
conditional probability distribution Pt(wt+1|w¯t). Moreover, yt+1 is a linear, deterministic
function of yt and ut by (2.5). Therefore, the expectation in (2.9) can be expressed around
the post-decision state sxt = (w¯t,yt + ut) (see [120] for additional details), so that
Vt(w¯t,yt) = min
xt∈Xt(yt)
ct(w¯t,xt) + V
x
t (w¯t,yt + ut), (2.10)
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where V xt (w¯t,yt +ut) ≡ δE(Vt+1(st+1|sxt )) is called the post-decision value function. As the
expectation operator preserves convexity, and compositions of convex and affine functions
are also convex (see Proposition 2.1.3 (b) of [140]), V xt (w¯t,yt+ut) is convex in (yt,ut). Note
that an optimal solution to (2.10) exists because Xt(yt) is a bounded polyhedron. Moreover,
ct(w¯t,xt) is piecewise-convex in xt. As the sum of two convex functions is convex, the
objective function of (2.10) is jointly convex in (yt,xt). As convexity is preserved under
partial minimization (see Section 3.2.5 in [25]), we conclude that Vt(w¯t,yt) is convex in
yt.
Intuitively, Proposition 2.1 implies that the flexibility to store surplus generation de-
creases with an increase in the current storage level. Consequently, the operator must either
sell the excess energy, possibly at a lower price, or transmit a portion of it to the other
bus, possibly incurring line-loss costs. Note that, if the functional form of Vt is known for a
fixed w¯t, the optimality equations (2.9) can be solved efficiently using convex optimization
algorithms. Unfortunately, characterizing the expectation in (2.9) is nontrivial due to the
multidimensional nature of St and Xt(yt). The next result, Proposition 2.2, asserts that the
expected future cost at each stage is monotone decreasing in the storage levels.
Proposition 2.2. For each t ∈ T , Vt(w¯t,yt) is monotone decreasing in yt ∈ Y.
Proof. The proposition is proved via backward induction on Vt(wt,yt) for a fixedwt. Clearly,
the result holds at stage N . For the induction hypothesis, suppose Vt+1(wt+1,yt+1) is mono-
tone decreasing in yt+1 for t+1 < N for a fixed wt+1. As the expectation operator preserves
monotonicity, the function V xt (w¯t,yt + ut) in (2.10) is decreasing in yt and ut. Next, con-
sider two states sat = (w¯t,y
a
t ) and s
b
t = (w¯t,y
b
t), such that 0 ≤ yat < ybt ≤ α. We seek to
show that Vt(w¯t,y
a
t ) ≥ Vt(w¯t,ybt). To this end, let xat = (uat , qat ) and xbt = (ubt , qbt ) be the
optimal solutions of (2.10) for states sat and s
b
t , respectively. Then,
Vt(w¯t,y
a
t ) = ct(w¯t,u
a
t , q
a
t ) + V
x
t (w¯t,y
a
t + u
a
t ),
Vt(w¯t,y
b
t) = ct(w¯t,u
b
t , q
b
t ) + V
x
t (w¯t,y
b
t + u
b
t).
Consider the following two cases:
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Case 1: Suppose xat ∈ Xt(ybt). As xat is feasible for problem (2.10) in state sbt , the optimal
value Vt(w¯t,y
b
t) is at most equal to the objective value at x
a
t , i.e.,
ct(w¯t,u
a
t , q
a
t ) + V
x
t (w¯t,y
b
t + u
a
t ) ≥ Vt(w¯t,ybt). (2.11)
As yat < y
b
t , the following inequality holds by the induction hypothesis on V
x
t :
V xt (w¯t,y
a
t + u
a
t ) ≥ V xt (w¯t,ybt + uat ). (2.12)
Adding ct(w¯t,u
a
t , q
a
t ) to both sides of (2.12) and combining it with (2.11) yields
ct(w¯t,u
a
t , q
a
t ) + V
x
t (w¯t,y
a
t + u
a
t ) ≥ ct(w¯t,uat , qat ) + V xt (w¯t,ybt + uat ) ≥ Vt(w¯t,ybt), (2.13)
where the left-most expression in (2.13) equals Vt(w¯t,y
a
t ) by definition. Hence, Vt(w¯t,y
a
t ) ≥
Vt(w¯t,y
b
t).
Case 2: Suppose xat 6∈ Xt(ybt). A sufficient condition for xat 6∈ Xt(ybt) is uat ∈ (α −
ybt ,min{τ c,α − yat }]. Construct a feasible solution x¯bt = (u¯bt , q¯bt ) ∈ Xt(ybt) such that u¯bt =
α− ybt < uat and q¯bt = qat . For such a case,
Vt(w¯t,y
a
t ) = ct(w¯t,u
a
t , q
a
t ) + V
x
t (w¯t,y
a
t + u
a
t ) ≥ ct(w¯t, u¯bt , q¯bt ) + V xt (w¯t,yat + uat )
≥ ct(w¯t, u¯bt , q¯bt ) + V xt (w¯t,α)
≥ ct(w¯t,ubt , qbt) + V xt (w¯t,ybt + ubt)
= Vt(w¯t,y
b
t).
The first inequality holds because ct(w¯t,u
a
t , q
a
t ) ≥ ct(w¯t, u¯bt , q¯bt ) for uat > u¯bt and qat = q¯bt .
The second inequality holds by the induction hypothesis on V xt . The third inequality holds
because (u¯bt , q¯
b
t ) is a feasible, but not necessarily optimal, solution to problem (2.10) for state
sbt . Hence, we conclude that Vt(w¯t,y
a
t ) ≥ Vt(w¯t,ybt), and the proof is complete.
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Proposition 2.2 suggests that stored energy tends to reduce the expected operational
costs. When the storage levels are high, a larger fraction of the demand is satisfied by using
stored energy, thereby reducing the overall operational cost. Moreover, higher storage levels
allow the operator to satisfy demand and sell any excess energy back to the grid. This is
especially useful during the peak-price, peak-demand periods.
Next, we present a result for the special case in which the load buses have similar oper-
ational characteristics. The load buses are called homogenous if: (i) α1 = α2, and (ii) the
(conditional) joint cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of the net demands at each stage
is symmetric, i.e., for t ∈ T , k ∈ {t, . . . , N} and any a1, a2 ∈ R,
Pk(D1k+1 ≤ a1, D2k+1 ≤ a2|Dk;Ak) = Pk(D1k+1 ≤ a2, D2k+1 ≤ a1|Dk;Ak). (2.14)
Condition (2.14) is indicative of a joint distribution function in R2 that is symmetric along
the line a1 = a2. Proposition 2.3 asserts that, for a pair of homogenous buses, allocating
the total stored energy equally between the two buses minimizes the expected future cost
at each stage. For ease of exposition, let YΘt ≡ {yt ∈ Y : y1t + y2t = Θ} denote the set of
feasible storage-level allocations at stage t when the total stored energy in the network is
Θ ∈ [0, α1 + α2].
Proposition 2.3. For each t ∈ T and a fixed Θ,
Vt(w¯t,yt) ≥ Vt(w¯t,Θ/2), ∀yt ∈ YΘt .
Proof. The result obviously holds at stage N . For t ∈ T ′, consider two feasible storage-level
vectors yat and y
b
t , such that y
a
t ,y
b
t ∈ YΘt . By definition, (yat + ybt)/2 = (Θ/2,Θ/2) ≡ Θ/2.
For a pair of homogenous buses that satisfy the conditions α1 = α2 and (2.14), it follows
directly that Vt is symmetric w.r.t. yt for a fixed w¯t, i.e., Vt(w¯t,y
a
t ) = Vt(w¯t,y
b
t). Using
Jensen’s inequality for the convex function Vt at the points yt = y
a
t and yt = y
b
t , we obtain
Vt(w¯t,y
a
t ) =
1
2
(
Vt(w¯t,y
a
t ) + Vt(w¯t,y
b
t)
) ≥ Vt(w¯t, (yat + ybt)/2) = Vt(w¯t,Θ/2,Θ/2).
As yat (or y
b
t) is any feasible element in YΘt , we conclude that Vt(w¯t,yt) ≥ Vt(w¯t,Θ/2,Θ/2)
for all yt ∈ YΘt .
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2.3.2 Behavior of the Optimal Policy
Here we examine structural properties of the optimal policy pi∗. For a fixed w¯t, the optimality
equations (2.9) are a collection of parameterized optimization problems in which the objective
function and the constraints depend on the storage levels yt. For such a class of problems,
monotone comparative statics [150] can be used to characterize the monotone behavior of
optimal decisions with respect to the state variables. Moreover, monotone comparative
statics are useful for problems in which the value function is non-differentiable [106] and are
closely linked to the concept of substitutability. Two variables are called economic substitutes
if an increase in one variable increases the marginal cost of the other variable [140]. The
property of multimodularity [5, 63, 112] is known to imply substitutability, and is inherently
related to the concepts of supermodularity and increasing differences that arise frequently
in lattice theory [150]. In what follows, we show that, for a fixed w¯t, Vt is multimodular in
yt, and the optimal decisions x
∗
t are not only monotone, but also economic substitutes of yt.
We first review some needed elements of lattice theory.
Consider A ⊂ Rn with the standard component-wise order ≤; that is, for any a, a′ ∈ A,
a ≤ a′ if and only if ai ≤ a′i for each i = 1, . . . , n. Any subset of Rn is a partially-ordered
set (or poset) by definition (see Section 2.2 of [150]). A special poset, namely a lattice, is a
group-algebraic structure as next defined.
Definition 2.1. A poset (A,≤) is called a lattice if and only if for any a, a′ ∈ A,
a ∨ a′ ≡ (sup{a1, a′1}, . . . , sup{an, a′n}) ∈ A,
a ∧ a′ ≡ (inf{a1, a′1}, . . . , inf{an, a′n}) ∈ A.
In words, a lattice is a poset whose nonempty, finite subsets possess a supremum and an
infimum. Given a lattice (A,≤), any S ⊆ A is called a sublattice of A if S is itself a lattice.
Note that Rn is a lattice by definition. Next, we review important properties of functions
defined on lattices.
Definition 2.2. A mapping f : A→ R is supermodular on A if for any a, a′ ∈ A,
f(a) + f(a′) ≤ f(a ∨ a′) + f(a ∧ a′).
The function f is said to be submodular on A if −f is supermodular on A.
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Supermodular functions exhibit the more intuitive increasing differences property (see
Theorem 2.2.2 in [140]). Given two posets (M,≤) and (N,≤), a mapping f : M × N → R
has increasing differences if for any n, n′ ∈ N with n ≤ n′, f(m,n′)−f(m,n) is increasing in
m ∈ M . Clearly, increasing differences, and therefore supermodularity, imply substitutabil-
ity. However, supermodularity is not preserved under minimization [97, 140]. By contrast,
multimodularity, which is next defined, is preserved under minimization [97, 170].
Definition 2.3. Let A = {(v, b) ∈ Rn+1 : (v1 − b, v2 − v1, . . . , vn − vn−1) ∈ U ⊆ Rn, b ∈ R}
be a lattice characterized by the posets (U,≤) and (R,≤). A mapping f : U → R is said to
be multimodular on U if Ψ(v, b) ≡ f(v1 − b, v2 − v1, . . . , vn − vn−1) is submodular on A.
To establish the multimodularity of Vt, we first recast the sets Y , Xt(yt) and U ≡
Y × ∪yt∈YXt(yt) as lattices by employing the following change of variables: y1t = v1 − b,
y2t = v2 − v1, u1t = r1 − v1, u2t = r2 − v2, and qt = r3 − r2, where (v, b) ≡ (v1, v2, b) and
r ≡ (r1, r2, r3). Redefining the sets Y , U and Xt(yt), respectively, we obtain
V ≡ {(v, b) ∈ R3 : v1 − b ∈ [0, α1], v2 − v1 ∈ [0, α2]} , (2.15)
L ≡ {(v, b, r) ∈ R6 : (v, b) ∈ V , (r1 − v1, r2 − v2, r3 − r2) ∈ Xt(v1 − b, v2 − v1)} , (2.16)
L(v, b) ≡ {r ∈ R3 : (r1 − v1, r2 − v2, r3 − r2) ∈ Xt(v1 − b, v2 − v1)} . (2.17)
The set U is the set of all feasible state-action pairs in stage t for a fixed w¯t, and for any
(v, b) ∈ V , L(v, b) is called a section of L at (v, b) (see page 16 in [150]). Henceforth, we
assume that τ c, τ d > α to simplify the analysis. Proposition 2.4 asserts that the posets V ,
L and L(v, b) are lattices.
Proposition 2.4. The sets V, L and L(v, b) are lattices.
Proof. We first consider the set L that is characterized by the following constraints:
0 ≤ r1 − b ≤ α1, (2.18a)
0 ≤ r2 − v1 ≤ α2, (2.18b)
−β ≤ r3 − r2 ≤ β, (2.18c)
0 ≤ v1 − b ≤ α1, (2.18d)
0 ≤ v2 − v1 ≤ α2. (2.18e)
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Define a ≡ (v, b, r) ∈ L. It is noted that each constraint in L has exactly two variables
with the coefficients +1 and −1, while the remaining coefficients are equal to zero. Thus,
each constraint in L defines an affine half-space of the form Ai,j = {a ∈ R6 : ai−aj ≤ h, ak =
0, i 6= j, k 6= i, j}. We show that each such Ai,j is a lattice. Consider two points a, a′ ∈ Ai,j.
For the cases a ≤ a′ and a′ ≤ a, it is easy to verify that a∨a′ ∈ Ai,j and a∧a′ ∈ Ai,j. Next,
consider the case when ai ≥ a′i, a′j ≥ aj, and ak = a′k = 0 for all k 6= i, j. Then, the ith
and jth components of a ∧ a′ and a ∨ a′ are (a′i, aj) and (ai, a′j), respectively. As a ∈ Ai,j,
ai ≤ aj + h. But a′i ≤ ai, and therefore, a′i ≤ aj + h ⇒ a′i − aj ≤ h, which implies that
a ∧ a′ ∈ Ai,j. Similarly, ai ≤ h + aj ≤ h + a′j ⇒ ai − a′j ≤ h as a′ ∈ Ai,j and a′j ≥ aj, and
therefore, a ∨ a′ ∈ Ai,j. Similar arguments are valid when ai ≤ a′i, a′j ≤ aj and ak = a′k = 0
for all k 6= i, j; therefore, Ai,j is a lattice. As a finite intersection of lattices is also a lattice
(see Lemma 2.2.2 of [150]), L is a lattice. Following similar lines of reasoning, we can show
that V , defined by constraints (2.18d)–(2.18e), is also a lattice. For a fixed (v, b) ∈ V , L(v, b)
is defined by the constraints (2.18a)–(2.18c). Because L(v, b) is a section of L at (v, b), it is
also a lattice by Lemma 2.2.3 of [150].
Next, we present our main result, Theorem 2.1, which asserts the multimodularity of
Vt, and the monotonicity of x
∗
t , with respect to yt. With a slight abuse of notation, let
∆if(w¯t, a) denote both the forward and backward finite differences of a function f(w¯t, a)
with respect to dimension i of a. Specifically, for some  > 0, the forward difference of f is
∆if(w¯t, a) = f(w¯t, a + ei)− f(w¯t, a),
and the backward difference is f(w¯t, a) − f(w¯t, a − ei), where ei is the ith unit vector.
Similarly, let ∆i,jf(w¯t, a) be the second-order finite difference of f(w¯t, a), with respect to
dimensions i and j of a, defined by
∆i,jf(w¯t, a) = ∆j (∆if(w¯t, a)) .
Theorem 2.1. For each t ∈ T and a fixed exogenous state w¯t,
(i) Vt(w¯t,yt) is multimodular in yt ∈ Y;
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(ii) Vt(w¯t,yt) has increasing differences and is component-wise convex in yt ∈ Y. That is,
∆1,1Vt(w¯t,yt) ≥ ∆1,2Vt(w¯t,yt) ≥ 0,
∆2,2Vt(w¯t,yt) ≥ ∆2,1Vt(w¯t,yt) ≥ 0;
(iii) x∗t = (u
∗
t , q
∗
t ) is monotone decreasing in yt ∈ Y. Furthermore, if qt is fixed, then
−1 ≤ ∆1 u1∗t (w¯t,yt) ≤ ∆2 u1∗t (w¯t,yt) ≤ 0,
−1 ≤ ∆2 u2∗t (w¯t,yt) ≤ ∆1 u2∗t (w¯t,yt) ≤ 0.
Proof. To prove part (i), we use backward induction on Vt(w¯t,yt). The result clearly holds
for stage N . For the induction hypothesis, suppose Vt+1(wt+1,yt+1) is multimodular in
yt+1 ∈ Y for any wt+1 ∈ Wt+1. We seek to show that Vt(w¯t,yt) is multimodular in yt ∈ Y .
This is equivalent to showing that the function
Ψ(w¯t,v, b) = Vt(w¯t, v1 − b, v2 − v1),
= min
ut,qt
{
ct(w¯t,ut, qt) + δE(Vt+1(W t+1, v1 − b+ u1t , v2 − v1 + u2t ))
}
,
= min
r
{ct(w¯t, r1 − v1, r2 − v2, r3 − r2) + δE (Vt+1(W t+1, r1 − b, r2 − v1))} ,
(2.19)
is submodular in (v, b) ∈ V , such that (r1−v1, r2−v2, r3−r2) ∈ Xt(v1−b, v2−v1) and r ∈ R3.
First, we establish that the objective function of (2.19) is submodular in (v, b, r) ∈ L, where
L is defined in (2.16). The post-decision value function V xt (w¯t,yt+1) is
V xt (w¯t,yt+1) =
∑
wt+1∈Wt+1
δPpi∗(wt+1|w¯t)Vt+1(wt+1,yt+1).
As δPpi∗(wt+1|w¯t) ≥ 0, and a non-negative affine combination of multimodular functions is
multimodular by Lemma 2 (i) of [97], V xt is multimodular in yt+1. Note that yt+1 = yt+ut =
(u1t + y
1
t , y
2
t + u
2
t ). Using Lemma 2 (vii) in [97], we conclude that V
x
t is multimodular in
(u1t , y
1
t , y
2
t , u
2
t ), or equivalently that V
x
t is submodular in (v, b, r). The one-step cost in (2.19)
is
ct(w¯t, r1 − v1, r2 − v2, r3 − r2) = k + θ1t (r1 − v1)+θ2t (r2 − v2) + ϕ(|r1 − v1|+ |r2 − v2|)
+ νξ(r1 − v1, r2 − v2, r3 − r2), (2.20)
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where k is a constant that depends on w¯t. As the absolute value function and ξ are convex, by
Theorem 2.2.6 (b) of [140], we have that the terms |r1−v1|, |r2−v2| and ξ(r1−v1, r2−v2, r3−r2)
in (2.20) are submodular in (v, b, r). Moreover, the linear terms in (2.20) are submodular
in (v, b, r) by Lemma 2.2.3 in [140]. As the sum of two submodular functions is submodular
by Lemma 2.6.1 in [150], the objective function of (2.19) is also submodular in (v, b, r) ∈ L.
It is noted that problem (2.19) involves minimizing a submodular function in (v, b, r) along
a section L(v, b) of L at some (v, b) ∈ V . Also, Ψ(w¯t,v, b) > −∞ because L(v, b) is a
polyhedron. Then, using Theorem 2.7.6 in [150], we establish that Ψ(w¯t,v, b) is submodular
in (v, b) ∈ V . Therefore, Vt(w¯t,yt) is multimodular in yt ∈ Y .
To prove Theorem 2.1 (ii), the dependence of Vt and Ψ on w¯t is suppressed to simplify
notation. Let  > 0 and note that
∆2,3Ψ(v, b) = Ψ(v1, v2 + , b+ )−Ψ(v1, v2 + , b)−Ψ(v1, v2, b+ ) + Ψ(v1, v2, b),
= Vt(y
1
t − , y2t + )− Vt(y1t , y2t + )− Vt(y1t − , y2t ) + Vt(y1t , y2t ),
= −∆1,2Vt(yt), (2.21)
where the last equality stems from successive forward and backward finite difference opera-
tions on Vt w.r.t. y
2
t and y
1
t , respectively. As submodularity implies decreasing differences
by Theorem 2.2.2 in [140], we have ∆2,3Ψ(v, b) ≤ 0 ⇒ ∆1,2Vt(yt) ≥ 0 by equation (2.21).
Next, we show that ∆2,2Vt(yt) ≥ ∆1,2Vt(yt). By definition,
∆1,3Ψ(v, b) = Ψ(v1 + , v2, b+ )−Ψ(v1 + , v2, b)−Ψ(v1, v2, b+ ) + Ψ(v1, v2, b),
= Vt(y
1
t , y
2
t − )− Vt(y1t + , y2t − )− Vt(y1t − , y2t ) + Vt(y1t , y2t ). (2.22)
Similarly, successive forward and backward finite difference operations on Vt yield
∆1,2Vt(yt) = Vt(y
1
t + , y
2
t )− Vt(y1t + , y2t − )− Vt(y1t , y2t ) + Vt(y1t , y2t − ), (2.23)
∆1,1Vt(yt) = Vt(y
1
t + , y
2
t )− 2Vt(y1t , y2t ) + Vt(y1t − , y2t ). (2.24)
Subtracting (2.24) from (2.23), we see that ∆1,2Vt(yt)−∆1,1Vt(yt) = ∆1,3Ψ(v, b) by (2.22).
But ∆1,3Ψ(v, b) ≤ 0, as Ψ is a submodular function. Therefore,
0 ≤ ∆1,2Vt(yt) ≤ ∆1,1Vt(yt). (2.25)
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Likewise, it can be shown that 0 ≤ ∆2,1Vt(yt) ≤ ∆2,2Vt(yt). Therefore, Vt has increasing
differences and component-wise convexity.
To prove Theorem 2.1 (iii), we note that L is a sublattice of V × R3, both of which are
lattices. Hence, for any (v, b) ∈ V , the section L(v, b) is also a sublattice by Lemma 2.2.3
(a) of [150]. Let v denote the strong set order defined for subsets of a lattice, where for any
A′, A′′ ⊆ A, A′ v A′′ ⇒ a′∧a′′ ∈ A′ and a′∨a′′ ∈ A′′ for all a′ ∈ A′ and a′′ ∈ A′′ (see Section
2.4 of [150]). As L(v, b) is a sublattice, it is also an increasing set function in (v, b) ∈ V with
respect to v by Theorem 2.4.5(a) of [150]. It is easy to verify that L(v, b) is nonempty for
any (v, b) ∈ V . Therefore, we conclude that x∗t is monotone decreasing in yt ∈ Y by using
Theorem 2.8.2 in [150]. Next, we derive the bounds on ∆1u
1∗
t and ∆2u
1∗
t (their dependence
on (w¯t,yt) is suppressed for simplicity). Let Jt(u
1
t , y
1
t , y
2
t , u
2
t ) be the objective function of
(2.9) for a fixed qt ∈ [−β, β]. By definition,
Vt(y
1
t , y
2
t ) = min
u1t ,u
2
t
{
Jt(u
1
t , y
1
t , y
2
t , u
2
t ) : 0 ≤ u1t + y1t ≤ α1, 0 ≤ u2t + y2t ≤ α2
}
.
Next, Jt is minimized sequentially with respect to u
2
t and u
1
t , respectively. Minimizing Jt
over the set of feasible u2t values, and using arguments similar to those in the proof of part
(i), we obtain
J˜t(u
1
t , y
1
t , y
2
t ) = min
u2t
{
Jt(u
1
t , y
1
t , y
2
t , u
2
t ) : 0 ≤ u1t + y1t ≤ α1, 0 ≤ u2t + y2t ≤ α2
}
,
which is multimodular in (u1t , y
1
t , y
2
t ). Next, minimizing J˜t over the set of feasible u
1
t values
gives
Vt(y
1
t , y
2
t ) = min
u1t
{
J˜t(u
1
t , y
1
t , y
2
t ) : 0 ≤ u1t + y1t ≤ α1
}
,
which is multimodular in (y1t , y
2
t ). Applying Corollary 1 (ii) of [97], we obtain −1 ≤ ∆1u1∗t ≤
∆2u
1∗
t ≤ 0. Similar bounds on ∆1u2∗t and ∆2u2∗t are obtained by minimizing Jt over u1t ,
followed by u2t , and applying Theorem 1 (ii) of [97].
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The multimodularity asserted in Theorem 2.1 (i) directly implies result (ii), which is
often called the diagonal-dominance property (cf. [112, 172]) in the inventory literature.
Multimodular value functions imply that the storage levels at the load buses are economic
substitutes of each other. Theorem 2.1 (ii) implies result (iii). The monotonicity result in
part (iii) asserts that, when the storage levels are high, it is more profitable to discharge
and sell excess energy to the grid, rather than procuring energy and storing it. However,
more insightful is the fact that the optimal storage decisions exhibit bounded sensitivities,
as seen in the two inequalities of part (iii). That is, for each bus, using the optimal policy,
a unit increase in the amount of stored energy yields less than a unit decrease in optimal
charge/discharge decision. Furthermore, this marginal decrease is more sensitive to a local
increase in the storage level, as opposed to an increase in the storage level at the other
bus. The bounded sensitivities property shows that it need not be optimal to fully charge,
or fully discharge, the storage devices at each stage, even when τ c, τ d > α. That is, the
optimal storage policy is not necessarily of the so-called “bang-bang” type, which is optimal
in single-storage models that assume batteries with fast-charging capabilities (cf. [64, 131]).
Thus, the bounded sensitivities property is indicative of a stable operating regime for the
network and highlights the economic benefit of sharing stored energy under line capacity
constraints.
2.3.3 Behavior of the Optimal Operational Cost
Here, we examine the behavior of the optimal operational cost zα. This examination is
motivated by the operator’s desire to determine the appropriate storage capacity at each
bus prior to making any operational decisions. This determination is further warranted
by the significant costs associated with storage investment in distribution networks. The
operator’s storage allocation problem is formulated as follows:
min
α
κ
∑
i∈C′
αi + zα, (2.26a)
s.t. 0 ≤ α ≤ α¯, (2.26b)
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where κ is the per-unit cost of storage capacity, and α¯ is a budget vector of the maximum
storage capacity allowed at each bus. Proposition 2.5 asserts that the optimal operational
cost is convex and monotone decreasing in the storage capacities.
Proposition 2.5. The optimal operational cost zα is convex and monotone decreasing in α.
Proof. Consider three storage capacity vectors α1,α2 and α3, such that α1 < α2 < α3 and
α2 = ηα1 + (1 − η)α3, where η ∈ [0, 1]. We seek to show that zα2 ≤ ηzα1 + (1 − η)zα3 .
Consider a state st = (wt,yt) ∈ St. Let xk∗t = (uk∗t , qk∗t ) be the optimal solution vector
of (2.8) for α = αk, where k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Construct a policy p˜i = (x˜t : t ∈ T ′), such that
u˜t = ηu
1∗
t + (1− η)u3∗t and q˜t = ηq1∗t + (1− η)q3∗t . Multiply both sides of the constraints in
Xt(yt;α1) by η and those in Xt(yt;α3) by (1− η), and add the corresponding constraints to
obtain the inequalities
−min{τ d,yt} ≤ ηu1∗t + (1− η)u3∗t ≤ min{τ c,α2 − yt},
−β ≤ ηq1∗t + (1− η)q3∗t ≤ β,
which shows that p˜i is a feasible, but not necessarily optimal, policy of (2.8) for α = α2.
Furthermore, it can be verified that
ct(st, x˜t) = ηct(st,x
1∗
t ) + (1− η)ct(st,x3∗t ), t ∈ T ′. (2.27)
Summing the one-step costs in (2.27) and taking the expectation of this sum gives
zα2 ≤ Ep˜i
(∑
t∈T ′
ct(st, x˜t)
)
= ηzα1 + (1− η)zα3 ,
which completes the proof of convexity.
Next, to show monotonicity, consider two storage capacity vectors α1 and α2, such that
α2 = α1 + Γ where Γ > 0. Let w = (wt : t ∈ T ) be a realization of the exogenous process,
and pi1 and pi2 denote the optimal policies of (2.8) for α = α1 and α = α2, respectively. Let
zα1(w) and zα2(w) be the total costs incurred by along the trajectory w using pi1 and pi2,
respectively. Without loss of generality, suppose y1 = 0 for both policies. Let s
1
t = (wt,y
1
t )
be the state of the process at stage t under pi1. Then, pi1 is a feasible policy of (2.8) when
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α = α2, as u
1
t ≤ α1 − y1t ⇒ u1t ≤ α1 + Γ − y1t = α2 − y1t as Γ > 0 and q1t ∈ [−β, β];
therefore, zα1(w) ≥ zα2(w). As w is any feasible realization in W , we can conclude that
zα1 =
∑
w∈W
zα1(w)P(W = w) ≥
∑
w∈W
zα2(w)P(W = w) = zα2 ,
which completes the proof.
It is seen that additional storage capacity leads to lower costs, but with decreasing
marginal benefit.
Next, we compare the operational cost of the 2-bus network to those of two comparable
networks having distinct storage configurations. The 2-bus network has a coupled storage
(CS) configuration, in which the two buses can transmit stored energy between them. By
contrast, energy cannot be transmitted between the buses in a decentralized storage (DS)
setting; thus, there is no interaction between the buses, and the operational cost is the sum
of the operational costs incurred at each of the buses. Finally, a pooled storage (PS) config-
uration consists of a centralized storage facility that satisfies the collective energy demand
in the network. Figure 3 depicts these three networks and their storage configurations. It is
assumed that the total storage capacity in each network is equal to α1 +α2. Additionally, it
is assumed that both the charging and the discharging efficiencies in each network are equal
to ρ for a fixed ρ ∈ (0, 1].
Theorem 2.2 asserts that the network with pooled storage has the lowest operational
cost, followed by the one with coupled storage, which in turn is less than the cost in the
decentralized storage network. For ease of exposition, let zP , zC and zD denote the optimal
operational costs of the PS, CS and DS network configurations, respectively. The next result
shows how these costs compare to one another.
Theorem 2.2. The optimal operational costs of PS, CS and DS configurations are ordered
such that zP ≤ zC ≤ zD.
Proof. As qt = 0 ∈ [−β, β] at each stage t ∈ T ′ in the DS network, it is clear that any
optimal policy for the DS network is a feasible, but not necessarily optimal, policy for the
CS network; therefore, we have zC ≤ zD. Next, we show that zP ≤ zC . Assume that the
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Figure 3: The pooled, coupled and decentralized storage configurations.
initial storage levels in the CS and PS networks are zero without loss of generality. Let
u∗t = (u
1∗
t , u
2∗
t ) be the optimal charge/discharge decisions in the CS network at stage t.
Construct a storage policy for the PS network, denoted by p¨i = (u¨t : t ∈ T ′), such that
u¨t = u
1∗
t + u
2∗
t for each t ∈ T ′. Let y¨t be the associated storage level realized at stage t
under policy p¨i, where y¨t+1 = y¨t + u¨t. Then, starting from y¨t = 0, it is easy to verify that
0 ≤ y¨t + u¨t ≤ α1 + α2 for each t ∈ T ′, which implies that p¨i is a feasible policy for the PS
network. Next, define the variables (θ¨t : t ∈ T ′), such that
θ¨t =
1/ρ, u¨t ≥ 0,ρ, u¨t < 0.
Consider a realization w = (wt : t ∈ T ) of the exogenous process W . The one-step cost
incurred at stage t in the PS network, when the state (wt, y¨t) is realized, is
c¨t(wt, u¨t) = pt(d
1
t + d
2
t + θ¨tu¨t) + ϕ|u¨t|,
while the corresponding one-step cost in the CS network for state (wt,y
∗
t ) is
ct(wt,u
∗
t , q
∗
t ) = pt(d
1
t + d
2
t + θ
1
t u
1∗
t + θ
2
t u
2∗
t ) + ϕ(|u1∗t |+ |u2∗t |) + νξ(u∗t , q∗t ).
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Define a¨t ≡ θ¨tu¨t and at ≡ θ1t u1∗t +θ2t u2∗t . Next, compare the terms c¨t(wt, u¨t) and ct(wt,u∗t , q∗t ).
To this end, consider the following six cases involving u1∗t , u
2∗
t and u¨t ≡ u1∗t + u2∗t :
Case 1 : u1∗t ≥ 0, u2∗t ≥ 0 and u1∗t + u2∗t ≥ 0. Then θ1t = θ2t = θ¨t = 1/ρ, and at = a¨t =
(u1∗t + u
2∗
t )/ρ.
Case 2 : u1∗t ≥ 0, u2∗t < 0 and u1∗t + u2∗t ≥ 0. Then θ1t = θ¨t = 1/ρ, θ2t = ρ, and
at = u
1∗
t /ρ+ ρu
2∗
t ≥ (u1∗t + u2∗t )/ρ = a¨t.
Case 3 : u1∗t < 0, u
2∗
t ≥ 0 and u1∗t + u2∗t ≥ 0. Then θ1t = ρ, θ2t = θ¨t = 1/ρ, and
at = ρu
1∗
t + u
2∗
t /ρ ≥ (u1∗t + u2∗t )/ρ = a¨t.
Case 4 : u1∗t < 0, u
2∗
t < 0 and u
1∗
t + u
2∗
t < 0. Then θ
1
t = θ
2
t = θ¨t = ρ, and at = a¨t =
ρ(u1∗t + u
2∗
t ).
Case 5 : u1∗t < 0, u
2∗
t ≥ 0 and u1∗t + u2∗t < 0. Then θ1t = θ¨t = ρ, θ2t = 1/ρ, and
at = ρu
1∗
t + u
2∗
t /ρ ≥ ρ(u1∗t + u2∗t ) = a¨t.
Case 6 : u1∗t ≥ 0, u2∗t < 0 and u1∗t + u2∗t < 0. Then θ1t = 1/ρ, θ2t = θ¨t = ρ, and
at = u
1∗
t /ρ+ ρu
2∗
t ≥ ρ(u1∗t + u2∗t ) = a¨t.
Clearly, at ≥ a¨t ⇒ θ1t u1∗t + θ2t u2∗t ≥ θ¨tu¨t in all of the above cases. Also, |u¨t| = |u1∗t +
u2∗t | ≤ |u1∗t | + |u2∗t | by the triangle inequality, and νξ(u∗t , q∗t ) ≥ 0 by definition. Therefore,
ct(wt,u
∗
t , q
∗
t ) ≥ c¨t(wt, u¨t) for each t ∈ T ′. Adding the one-step costs over the decision stages
and taking expectation of these sums, we obtain
Ep¨i
(∑
t∈T ′
c¨t(wt, u¨t)
)
≤ Epi∗
(∑
t∈T ′
ct(wt,u
∗
t , q
∗
t )
)
= zC . (2.28)
However, the l.h.s. of (2.28) is greater than or equal to zP because p¨i is a feasible, but not
necessarily optimal, policy for the PS network. This concludes the proof.
To the authors’ knowledge, Theorem 2.2 is the first result to establish theoretical bounds
on the optimal operational cost (zC) incurred in a 2-bus distribution network with storage;
however, the upper and lower bounds of zC (zD and zP , respectively) need not be tight
in general. Specifically, these bounds are the optimal costs of simplified, single-storage
models that do not account for energy flow constraints in a 2-bus network. It is well-known
that optimal storage policies for single-storage models exhibit a dual-threshold structure
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(cf. [64, 84, 132, 153, 160]), allowing such models to be solved efficiently using specialized
backward induction algorithms (see Section 4.7.6 in [122]). It is instructive that the quantity
zC−zP represents the cost savings achieved by pooling stored energy in a centralized facility,
while the quantity zD − zC can be interpreted as the opportunity cost of prohibiting the
transmission of stored energy between the buses. Consequently, the ratio (zD − zP )/zD can
be viewed as the marginal benefit of centralizing the storage operations of two decentralized
storage systems.
2.4 EXTENSION TO MULTI-BUS NETWORKS
In this section, we extend the results of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to networks with more than two
buses. Specifically, we consider loop and mesh network configurations, which are common for
distribution networks [28]. Figure 4 depicts these two configurations, which differ primarily
in the number of line connections between the buses. The mesh configuration is a fully-
connected network topology in which each pair of buses is connected by a line. By contrast,
a loop network is a simply connected network.
Let G denote the total number of load buses in the network, and let C ′ ≡ {1, . . . , G}
denote the set of such buses. The set of lines in the loop and the mesh networks are denoted
by AL and AM , respectively. For both networks, let q¯
i
t be the energy flow in the feeder line
connected to bus i, and let qt(i, j) denote the energy flow in line (i, j), where qt(i, j) ≥ 0
if energy flows from bus i to bus j, and qt(i, j) < 0 otherwise. For notational convenience,
denote qt(G,G + 1) ≡ qt(G, 1). For each t ∈ T ′ and i ∈ C ′, the supply-demand balance
constraints in these two multi-bus networks are
(Loop) q¯it = d
i
t + θ
i
tu
i
t + qt(i, i+ 1)− qt(i− 1, i),
(Mesh) q¯it = d
i
t + θ
i
tu
i
t +
∑
(i,j)∈AM :j>i
qt(i, j)−
∑
(j,i)∈AM :j<i
qt(j, i).
Let qLt = (qt(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ AL) and qMt = (qt(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ AM) be the vector of energy
flows between the load buses in the loop and the mesh networks, respectively. Then, one-step
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(a) Loop network. (b) Mesh network.
Figure 4: Depiction of networks with the loop and the mesh configurations.
costs incurred at stage t in the two multi-bus networks are
(Loop) cLt (st,xt) = pt
∑
i∈C′
(dit + θ
i
tu
i
t) + ϕ
∑
i∈C′
|uit|+ νξ(ut, qLt ),
(Mesh) cMt (st,xt) = pt
∑
i∈C′
(dit + θ
i
tu
i
t) + ϕ
∑
i∈C′
|uit|+ νξ(ut, qMt ).
The functions cLt and c
M
t are of the same form as that of ct in (2.7). Moreover, the
storage level and line capacity constraints in the multi-bus networks mirror those in the
2-bus network; hence, the lattice structure of the feasibility sets is conserved, despite the
fact that the number of constraints is significantly higher for the multi-bus configurations.
This leads us to the next result in Theorem 2.3 that holds for both the multi-bus networks
and is stated without proof.
Theorem 2.3. For each t ∈ T ,
(i) Vt(w¯t,yt) is multimodular in yt ∈ Y.
(ii) x∗t is monotone decreasing in yt ∈ Y.
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The next result, Theorem 2.4, establishes a sequence of bounds involving the optimal
costs of the pooled (zP ), decentralized (zD), loop (zL) and mesh (zM) networks.
Theorem 2.4. The optimal operational costs are ordered such that zP ≤ zM ≤ zL ≤ zD.
Proof. Note that, for the DS network, qt(i, j) = 0 for all (i, j) ∈ AL; therefore, it is clear that
any optimal policy for the DS network is a feasible, but not necessarily optimal, policy for
the loop network. Therefore, zL ≤ zD. Similarly, qt(i, j) = 0 for all (i, j) ∈ AM \ AL in the
loop network. Using a similar feasibility-optimality argument for the optimal costs of the
loop and mesh networks, we conclude that zM ≤ zL. Next, we show that zP ≤ zM . Assume
that the initial storage levels in the mesh and PS networks are zero without loss of generality.
Let u∗t = (u
i∗
t : i ∈ C ′) be the optimal charge/discharge decisions in the mesh network at
stage t. Construct a storage policy for the PS network, denoted by p¨i = (u¨t : t ∈ T ′),
such that u¨t =
∑
i∈C′ u
i∗
t for each t ∈ T ′. Let y¨t be the storage level realized at stage t
under policy p¨i, where y¨t+1 = y¨t + u¨t. Then, starting from y¨t = 0, it is easy to verify that
0 ≤ y¨t + u¨t ≤
∑
i∈C′ αi, which implies that p¨i is a feasible policy for the PS network. Next,
define the variables (θ¨t : t ∈ T ′), such that
θ¨t =
1/ρ, u¨t ≥ 0,ρ, u¨t < 0.
Next, we show that
∑
i∈C′ θ
i
tu
i∗
t ≥ θ¨tu¨t by using a simple induction argument. For k ∈ C ′\{1},
define u˜kt ≡
∑k
i=1 u
i∗
t , and let θ˜
k
t = 1/ρ if u˜
k
t ≥ 0, and θ˜kt = ρ otherwise. From the proof
of Theorem 2.2, we know that
∑k
i=1 θ
i
tu
i∗
t ≥ θ˜kt u˜kt for k = 2. For the induction hypothesis,
suppose
∑k
i=1 θ
i
tu
i∗
t ≥ θ˜kt u˜kt for some k > 2. Adding the term θk+1t u(k+1)∗t to both sides, we
obtain
∑k+1
i=1 θ
i
tu
i∗
t ≥ θ˜kt u˜kt + θk+1t u(k+1)∗t . Define at ≡ θ˜kt u˜kt + θk+1t u(k+1)∗t and a˜t = θ˜k+1t u˜k+1t .
Next, we compare the terms at and a˜t for the following six cases involving the terms u˜
k
t , u˜
k+1
t
and u
(k+1)∗
t :
Case 1 : u˜kt ≥ 0, u(k+1)∗t ≥ 0 and u˜k+1t ≥ 0. Then θ˜kt = θ˜k+1t = θ(k+1)∗t = 1/ρ, and
at = a˜t = u˜
k+1
t /ρ.
Case 2 : u˜kt ≥ 0, u(k+1)∗t < 0, and u˜k+1t ≥ 0. Then θ˜kt = θ˜k+1t = 1/ρ, θ(k+1)∗t = ρ and
at = u˜
k
t /ρ+ ρu
(k+1)∗
t ≥ u˜k+1t /ρ = a˜t.
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Case 3 : u˜kt < 0, u
(k+1)∗
t ≥ 0, and u˜k+1t ≥ 0. Then θ˜kt = ρ, θ(k+1)∗t = θ˜k+1t = 1/ρ and
at = ρu˜
k
t + u
(k+1)∗
t /ρ ≥ u˜k+1t /ρ = a˜t.
Case 4 : u˜kt < 0, u
(k+1)∗
t < 0, and u˜
k+1
t < 0. Then θ˜
k
t = θ
(k+1)∗
t = θ˜
k+1
t = ρ and
at = a˜t = ρu˜
k+1
t .
Case 5 : u˜kt < 0, u
(k+1)∗
t ≥ 0, and u˜k+1t < 0. Then θ˜kt = θ˜k+1t = ρ, θ(k+1)∗t = 1/ρ and
at = ρu˜
k
t + u
(k+1)∗
t /ρ ≥ ρu˜k+1t = a˜t.
Case 6 : u˜kt ≥ 0, u(k+1)∗t < 0, and u˜k+1t < 0. Then θ˜kt = 1/ρ, θ(k+1)∗t = θ˜k+1t = ρ and
at = u˜
k
t /ρ+ ρu
(k+1)∗
t ≥ ρu˜k+1t = a˜t.
Clearly, at ≥ a˜t ⇒ θ˜kt u˜kt + θk+1t u(k+1)∗t ≥ θ˜k+1t u˜k+1t . Finally, by the induction hypothesis,
we obtain
∑k+1
i=1 θ
i
tu
i∗
t ≥ θ˜k+1t u˜k+1t , which proves that our induction hypothesis is true. For
k = M , this is equivalent to
∑
i∈C′ θ
i
tu
i∗
t ≥ θ¨tu¨t. The rest of the proof is similar to that of
Theorem 2.2, from which we conclude that zD ≤ zM .
2.5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we present numerical examples to illustrate the structural properties of the
value function (Vt), the optimal policy (pi
∗) and the optimal operational cost (zα) for a
2-bus network using real renewable generation and pricing data. Before presenting these
examples, the source data, solution methodology and computational study are described in
greater detail.
2.5.1 Data Description
Hourly wind speed and real-time electricity pricing data for calendar year 2012 were obtained
from the NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory; http://www.nrel.gov) and PJM
(Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland Interconnection; http://www.pjm.com), respectively. Let vt
and Pt be the wind speed and price in hour t ∈ {1, . . . , 24}, respectively. Due to seasonality
effects, we partitioned both data sets into 24 segments, each one hour in duration, and fit
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separate probability density functions to each segment. The hourly prices were fit using
truncated normal (TN) distributions of the form Pt ∼ TN(pˆt, σˆ2t ), where pˆt and σˆ2t are the
(estimated) mean and variance of the price level in hour t, respectively. As was done in
[29, 133], we fit the hourly wind speeds using Weibull distributions, i.e., vt ∼Weibull (ˆ`t, nˆt),
where ˆ`t and nˆt are the (estimated) shape and scale parameters, respectively. Each of
the distribution parameters were estimated from the real data using maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE), and the values are presented in Table 1. Next, we determined the wind
generation levels at the two buses. Let Rit denote the wind generation in hour t at bus i. It
was assumed that the Evance R9000 wind turbine models is installed at both buses. The
turbine at bus 1 has a power rating of R¯1 = 50 kW, while the turbine at bus 2 has a power
rating of R¯2 = 25 kW. Both turbines have a cut-in speed of vc = 3 meter per second (m/s),
a cut-off speed of vf = 60 m/s, and a rated wind speed of v¯ = 12 m/s. The following
deterministic model (see page 547 of [102]) was used to compute the hourly wind generation
level at each bus i:
Rit =

R¯i
(
v¯−vt
v¯−vc
)
, vc ≤ vt ≤ v¯,
R¯i, v¯ ≤ vt ≤ vf ,
0, otherwise.
For the analysis that follows, Pt, R
1
t , and R
2
t are assumed to be mutually independent
random variables. Figure 5 depicts the average hourly wind generation at bus 1 and price
levels (and associated 95% confidence intervals) for a 24-hour period. In this figure, hour 1 is
midnight to 0100, hour 2 is 0100–0200, hour 3 is 0200–0300, and so forth. Examining Figure
5(a) closely, it is seen that the evening hours (hours 17 to 21) are the peak-price periods,
while the off-peak price periods span the late night and early morning hours (hours 1 to 7).
The variability in the hourly prices exhibits a similar trend. By contrast, as seen in Figure
5(b), wind power output is highest during the late night and early morning hours and is
lowest in the afternoon (hours 12 to 16).
Next, we impose assumptions about the wind generation levels at the two buses. Let
R1t , R2t and Pt denote the (bounded) supports of R1t , R2t and Pt, respectively. The lower
and upper limits of these sets correspond to their respective minimum and maximum values
observed during 2012. In order to numerically compute the optimal policy, we assume finite
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(a) Real-time hourly electricity prices.
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(b) Hourly wind generation levels at bus 1.
Figure 5: Average price and wind generation levels in the year 2012.
Table 1: MLE estimates of the wind energy and price distribution parameters.
t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ˆ`
t 4.51 4.49 4.41 4.36 4.33 4.29 4.22 4.08 3.81 3.61 3.56 3.59
nˆt 2.09 2.08 2.06 2.02 1.99 1.96 1.89 1.79 1.59 1.46 1.43 1.43
pˆt 27.26 25.65 23.48 23.39 23.75 25.65 28.47 32.46 33.67 36.82 34.95 37.64
σˆ2t 6.50 9.45 10.42 12.91 14.56 15.18 15.43 18.21 19.36 21.59 20.07 24.31
t 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
ˆ`
t 3.62 3.71 3.78 3.85 3.87 3.83 3.78 3.86 4.07 4.31 4.46 4.52
nˆt 1.43 1.44 1.67 1.49 1.50 1.52 1.55 1.59 1.72 1.87 1.98 2.03
pˆt 38.54 39.94 40.67 41.52 44.85 46.64 50.33 52.78 51.08 38.85 34.71 28.25
σˆ2t 25.74 26.25 28.53 28.21 29.03 30.33 32.74 36.59 31.28 26.65 18.19 14.09
supports for the exogenous variables. Theorem 6.10.11 of [122] provides an error bound for
finite-state approximations to countable-state MDP models. These supports were therefore
discretized as follows: R1t = R2t = {0, 1, . . . , 9}, and Pt = {5n : n = 0, 1, . . . , 12}. Let φt,
ϑ1t and ϑ
2
t be the probability density functions of Pt, R
1
t and R
2
t , respectively. For ease of
computation, we fix the hourly demand levels at their mean values (obtained from PJM
demand data). Therefore, the (random) exogenous state W t consists of the price and wind
generation levels only, i.e., W t = (Pt, R
1
t , R
2
t ), so thatWt = Pt×R1t ×R2t . Let gt be the joint
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probability mass function of W t. Then, due to the independence assumption, the exogenous
process transitions from state wt−1 ∈ Wt−1 to another state wt = (p, r1, r2) ∈ Wt with
probability
Pt−1(wt|wt−1) = gt(wt) = φt(p)∑
p˜∈Pt
φt(p˜)
× ϑ
1
t (r1)∑
r˜1∈R1t
ϑ1t (r˜1)
× ϑ
2
t (r2)∑
r˜2∈R2t
ϑ2t (r˜2)
. (2.29)
For the problem instances that follow, we used the parameter values listed in Table 2. It
was assumed that both buses have identical energy storage parameters αi, ρ
i
c, ρ
i
d, τ
i
c and τ
i
d.
Moreover, the storage devices were assumed to have a shelf-life exceeding one year.
Table 2: Summary of parameter values for the problem instances.
Parameters Parameter descriptions Value(s)
(α1, α2) Storage capacities at buses 1 and 2 (in kW-h) (10,10)
(τ ic , τ
i
d) Storage charging and discharging rates at buses 1 and 2 (in kW) (4,4)
(ρic, ρ
i
d) Storage charging and discharging efficiencies at buses 1 and 2 (0.90,0.85)
β Line capacity (in kW-h) 3.5
ϕ Per-unit cost of charging or discharging energy ($ per kW-h) 10
ν Per-unit cost of line losses ($ per kW-h) 20
The parameter ϕ can be viewed as the implicit cost of degradation per unit of energy charged
or discharged from the battery and can be determined using a life-cycle cost analysis that
accounts for several factors affecting battery performance, such as temperature, state-of-
charge profile, and depth-of-discharge limits (see [11, 71, 72] below). Similarly, the quantity
ν can be estimated by using a life-cycle cost model (e.g., Equation (6) of [169]), which uses
the resistance per unit length of the power lines, per unit electricity prices, and the maximum
allowable current in the power lines.
2.5.2 Solving the MDP Model
For the computational experiments, we considered a 24-hour (or 25-stage) planning horizon,
i.e., T = {1, . . . , 25}, in January 2012. It is assumed that the decisions are made at the
start of each hour (or stage). Moreover, the state space in each stage was assumed to be
time invariant, i.e., St = S for all t ∈ T . We discretized the storage levels, Y 1t and Y 2t , to
have support Y = {0, 1, . . . , 10} × {0, 1, . . . , 10}. Hence, there are 13× 102 × 112 = 157, 300
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possible states in each stage. We employ the linear programming (LP) approach devised
in [16] to solve the non-stationary, finite-horizon model (2.8) and begin by introducing its
primal LP formulation. For notational convenience, denote Xt(s) simply as Xt. Let (λt(s) :
t ∈ T ′, s ∈ S) be the vector of primal LP variables, and (γt(s) : t ∈ T ′, s ∈ S) be the vector
of cost coefficients such that γt(s) ∈ (0,∞) for each t ∈ T ′ and s ∈ S. The primal LP
formulation is
max
∑
t∈T ′
∑
s∈S
γt(s)λt(s) (2.30a)
s.t. λt(s) ≤ ct(s,x) + δ
∑
s′∈S
Pt(s′|s,x)λt+1(s′), ∀t ∈ T ′, s ∈ S, x ∈ Xt, (2.30b)
λt(s) ∈ R. (2.30c)
Let (λ∗t (s) : t ∈ T ′, s ∈ S) be the vector of optimal solutions of (2.30). As γt(s) > 0, it must
be the case that the constraints (2.30b) hold with equality at optimality, i.e.,
λ∗t (s) = ct(s,x) + δ
∑
s′∈S
Pt(s′|s,x)λ∗t+1(s′), ∀t ∈ T ′, s ∈ S, x ∈ Xt,
which implies that λ∗t (s) = Vt(s) by Bellman’s optimality principle. Thus, we can recover
the value functions of (2.8) by solving model (2.30). Note if we choose γ1(s) = Pr(S1 = s),
such that
∑
s∈S γ1(s) = 1, we can express the optimal value of (2.8) according to
zα =
∑
s∈S
γ1(s)λ
∗
1(s) =
∑
s∈S
γ1(s)V1(s).
Unfortunately, the number of constraints in formulation (2.30) is prohibitively large for the
problem instances considered in our numerical examples; hence, we solve the dual of (2.30),
which has significantly fewer constraints. Let (µt(s,x) : t ∈ T ′, s ∈ S, x ∈ Xt) be the vector
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of dual variables associated with constraints (2.30b). Define T ′′ ≡ {1, . . . , N −2}. Then, the
dual LP formulation of (2.8) is
min
∑
t∈T ′
∑
s∈S
∑
x∈Xt
ct(s,x)µt(s,x) (2.31a)
s.t.
∑
x∈X1
µ1(s,x) = γ1(s), ∀s ∈ S, (2.31b)
∑
x∈Xt
µt+1(s,x)− δ
∑
s′∈S
∑
x∈Xt
Pt(s|s′,x)µt(s′,x) = γt+1(s), ∀t ∈ T ′′, s ∈ S, (2.31c)
µt(s,x) ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T ′, s ∈ S, x ∈ Xt.
(2.31d)
It can be shown that the optimal dual solutions of (2.31) has a one-to-one correspondence
with the optimal policy of (2.8). That is, for each s ∈ St, µ∗t (s,x) > 0 when x = x∗t , and
µ∗t (s,x) = 0 otherwise (see the discussion in [16]). Therefore, the optimal policy pi
∗ can be
directly recovered from the optimal solutions of model (2.31).
Model (2.31) was coded in Python 2.7 and solved using Gurobi 6.5. The discount factor
δ was set to 0.99. All problem instances were executed on a Windows-based 64-bit, 4th
generation, Intel R© CoreTM i7, 64 GB, 2.9 GHz Windows machine.
2.5.3 Results and Discussion
First, we illustrate the behavior of the value functions with respect to the storage levels. For
a given storage level vector yt, the average value function, denoted by V¯t(yt), is
V¯t(yt) =
∑
wt∈Wt
P(W t = wt)Vt(wt,yt), yt ∈ Y .
Figure 6 depicts the average value functions at stages 1 and 17 as functions of the storage lev-
els. Clearly, V¯t(yt) is monotone decreasing and convex in yt. This implies that the expected
future cost decreases with increasing storage levels but with decreasing marginal benefit.
Similar trends were observed at all other stages in the planning horizon. Interestingly, the
surface plot in Figure 6(b) has a steeper slope than the one in Figure 6(a), particularly at
lower storage levels. This is because stage 17 marks the onset of the peak-price periods –
characterized by high price variability – in which procurement costs rise rapidly when stored
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energy is in short supply. Note that the average value of the function V¯1(y1) over its domain
Y represents the daily, optimal operational cost of using a storage system with total capac-
ity α¯ = α1 + α2. Then, the marginal benefit (or marginal value) of using storage can be
defined as the difference between the operational costs at capacities 0 and α¯. For instance,
the marginal benefit of using storage was equal to $26.75 for the problem instance used here
(α¯ = 20 kW-h).
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(b) Stage 17 average value function V¯17(y17).
Figure 6: Average value functions in stages 1 and 17.
Next, to illustrate the main results of Theorem 2.1, Figure 7 depicts the optimal charge or
discharge decisions in stage t = 17 as functions of the storage levels for a fixed exogenous state
w17 = (30, 4.5, 4.5). We note that the optimal storage decisions are monotone decreasing
in the storage levels. Moreover, the optimal storage decision at each bus exhibits greater
sensitivity to a marginal change in the storage level at that bus, as opposed to the storage
level at the other bus. To illustrate this point, when y2 is fixed at 10 kW-h, and y1 increases
from 0 to 10 kW-h, the optimal charge/discharge decision (u1∗t ) decreases from +2.97 kW-h
to -3.03 kW-h as (i.e., ∆1u
1∗
t = −0.6). On the other hand, when y1 is fixed at 10 kW-h,
and y2 increases from 0 to 10 kW-h, u
1∗
t decreases from −2.95 kW-h to −3.32 kW-h (i.e.,
∆2u
1∗
t = −0.037). Similar trends were observed in u2∗t , and more generally, for all of the
storage decisions at each stage t ∈ T ′.
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(a) Optimal storage decisions at bus 1 (u1∗t ).
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(b) Optimal storage decisions at bus 2 (u2∗t ).
Figure 7: Optimal storage decisions in stage 17.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the optimal operational costs in PS, CS, and DS networks.
Finally, we compared the operational costs of the pooled storage (PS), 2-bus storage
(CS), and decentralized storage (DS) networks for different storage capacities. For the sake
of comparison, we fixed α2 = 10 kW-h and varied α1 from 1 to 15 kW-h in intervals of
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1 kW-h. Figure 8 depicts the relative magnitudes of the optimal operational costs of the
three network configurations as functions α1, illustrating Theorem 2.2. As the optimal
policies of single-storage models exhibit a dual-threshold structure [64, 153], the pooled and
the decentralized storage models were solved using the monotone value iteration algorithm
(see [122]). It is evident from Figure 8 that, for all three networks, the operational cost
decreases with increasing storage capacity but with decreasing marginal benefit. Moreover,
the differences between the operational costs of each decreases rapidly as the storage capacity
at bus 1 increases. This behavior stems from the increased flexibility of using stored energy
to satisfy demand locally at each bus without having to transmit much energy between them.
Although Theorem 2.2 establishes the relative magnitudes of these operational costs, it is
clear from Figure 8 that the bounds are not tight, especially at low storage capacities. This
is indicative of non-negligible line-loss costs in energy networks with capacitated lines and
storage systems. Hence, optimal policies derived from single-storage models are not suitable
for distribution networks, as they do not adequately capture interactions between distinct
storage devices in a networked environment.
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3.0 ENERGY STORAGE MANAGEMENT IN MICROGRIDS
VIA STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING
In this chapter, a multistage stochastic programming (SP) model is formulated whose ob-
jective is to minimize the expected total energy costs incurred within a microgrid under
randomly evolving renewable supply, demand, and pricing information. The model pre-
scribes the amount of energy to procure, store, and discharge in each decision stage of
a finite planning horizon. However, for even a moderate number of stages, the model is
computationally intractable; therefore, the stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP)
algorithm is customized to obtain high-quality approximate solutions. Computation times
and optimization gaps are significantly reduced by implementing a dynamic cut selection pro-
cedure and a lower bound improvement scheme within the SDDP framework. An extensive
computational study reveals significant cost savings as compared to myopic and non-storage
policies, as well as policies obtained using a two-stage SP model.
3.1 SUMMARY OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
The literature related to optimal demand-side energy storage strategies is relatively small
but is developing rapidly. Most prevalent are models that devise optimal demand-response
schemes for consumers with elastic loads [10, 59]. However, such schemes have exhibited only
a minor shift in consumer demand to match prices [98]. More recently, residential storage
has emerged as a key facilitator of demand response on the consumer side [44, 157]. Ear-
lier formulations of the demand-side storage management problem have employed a linear
programming approach to minimize finite-horizon electricity costs assuming a priori knowl-
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edge of prices [3, 74]. Van de Ven et al. [153] examined a demand response problem under
real-time pricing uncertainty using a finite-horizon Markov decision process (MDP) model.
Proved was the existence of a dual-threshold, cost-minimizing optimal storage policy for a
residential consumer with finite energy storage capacity. Hill et al. [69] developed simple
threshold policies for grid-scale energy storage to mitigate negative impacts of solar energy
integration while improving the overall real-time frequency response and voltage control ca-
pabilities of the grid. Koutsopoulos et al. [86] analyzed an optimal storage control problem
under price and supply uncertainty. Using an infinite-horizon MDP model, they derived an
optimal threshold policy for the online problem and proved its asymptotic optimality (as
the storage capacity approaches infinity). However, none of these MDP models account for
simultaneous uncertainty in demand, supply, and pricing, and they use relatively few scenar-
ios to keep the problem dimension low. Furthermore, they are single-consumer models that
do not consider network constraints and interactions between different microgrid entities.
Consequently, stochastic programming (SP) has emerged as a viable alternative to MDP
models for problems with continuous actions and high-dimensional state spaces (cf. [21] for
additional details). Lee et al. [92] formulated a two-stage linear SP model to minimize invest-
ment and ancillary-generation costs in a power network with high penetration of renewable
sources and energy storage. They employed the well-known L-shaped algorithm [21] to solve
the model in a day-ahead setting; however, a relatively small number of scenarios (≈ 100)
were considered. Ji et al. [78] proposed a two-stage stochastic, mixed-integer, quadratic pro-
gramming (SMIQP) model to jointly optimize the day-ahead operations of renewable sources
and storage systems in a microgrid, also using a small number of scenarios. Xi et al. [160]
addressed the problem of co-optimizing the real-time scheduling of storage usage for multiple
applications, such as energy arbitrage and regulation services, while accounting for price and
renewable uncertainty. They proposed a two-stage, stochastic mixed-integer programming
(SMIP) model to obtain piecewise-linear value function approximations for a MDP model
with continuous states and actions. Other representative two-stage SP models for similar
problems can be found in references [53, 110, 146, 168]. Generally speaking, most realistic
SP models are NP-hard; however, their prevalence in the energy literature stems from the
fact that several decomposition algorithms are available to solve such models efficiently [4].
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By comparison, the literature is relatively sparse for multistage SP models that allow for
recourse decisions at multiple stages of decision making. A key feature of multistage models
is that they yield solutions that are non-anticipative, i.e., decisions made in any stage depend
only on the information available up to that stage. By contrast, decisions from two-stage
models are anticipative and may result in suboptimal strategies. However, multistage SP
models are significantly harder to solve, and are intractable for even a moderate number of
stages [20].
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows. First, a novel, mul-
tistage SP model is considered to obtain viable procurement and storage operation strategies
in a grid-connected microgrid. In this model, the initial (or first-stage) decisions are the
storage capacities of local energy storage systems (e.g., batteries), subject to a budget con-
straint. During each subsequent stage of the planning horizon, multiple recourse decisions are
made, including the total active and reactive power procured from the grid, the active power
charged to, or discharged from, local storage systems, and the active and reactive power
flowing in the lines based on a rigorous power flow model. The objective is to minimize
the expected total energy costs incurred within the microgrid over a finite planning hori-
zon, subject to storage capacity, line capacity, and other physical constraints. The model is
distinguished from existing two-stage SP models in that non-anticipative procurement and
storage decisions must be made in the face of multiple sources of uncertainty: renewable
supply, demand, and prices are all modeled as random variables. Second, to overcome the
computational challenges associated with multistage SP models, we customize the stochastic
dual dynamic programming (SDDP) algorithm [136] to obtain high-quality solutions for a
24-hour planning horizon. The algorithm is enhanced by implementing a dynamic cut selec-
tion (DCS) heuristic [40] to significantly reduce the SDDP computation time. Moreover, the
SDDP algorithm is remarkably improved by employing a novel, yet pragmatic, lower bound
enhancement procedure using Jensen’s inequality. This refinement drastically reduces com-
putation time and significantly improves solution quality, and it facilitates the use of a large
number of potential scenarios. The computational study demonstrates that very tight so-
lution bounds are attainable within a reasonable amount of time. The results also suggest
the scalability of our customized SDDP algorithm to problems of larger scale. Finally, the
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computational results reveal significant economic advantages as compared to myopic and
non-storage policies, as well as policies obtained using a two-stage SP model.
3.2 MODEL DESCRIPTION
This section describes the multistage SP formulation to prescribe viable energy procurement
and storage strategies for microgrid entities over a finite planning horizon. As in [6, 139,
163], consider a grid-connected microgrid with a radial topology – a tree-like network of
interconnected buses and power lines emanating from a reference bus (the feeder), which
is connected to the main grid. The feeder is often connected to a distribution substation
and delivers power procured from the main grid to other microgrid buses. Some or all of
those buses have access to distributed storage systems. The operators use both distributed
generation (e.g., wind and/or solar) and electricity procured from the main grid to satisfy the
net demand and power flow constraints in each stage of the planning horizon. Surplus energy
can be stored in finite-capacity storage systems for future use. The decision makers, who
make procurement and storage decisions at the start of each stage, have access to real-time
pricing information from an electricity spot market. However, the amount of energy that
can be stored or made available for current or future stages is constrained by the capacity
of the storage systems and power lines. Moreover, these decisions are subject to renewable
supply, demand, and pricing uncertainty. The objective is to minimize the expected total
energy costs incurred within the microgrid over the finite planning horizon.
Consider a planning horizon of length Υ, and partition the time interval [0,Υ) so that
[0,Υ) =
N⋃
t=1
[εt−1, εt),
where N is the number of time intervals (or stages) and εt is the tth decision epoch with
ε0 ≡ 0 and εN ≡ Υ. Therefore, the discrete time horizon is denoted by T = {1, . . . , N}, where
t ∈ T is the index of the tth stage, namely [εt−1, εt). Let δt ≡ (εt− εt−1) denote the duration
of the tth stage. Let C = {0, 1, . . . , K} be the finite set of buses in the microgrid, where bus 0
denotes the feeder connected to the main grid, and bus i ∈ C \{0} denotes the ith microgrid
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bus. It is assumed that the feeder is not connected to any load, renewable generator or
storage device, and has a fixed voltage level. For notational convenience, define T ′ ≡ T \{1}
and C ′ ≡ C \ {0}. The set of all lines in the microgrid is denoted by A = {(i, k) : i, k ∈ C},
where (i, k) ∈ A is a power line connecting bus i to bus k.
Next, the physical parameters of the microgrid are described. Let α be the maximum
storage capacity of the microgrid, and βa(i, k) and βr(i, k) be the active and reactive power ca-
pacities (also known as nameplate capacities) of line (i, k). Let ϕ(i, k) denote the impedance
of line (i, k) such that
ϕ(i, k) = λ(i, k) + jϑ(i, k), (i, k) ∈ A,
where λ(i, k) and ϑ(i, k) denote the resistance and reactance of line (i, k), respectively, and
j =
√−1 is the unit imaginary number. Let ν denote the average per-unit cost of power
lost due to resistive heating in any line (i, k) ∈ A. The quantity ηi denotes the average cost
per unit energy charged to, or discharged from, the battery at bus i, while κi is the per-unit
cost of battery capacity at bus i. The parameters ρic and ρ
i
d represent the charging and
discharging efficiencies of the battery at bus i, respectively. The round-trip efficiency of the
battery at bus i is defined as ρi ≡ ρicρid – a value that usually lies in the interval [0.7, 0.9]. The
quantities τ ic and τ
i
d denote the maximum charging and discharging rates of the battery at
bus i, respectively. Let γimin and γ
i
max be the minimum and maximum proportions of battery
capacity that can store energy, where γimin, γ
i
max ∈ (0, 1). It is assumed that the batteries
cannot self-discharge, i.e., energy is not dissipated when the batteries are not in use.
The uncertain variables in the model are described next. All random variables are defined
on a common and complete probability space (Ω,A ,P). Let dit denote the net-demand
(demand minus renewable supply) realized per unit-time at bus i at the start of stage t, such
that
dit = r
i
t + jw
i
t, (i, t) ∈ C × T ′,
where rit and w
i
t denote the active and reactive power components of d
i
t, respectively. Collect
the net demand realizations in the vector dt ≡ ((rit, wit) : i ∈ C ′). Let pt denote the real-
time price realized at the start of stage t. Then for each t ∈ T ′, the bounded vector
ωt ≡ (dt, pt) ∈ Ωt denotes the stage t realization of the random vector ω˜t. Assume |Ωt| <∞
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for all t ∈ T ′. It is noted that Ωt ⊆ RM , where M ≤ 2K − 1. Henceforth, we refer to a
scenario ω ∈ Ω ≡ Ω2 × · · · × ΩN as a realization (or sample path) of the stochastic process
{ω˜t : t ∈ T ′}.
In the following subsection, the decision variables and constraints of the model are de-
fined, and a multistage SP model is formulated using the DistFlow equations for radial
networks.
3.3 MULTISTAGE STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING MODEL
Let xi1 be the stage 1 battery capacity decision at bus i that incurs a cost κi x
i
1. The
capacity decisions are made before any of the random variables are realized. Collect the
stage 1 decisions in the vector x1 ≡ (xi1 : i ∈ C ′). Let c1 ≡ (κi : i ∈ C ′) denote the cost
vector in stage 1 so that the total cost in this stage is
c′1x1 =
∑
i∈C′
κi x
i
1. (3.1)
However, the capacity decisions are constrained by the maximum storage capacity of the
microgrid as follows:
0 ≤
∑
i∈C′
xi1 ≤ α. (3.2)
Unique to this model is the fact that, starting from stage 2 and moving forward in time,
microgrid operators make recourse decisions at the start of each stage. The stage t recourse
decisions, when ωt is realized, are collected in the vector xt(ωt). Henceforth, for notational
convenience, xt(ωt) is simply written as xt. For each i ∈ C ′ and (i, k) ∈ A, the decision
vector for stage t ∈ T ′ is defined as xt ≡ (yit,mit, nit, vit, qt(i, k), st(i, k), at, bt), whose elements
are as follows:
• yit: energy storage level at bus i at the start of stage t;
• mit: active power charged into the battery at bus i;
• nit: active power discharged from the battery at bus i;
• vit: voltage level at bus i
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• qt(i, k): active power flow in line (i, k);
• st(i, k): reactive power flow in line (i, k);
• at: active power procured from main grid at the feeder;
• bt: reactive power procured from main grid at the feeder.
For each bus i ∈ C ′, the battery levels in successive stages are coupled via
yit+1 = y
i
t + δt(ρ
i
cm
i
t − nit/ρid), t ∈ T ′. (3.3)
An interpretation of (3.3) is that the energy stored in a battery equals the stored energy at
the start of the current stage, minus (plus) the amount of energy discharged from (charged
to) the battery in the current stage, scaled by the discharging (charging) efficiency parameter.
Note that the power quantities mit and n
i
t are multiplied by the factor δt to convert them
into units of energy. It is assumed that the batteries are capable of charging or discharging
active power only and not reactive power (cf. [6, 54, 162]). Because demand, renewable
supply and prices exhibit diurnal seasonality [152, 161], storage operations are optimized
over a planning horizon that covers at least one complete cycle of the seasonal variables.
Therefore, the terminal storage levels of the batteries are set to their initial levels [12, 76].
Specifically, for all i ∈ C ′,
yi1 = y
i
N . (3.4)
The energy that is charged to, or discharged from, the storage device is constrained by the
current storage level, as well as the charging and discharging rates of the battery. Therefore,
for each i ∈ C ′,
0 ≤ mit ≤ min{τ ic , δ−1t (xi1 − yit)/ρic}, t ∈ T ′, (3.5)
0 ≤ nit ≤ min{τ id, δ−1t ρidyit}, t ∈ T ′. (3.6)
As battery life can be reduced due to excessive charging or discharging, for each i ∈ C ′,
battery levels in each stage are limited by the following state-of-charge (SOC) constraints:
γimin x
i
1 ≤ yit ≤ γimax xi1, t ∈ T ′. (3.7)
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Next, described are the constraints related to power flow in the lines. In contrast to
transmission systems, where power flows are characterized using DC optimal power flow
approximations, the DistFlow model is often adopted for distribution networks to calculate
the complex power flow and voltage profiles. Several recent papers have justified using the
DistFlow equations for microgrids [6, 31, 147, 156, 163]. Because power flow is directional,
assume that qt(i, k) ≥ 0 when active power flows from bus i to bus k, and qt(i, k) < 0 if it
flows from bus k to i; similar notation is adopted for the reactive component st(i, k). For
a given bus i ∈ C ′, let Λi and Θi denote the parent bus and the adjoining children buses
connected to bus i, respectively. The fixed voltage level at the feeder is denoted by v0. Then
for each i ∈ C ′ and t ∈ T ′, the DistFlow equations are
qt(Λi, i) = r
i
t +m
i
t − nit +
∑
k∈Θi
qt(i, k), (3.8a)
st(Λi, i) = w
i
t +
∑
k∈Θi
st(i, k), (3.8b)
vit = v
Λi
t −
λ(Λi, i)qt(Λi, i) + ϑ(Λi, i)st(Λi, i)
v0
. (3.8c)
The left-hand side of (3.8a) represents the active power that flows into a bus from its parent,
while the right-hand side is the net active power that flows out of the bus to its children,
after accounting for the local active demand and battery power flows. Equation (3.8b) can
be similarly interpreted for reactive power flows. Equation (3.8c) is used to compute the
voltage level of bus i.
Power procured from the main grid is delivered to the microgrid via the feeder (bus 0).
The DistFlow equations at the feeder are
at =
∑
k∈Θ0
qt(0, k), t ∈ T ′, (3.9a)
bt =
∑
k∈Θ0
st(0, k), t ∈ T ′, (3.9b)
where at + jbt is the net power injected into the microgrid via the feeder at stage t. To avoid
reverse power flows at the feeder that can negatively affect operation of voltage regulators
and protective devices [6, 155], the following non-negativity constraints are imposed:
at ≥ 0, t ∈ T ′. (3.10)
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For any line (i, k) ∈ A, the active and reactive power flows are constrained by the
nameplate capacities via
|qt(i, k)| ≤ βa(i, k), t ∈ T ′, (3.11)
|st(i, k)| ≤ βr(i, k), t ∈ T ′, (3.12)
ensuring that power lines are not damaged due to resistive overheating [6, 50]. Additionally,
distribution networks typically require the nominal voltage level at each bus to be maintained
within a tolerance band [139, 163]. Therefore, the voltage level at each bus i ∈ C ′ is
constrained by the inequality
vimin ≤ vit ≤ vimax, t ∈ T ′, (3.13)
where vimin and v
i
max denote the minimum and maximum voltage levels allowed at bus i,
respectively.
It is noted that the decisions made at a current stage depend on the decisions made up
to the previous stage via the temporal linking constraints (3.3). Thereby, the set of feasible
decisions xt in each stage t ∈ T ′ is denoted by Xt(xt−1, ωt), and this set is defined by the
constraints (3.3) – (3.13) for each (ω, t) ∈ Ω× T ′.
Finally, the objective function, which is to be minimized, is described. Let ct denote the
cost vector in stage t ∈ T ′ so that the total cost incurred in this stage is
c′txt = ptatδt +
∑
i∈C′
ηi(m
i
t + n
i
t)δt +
∑
(i,k)∈A
ν`t(i, k)δt, (3.14)
where `t(i, k) is the resistive power loss in line (i, k). The first term on the right-hand side
of (3.14) is the total grid procurement cost, the second term is the total battery charge-
discharge cost, and the third term represents the total cost incurred due to power-line losses
in stage t. Each term on the right-hand side of (3.14) is multiplied by δt to convert power
units to energy units. The battery cost rate ηi is assumed to be equal for both charging and
discharging; however, this assumption can be relaxed. Using the DistFlow equations, the
resistive power loss in line (i, k) ∈ A can be closely represented by the quadratic function
(see [143, 162])
`t(i, k) = λ(i, k)
(
qt(i, k)
2 + st(i, k)
2
v20
)
, t ∈ T ′, (3.15)
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so the per-unit cost incurred due to power losses in line (i, k) at stage t is equal to ν`t(i, k).
Note that, because `t(i, k) is quadratic and convex, it can be readily approximated using
piecewise-linear functions (cf. [166] in the context of the unit-commitment problem). How-
ever, note that the bilinear term ptat makes the cost function nonconvex in (ωt, xt). To make
c′txt convex in (xt, ωt), we use the McCormick approximation [104] to replace the bilinear
term by its convex envelope. Similar convex approximations were used by [30, 119] in the
context of the hydrothermal operation planning problem. The multistage SP model can now
be formulated and represented in the nested form
z = min
x1
c′1x1 + Eω˜2
[
min
x2
c′2x2 + Eω˜3|ω˜2
[
min
x3
c′3x3 + · · ·+ Eω˜N |ω˜N−1
[
min
xN
c′NxN
]
. . .
]]
s.t. xt ∈ Xt(xt−1, ωt), ∀(ω, t) ∈ Ω× T ′, (3.16a)
0 ≤
∑
i∈C′
xi1 ≤ α, (3.16b)
where Eω˜i|ω˜j denotes the expectation taken with respect to the conditional probability mea-
sure P(ω˜i|ω˜j). Note that the nested structure of model (4.2) is a direct consequence of the
multiple recourse opportunities available to the decision maker as information is progres-
sively revealed over the planning horizon. This distinguishes model (4.2) from two-stage SP
models that allow only a singular recourse opportunity under uncertainty [89, 110]. Unfor-
tunately, model (4.2) is computationally intractable, even when the number of stages N is
moderate (see [20, 136, 138] for additional details). However, in Section 3.4, we describe
how the stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) algorithm can be used to obtain
high-quality, approximate solutions to model (4.2).
3.4 STOCHASTIC DUAL DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING (SDDP)
ALGORITHM
SDDP is a well-known decomposition procedure that can be used to solve multistage, stochas-
tic programs with a large number of stages [117, 136]. The SDDP algorithm builds piecewise-
linear outer approximations of the cost-to-go functions at each stage by randomly sampling
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from a finite set of scenarios. The algorithm iteratively updates the lower and upper bounds
of the optimal value z of model (4.2) using a two-step procedure – a forward pass and a back-
ward pass – and assumes stage-wise independence of the random variables. The algorithm
terminates once the bounds satisfy a prescribed convergence criterion.
To customize the SDDP algorithm, model (4.2) is first reformulated as an N -stage
stochastic dynamic program. The first-stage (or stage 1) problem is defined as
z = min
x1
c′1x1 + E[V2(x1, ω˜2)] (3.17)
s.t. 0 ≤
∑
i∈C′
xi1 ≤ α,
where V2(x1, ω2) is the total future cost incurred under decision x1 and realization ω2 ∈ Ω2.
For t ∈ T ′, the stage t problem is defined as
Vt(xt−1, ωt) = min
xt
c′txt + E[Vt+1(xt, ω˜t+1)] (3.18)
s.t. Ftxt = ht(ωt)−Gtxt−1.
In formulation (3.18), matrices Ft and Gt, and the vector ht(ωt), are obtained by reformu-
lating constraints (3.3) – (3.13) as equality constraints. Let pit(ωt) denote the optimal dual
vector associated with (3.18). In dynamic programming parlance, Vt(xt−1, ωt) is the stage
t cost-to-go (or value) function. Without loss of generality, assume E[VN+1(xN , ω˜N+1)] = 0
in the stage N problem; however, any continuous, convex function can be assumed for
E[VN+1(xN , ω˜N+1)].
To implement the SDDP algorithm, the scenarios of model (4.2) are stored as a finite
scenario tree with N stages. A scenario tree originates at a root node that stores the first-
stage decision x1 and progressively branches to other child nodes that are defined by the
number of possible stage t realizations |Ωt| in stage t ∈ T ′. The nodes in stage N are
called the leaf nodes. The total number of leaf nodes equals the number of scenarios of
(4.2). Figure 9 depicts a scenario tree with three stages and six scenarios. Because the
number of scenarios, |Ω2 × · · · × ΩN |, grows exponentially with N , problem (4.2) must be
solved approximately to accommodate a planning horizon of 24 (or more) decision stages.
To solve (4.2) approximately, a finite number of scenarios are sampled from the scenario tree
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Figure 9: Depiction of a scenario tree with three stages and six scenarios.
to develop a piecewise-linear outer approximation of E[Vt+1(xt, ω˜t+1)] in (3.18) for each stage
t problem. The approximate stage t cost-to-go function is denoted by V̂t(xt−1, ωt). The outer
approximations are developed by generating Bender’s cuts
θt+1 ≥ h¯t+1,k − p¯i′t+1,kGt+1xt, k ∈ K. (3.19)
In (3.19), the set K is the index set for all Bender’s cuts added to each stage t problem (3.18).
Here, column vector p¯it+1,k ≡ E[pit+1(ω˜t+1)] defines the gradient and h¯t+1,k is the intercept
term for cut k ∈ K, where h¯t+1,k ≡ E[V̂t+1(xkt , ω˜t+1)]+ p¯i′t+1,kGt+1xkt , and xkt is a feasible stage
t solution. Thus, the approximate stage t problem has the form
V̂t(xt−1, ωt) = min
xt
c′txt + θt+1 (3.20)
s.t. Ftxt = ht(ωt)−Gtxt−1,
θt+1 ≥ h¯t+1,k − p¯i′t+1,kGt+1xt, k ∈ K,
while the approximate stage 1 problem is
zˆ = min
x1
c′1x1 + θ2 (3.21)
s.t.
∑
i∈C′
xi1 ≤ α,
θ2 ≥ h¯2,k − p¯i′2,kG2x1, k ∈ K,
x1 ≥ 0.
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Let xˆ(ω) ≡ (xˆt(ω))t∈T be an approximate policy obtained by solving problems (3.20) and
(3.21) for scenario ω ∈ Ω2×· · ·×ΩN . In the forward pass of the SDDP algorithm, S distinct
scenarios are sampled uniformly from the scenario tree using the well-known Monte-Carlo
method (see [40, 136, 138]). Subsequently, the stage t problems are solved approximately
for each of the sampled scenarios, starting from the first stage and moving forward to the
final stage. At the completion of the forward pass, an upper bound to z is calculated,
and a convergence criterion is tested. If the criterion is satisfied, the algorithm terminates;
otherwise, the current optimal policy is amended by adding |Ωt| Bender’s cuts to each of
the stage t problems associated with the sampled scenarios, starting from the last stage and
working backwards to the first stage. Figure 9 depicts the forward and backward passes
of the SDDP algorithm for a given scenario tree. Let ΩS ⊂ Ω be a finite set of S distinct
scenarios ω sampled from Ω. The steps of the algorithm are summarized as follows:
1. Sampling
Sample S distinct scenarios ω from Ω to form ΩS.
2. Forward Pass
2a) For t = 1, solve (3.21) and save xˆ1 and zˆ;
2b) For t = 2, . . . , N and ω ∈ ΩS, solve (3.20) and store xˆt(ω) and V̂t(xˆt−1(ω), ωt), where
ωt is the (t− 1)th component of ω.
3. Convergence Test (at the 95% confidence level)
3a) Compute an upper bound of z by
zu = c
′
1xˆ1 + (1/S)
∑
ω∈ΩS
N∑
t=2
c′txˆt(ω),
and assign lower bound z` := zˆ by solving (3.21);
3b) Terminate the algorithm if (see [136])
zu +
(
1.96 σˆu/
√
S
)
− z` ≤ ,
where  is a prescribed accuracy level, and σˆu is the sample standard deviation of
the observations {zω : ω ∈ ΩS} with
zω = c
′
1xˆ1 +
N∑
t=2
c′txˆt(ω);
Else go to Step 4.
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4. Backward Pass
4a) For t = 2, . . . , N , ω ∈ ΩS, and for each ωt ∈ Ωt, solve (3.20) using xˆt−1(ω), and
save pˆit(ωt) and V̂t(xˆt−1(ω), ωt); Generate a Bender’s cut (3.19) and add it to all
subproblems at stage t− 1;
4b) Go to step 1.
3.5 IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF SDDP
The standard SDDP algorithm of Section 3.4 involves visiting S scenarios in the forward
pass, and then a backward pass is performed to build |Ωt| cuts for each stage t problem.
This procedure yields an increasing number of Bender’s cuts for each stage t problem, not all
of which are active at each iteration of the algorithm. To reduce the computational burden of
solving problems (3.20) and (3.21), a more sensible approach is to select cuts for the current
iteration from a collection of cuts that have been generated in prior iterations. While there
exist several classes of cut selection procedures in the stochastic programming literature (cf.
[21, 138]), an effective dynamic cut selection (DCS) procedure due to de Matos et al. [40]
was implemented to reduce the computation time of the standard SDDP algorithm.
3.5.1 Dynamic Cut Selection (DCS) Heuristic
In the DCS procedure, cuts are added iteratively rather than adding all cuts at once. At
each iteration of the SDDP algorithm, a sequence of values Qk ≡ (h¯t+1,k − p¯i′t+1,kGt+1xˆt) are
computed for all k ∈ K (the index set of all cuts generated in prior iterations) and xˆt is
the current optimal solution at stage t. If the cut k∗ = argmaxk{Qk} has not been added
to (3.20) yet, then k∗ is added to (3.20) and re-solved. Moreover, at each stage t ∈ T ′, the
cuts that were generated for the stage t problems, associated with the scenarios visited in
prior iterations, can be accessed to determine the set of active cuts for the stage t problems
in the current iteration. Consequently, a broad set of cuts are retained that are likely to be
important to all the subproblems at a given stage. Note that at the start of a new iteration,
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cuts of all the stage problems are cleared. However, the cuts are not discarded because one
cannot ensure that a currently inactive cut will remain inactive for other scenarios visited at
a later iteration. Thus, the algorithm has access to all the cuts generated in earlier iterations,
and only adds the active cuts to the stage t problems during the forward and backward passes
of the current iteration. The steps of the algorithm are summarized as follows:
1. Remove cuts
Remove the cuts from all stage t problems (3.20) and the stage 1 problem (3.21).
2. Sampling
Sample S distinct scenarios ω from Ω to form ΩS.
3. Forward Pass
3a) For t = 1, solve (3.21) and save xˆ1 and zˆ;
3b) For t = 2, . . . , N and ω ∈ ΩS, solve (3.20) and store xˆt(ω) and V̂t(xˆt−1(ω), ωt), where
ωt is the (t− 1)th component of ω; if k∗ = argmaxk{h¯t+1,k − p¯i′t+1,kGt+1xˆt(ω)} is not
in (3.20), then add cut k∗ and re-solve (3.20).
4. Convergence Test
Identical to Step 3 of the standard SDDP algorithm.
5. Backward Pass
5a) For t = 2, . . . , N ,ω ∈ ΩS, and for each ωt ∈ Ωt, solve (3.20) using xˆt−1(ω), and save
pˆit(ωt) and V̂t(xˆt−1(ω), ωt); If k∗ = argmaxk{h¯t+1,k− p¯i′t+1,kGt+1xˆt(ω)} is not in (3.20),
then add cut k∗ and re-solve (3.20); Generate a Bender’s cut (3.19) and add it to all
subproblems at stage t− 1;
5b) Go to step 1.
3.5.2 Lower Bound Improvement via Jensen’s Inequality
The DCS heuristic reduces the number of cuts that are added at each stage; however, it
cannot guarantee the strength of these cuts. The standard SDDP algorithm exhibits slow
convergence because the lower bounds obtained from the approximate stage t problems –
which do not exploit strong valid inequalities – are relatively weak (cf. [15, 149]). To address
this shortcoming, we propose a lower bound improvement scheme that makes use of Jensen’s
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inequality (see [125], p. 188). The idea is to generate a set of strong valid inequalities during
the backward pass of the SDDP algorithm. First, the elements of an artificial scenario,
ω¯ ≡ (ω¯2, . . . , ω¯N), are obtained by
ω¯t =
∑
ωt∈Ωt
ωt/|Ωt|, t ∈ T ′.
We call ω¯ the average scenario and note that it may not necessarily belong to Ω. Next,
during a backward pass of the SDDP algorithm, a valid inequality of the form
θt+1 ≥ Vt+1(xt, ω¯t+1), t ∈ T, (3.22)
is added to each approximate stage t problem. The right-hand side of inequality (3.22) is
evaluated by setting xt = xˆt, where xˆt is the current optimal solution at stage t. Because
ω¯ is computed a priori, and xˆt is known for each t ∈ T ′ from the forward pass, adding
cut (3.22) does not impose any additional computational burden. Note that, for a given
feasible solution xt, the inequality θt+1 ≥ E[Vt+1(xt, ω˜t+1)] holds because problem (3.20) is
a relaxation of problem (3.18). Furthermore, we have that E[Vt+1(xt, ω˜t+1)] ≥ Vt+1(xt, ω¯t+1)
by Jensen’s inequality. Therefore, the cuts (3.22) are valid inequalities for the approximate
stage t problems. The computational results of Section 3.6 reveal that the addition of these
valid inequalities significantly improves solution quality and drastically reduces computation
time, as compared to the standard SDDP algorithm.
3.6 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
This section presents computational results illustrating procurement and storage policies
obtained by solving problem (4.2) approximately using standard SDDP, its DCS variant
(SDDP+DCS), and the lower bound improvement scheme integrated within SDDP+DCS
(SDDP+DCS+J), as described in Sections 3.4, 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, respectively. First, detailed
descriptions of the source data, microgrid configuration and computational study are pro-
vided.
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Hourly demand and real-time electricity pricing data were obtained from PJM Intercon-
nection (http://pjm.com/), while hourly wind speed data were obtained from the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (http://nrel.gov/) for the years 2012 and 2013. Wind speeds
were converted to active wind-power outputs for a small-scale wind turbine by applying
equation (13) of [29]. Moreover, reactive wind-power outputs were obtained from the PQ
characteristic curve of a small wind turbine; for more details, see [36]. As price and wind lev-
els are highly seasonal, the original data were partitioned into two disjoint sets, each spanning
one year. As an aid to data visualization, for each data set, 95% confidence intervals (c.i.)
were constructed for hourly demand, wind-generation and price levels by fitting truncated
normal distributions whose parameters were estimated via maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE). Figure 10 depicts the average electricity prices and wind-generation levels over a
24-hour period for the year 2012. Note that midnight is 0000 so that hour 1 corresponds to
0000 to 0100, hour 2 is 0100 to 0200, and so forth.
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(a) Real-time hourly electricity prices.
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(b) Hourly wind-generation levels.
Figure 10: Average price and wind-generation levels for the year 2012.
3.6.1 Microgrid Configuration
We consider a 4-bus microgrid configuration as depicted in Figure 11. The 4-bus system is
powered by the main grid and a small-scale wind turbine that is connected to a single local
storage device located at bus 3, which implies that xi1 = 0 for all i ∈ C ′ \ {3}. In what
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follows, let r¯it and w¯
i
t denote the sample means of the active power (r˜
i
t) and reactive power
(w˜it) components of net demand, respectively, in stage t ∈ T ′ at bus i ∈ C ′. Denote the
associated sample variances by rˆit and wˆ
i
t, respectively. The net demand components at bus
i ∈ C ′ are assumed to follow truncated normal distributions, i.e.,
r˜it ∼ TN(r¯it, rˆit), t ∈ T ′, (3.23)
w˜it ∼ TN(w¯it, wˆit), t ∈ T ′. (3.24)
Figure 11: A 4-bus, grid-connected microgrid.
For each stage t, the (finite) supports of the random variables r˜it and w˜
i
t were determined
using the maximum and minimum levels of net demand obtained from the PJM demand
and NREL wind data. The loads connected to buses 1 and 2 are assumed to be homogenous
with identical active power distributions, i.e.,
r˜1t
d
= r˜2t , t ∈ T ′.
Moreover, both loads are assumed to have high power factors (the ratio of active to apparent
power) and, therefore, consume negligible reactive power. Thus,
w˜1t = 0 and w˜
2
t = 0, t ∈ T ′.
The wind turbine connected to bus 3, on the other hand, generates both active and reactive
power in each stage t.
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The microgrid operators are assumed to be price-takers with no demand-response ca-
pabilities. However, simple demand-response schemes can be integrated into the model
without imposing additional computational burden. Microgrid operators have access to the
main grid at all times and can procure electricity at spot prices that also follow truncated
normal distributions of the form
p˜t ∼ TN(p¯t, pˆt), t ∈ T ′, (3.25)
where p¯t and pˆt are the sample mean and variance of the price at stage t, respectively.
The power lines are all assumed to have identical line capacities (βa, βr), resistance (λ)
and reactance (ϑ) values. A deep-cycle, lead-acid battery with a shelf-life of over 24 hours is
used as the storage device at bus 3. The battery parameters (κ, η, ρc, ρd, τc, τd, γmin, γmax) are
selected based on information provided in [93]. It is assumed that the battery is charged up to
its maximum SOC level at the start of the planning horizon, i.e., y1 = γmaxx1, and therefore,
the terminal battery level is yN = y1 = γmaxx1 by (3.4). The voltage limits (vmin, vmax) at
each bus were set to ±5% of the feeder voltage v0 (see [6, 139]). Table 3 summarizes the
parameter values used in the computational experiments.
3.6.2 Description of Experiments
For the computational experiments, a 24-hour planning horizon in the year 2012 was consid-
ered, i.e., T = {1, . . . , 25}, where hour 1 is stage 2, hour 2 is stage 3 and so forth; hence, δt = 1
for each t. The standard SDDP, SDDP+DCS and SDDP+DCS+J algorithms were coded in
Python 2.7 and solved using the Gurobi 6.5 solver. The piecewise-linear approximation to
(3.15) was created using the default settings of Gurobi, and the dual-simplex method was
selected as the default linear programming (LP) solver. The algorithms were implemented
on a 64-bit, 4th generation Intel R© CoreTM i7, 64 GB, 2.9 GHz Windows machine.
We considered different combinations of the number of sampled scenarios (S) in the
forward pass, and the number of stage t realizations (|Ωt|) for the backward pass, holding
|Ωt| constant for all t ∈ T ′. The parameter S was varied from 50 to 250 in increments of 50,
while |Ωt| was varied from 5 to 20 in increments of 5. For each t ∈ T ′, a set of |Ωt| samples
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Table 3: Parameter values for the problem instances.
Parameter Parameter description Value
α Maximum battery capacity (kWh) 60.00
κ Per-unit cost of battery capacity ($/kWh) 50.00
η Per-unit cost of charging/discharging ($/kWh) 2.00
τc Charging rate of the battery (kW) 25.00
τd Discharging rate of the battery (kW) 25.00
ρc Charging efficiency of the battery 0.95
ρd Discharging efficiency of the battery 0.90
γmin Minimum battery SOC fraction 0.10
γmax Maximum battery SOC fraction 0.90
βa Line capacity for active power (kW) 60.00
βr Line capacity for reactive power (kVAR) 60.00
λ Line resistance (Ohm) 0.009
ϑ Line reactance (Ohm) 0.009
v0 Fixed voltage level at the feeder (kV) 10.00
vmin Minimum bus voltage level (kV) 9.50
vmax Maximum bus voltage level (kV) 10.50
were first generated to construct a scenario tree before running any of the three procedures.
To generate the samples ωt ≡ (rit, wit, pt : i ∈ C ′) at each stage t, a multivariate truncated
normal distribution was used in which each marginal distribution is also truncated normal.
The sampling procedure was further simplified by assuming that the random variables at
each stage are all mutually independent, i.e., for each t ∈ T ′
Ft(ωt) = Pt(pt)
3∏
i=1
Rit(rit)W it(wit), ∀ωt ∈ Ωt,
where Ft is the joint probability density function (p.d.f.), and Pt, Rit, and W it are the stage
t marginal p.d.f.s of price (3.25), active power (3.23) and reactive power (3.24) components
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of net demand at bus i, respectively. Alternative sampling procedures can be used, such as
those described in [87]; however, we chose this sampling procedure to satisfy the stage-wise
independence criterion of the SDDP algorithm. For comparison purposes, the same |Ωt|
samples were used to generate scenario trees for all three procedures.
Once a scenario tree is generated, S distinct forward-pass scenarios ω ≡ (ωt : t ∈ T ′)
are uniformly sampled from the scenario tree in each iteration of the three procedures.
It is worth noting that empirical forecast distributions, based on forward bootstrapping
techniques [116], can also be used to sample scenarios; however, our main purpose here
is to illustrate the usefulness of the SP model and its solutions. The quality of solutions
obtained using standard SDDP, SDDP+DCS, and SDDP +DCS+J algorithms was assessed
by computing the approximate gap percentage
Gap (%) =
zu − z`
z`
× 100. (3.26)
All three procedures were terminated if either the SDDP convergence criterion was satisfied
(with  = 10−5), or 500 iterations were completed, whichever occurred first.
3.6.3 Results and Discussion
The computational results for the standard SDDP procedure are provided in Table 4. It
is noted that for a fixed number of scenarios S, the gap percentage decreases sharply as
|Ωt| increases; however, as one might expect, the computation times increase. Specifically,
if additional state information is used at each stage to develop Bender’s cuts, better value-
function approximations are obtained; however, a far greater number of stage t problems
must be solved. Similarly, for a fixed value of |Ωt|, the gap percentages decrease, and the
computation time increases (but only moderately) as S increases. This trend stems from
the fact that the lower bounds progressively improve, albeit slowly, as more scenarios are
sampled, but a larger number of stage t problems must be solved in each iteration. However,
the reported gap percentages indicate that the bounds are not tight. For example, when
S = 250 and |Ωt| = 20, solving the model for over 6.7 hours reduced the gap to only 6.96%.
Table 5 summarizes the results when using the standard SDDP algorithm supplemented
with DCS. The table reveals that both solution quality and computation time improved,
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Table 4: Results using the standard SDDP algorithm.
S |Ωt| z` zu Gap % Time (mins)
50
5 62.46 78.03 24.93 48.76
10 66.28 77.64 17.14 64.85
15 68.89 77.21 12.08 98.33
20 69.8 77.02 10.34 132.65
100
5 63.42 77.97 22.94 61.28
10 67.24 77.28 14.93 92.37
15 69.72 77.15 10.66 131.54
20 70.23 77.01 9.65 189.95
150
5 64.45 77.56 20.34 73.89
10 67.93 77.15 13.57 129.76
15 69.96 76.97 10.03 186.21
20 70.82 76.58 8.13 238.86
200
5 64.98 77.39 18.96 84.21
10 68.02 76.93 13.10 148.49
15 70.37 76.62 8.88 235.72
20 70.95 76.51 7.84 325.39
250
5 65.35 77.12 18.01 97.65
10 68.63 76.75 11.83 171.26
15 70.92 76.58 7.98 272.74
20 71.43 76.21 6.96 403.64
relative to the results for standard SDDP. For instance, when S = 250 and |Ωt| = 20,
SDDP+DCS reduces the gap percentage by a factor of over 2.3 (from 6.96% to 3%). Ad-
ditionally, the computation time is reduced by a factor of nearly 1.3 (from 403.64 min to
311.37 min). However, the gap percentages for SDDP+DCS are still high in absolute terms,
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which points to a slow rate of convergence of the lower bounds z`. In fact, for both the SDDP
and SDDP+DCS procedures, the lower bounds converged rapidly in the first few iterations,
and converged very slowly thereafter. For example, when S = 250 and |Ωt| = 20, the SDDP
+DCS lower bound improved from −∞ to 71.43 (final value of standard SDDP lower bound)
in the first 60 iterations, and increased to only 73.98 in the next 440 iterations. This slow
convergence may be attributed to weak Bender’s cuts that are generated in the backward
pass. Such weak cuts often lead to relaxations of the stage t problems that are not tight –
a common trend in Bender’s decomposition-based algorithms [149]. The numerical results
indicate that DCS alone may not significantly improve computation time and the quality of
solutions obtained by the SDDP algorithm.
To improve the convergence rate of the lower bounds, and further reduce the computation
time, valid inequalities of the form (3.22) were added to each stage t problem in the backward
pass (see Section 3.5.2). Table 6 summarizes the results for the SDDP+DCS+J procedure.
The table reveals a dramatic improvement in solution quality as well as computation time.
For instance, when S = 250 and |Ωt| = 20, SDDP+DCS+J reduces the gap percentage
by factors of 21.75 and 9.36, respectively, as compared to standard SDDP (from 6.96% to
0.32%) and SDDP+DCS (from 3% to 0.32%). These results are highly significant in that a
realistic scenario tree with 25 stages yields very high quality solutions (gap of 0.32%) within
a reasonable amount of time (206.73 minutes). Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the gap and
computation time reductions achieved by using SDDP+DCS+J for different values of |Ωt|.
Moreover, the numerical experiments suggest a significant improvement in the conver-
gence rate of SDDP+DCS+J. For example, when S = 250 and |Ωt| = 20, the SDDP+DCS+J
lower bound attained the final value of the SDDP+DCS lower bound (z` = 73.98) in only
20 iterations. Furthermore, the lower bounds increased by only 5 × 10−4 in the final 300
iterations of SDDP+DCS+J, indicating convergence of the lower bounds. It is noteworthy
that a mere 2.7% improvement (73.98 to 75.99) in the lower bound of SDDP+DCS+J, over
that of the SDDP+DCS, caused the gap percentage to drop by nearly 2.7% (3% to 0.32%).
The comparisons are even more stark between the standard SDDP and SDDP+DCS+J. A
mere 6.38% (71.43 to 75.99) increase in z` reduced the gap from 6.96% to 0.32%.
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Table 5: Results using the SDDP+DCS algorithm.
S |Ωt| z` zu Gap % Time (mins)
50
5 64.03 78.05 21.89 33.67
10 68.25 77.61 13.71 49.29
15 70.04 77.18 10.19 66.27
20 71.26 77.01 8.08 87.25
100
5 65.57 77.93 18.85 48.58
10 69.72 77.34 10.93 73.46
15 71.23 77.16 8.30 101.28
20 72.61 76.92 5.97 148.65
150
5 67.03 77.39 15.46 60.09
10 70.04 77.19 10.04 102.25
15 72.27 76.89 6.43 156.43
20 73.06 76.45 4.61 195.23
200
5 68.17 77.41 13.55 73.21
10 70.92 76.90 8.43 112.28
15 72.89 76.69 5.21 179.38
20 73.21 76.42 4.45 235.29
250
5 68.87 77.41 11.83 86.46
10 71.11 76.98 7.68 147.76
15 73.57 76.81 3.96 202.41
20 73.98 76.15 3.00 311.37
Figure 14 depicts box plots of the lower bounds obtained for the SDDP, SDDP+DCS, and
SDDP+DCS+J algorithms. It is noted that the lower bounds obtained by SDDP+DCS+J
are not only stronger, but also less variable, as compared to the those of standard SDDP and
SDDP+DCS. This is because the Jensen’s inequality-based Bender’s cuts lead to stronger
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Table 6: Results using the SDDP+DCS+J algorithm.
S |Ωt| z` zu Gap % Time (mins)
50
5 70.12 77.98 11.21 16.65
10 72.93 77.46 6.24 24.28
15 74.17 77.19 4.07 36.69
20 75.03 76.97 2.23 49.63
100
5 71.47 77.81 8.87 25.97
10 73.54 77.34 5.13 37.80
15 74.97 77.15 2.91 54.32
20 75.45 76.82 1.84 71.21
150
5 72.12 77.72 7.77 38.57
10 74.32 77.29 4.56 68.43
15 75.59 76.83 1.64 101.36
20 75.67 76.29 0.89 150.26
200
5 72.96 77.43 6.13 50.45
10 75.01 77.16 2.95 83.53
15 75.71 76.86 1.52 121.62
20 75.98 76.28 0.45 179.97
250
5 73.21 77.41 6.03 64.36
10 75.06 77.01 2.83 98.14
15 75.89 76.85 1.34 141.42
20 75.99 76.19 0.32 206.73
relaxations and, therefore, tighter lower bounds. That is, as the number of iterations in-
creases, the relaxations become progressively stronger as a large number of high-quality
Bender’s cuts are added. Furthermore, the computation time decreases because DCS retains
only the strong, active cuts from prior iterations. Consequently, the lower bounds converge
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Figure 12: Gap percentage for different values of |Ωt| when S = 250.
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Figure 13: Average computation time for different values of |Ωt|.
rapidly, and the computation time decreases significantly using SDDP+DCS+J. By contrast,
the variability of lower bounds obtained by standard SDDP and SDDP+DCS are of the same
order because the DCS heuristic does not generate stronger cuts; it simply reduces the num-
ber of cuts that are retained from prior iterations during the current iteration. Figure 14
confirms our conjecture that SDDP+DCS+J generates much tighter lower bounds.
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Figure 14: Box plots of the lower bounds obtained via SDDP and its two variants.
Next, we compared the approximate solutions of SDDP+DCS+J to solutions obtained
using a myopic, price-based threshold (MPT) policy that ignores the future impact of current
storage and power-flow decisions. The MPT policy maximizes the charging or discharging
quantities at each stage, subject to the feasibility constraints (3.3)–(3.13), depending on
whether the price realized at that stage is below or above a fixed price threshold, respectively.
That is, for a given scenario ω ∈ Ω, the MPT policy, denoted by xφ(ω) ≡ (xφt (ω))t∈T ′ , was
obtained by solving a sequence of stage t problems
xφt (ω) = argmax
∑
i∈C′
mitI[pt<p¯] + nitI[pt≥p¯]
s.t. Ftxt = ht(ωt)−Gtxφt−1(ω),
where xφt−1(ω) is the MPT decision vector at stage t − 1, p¯ is a known price threshold and
IA denotes the indicator function of event A. In these experiments, the threshold p¯ was set
to the sample mean of the prices in the PJM pricing data. Specifically,
p¯ =
1
24
25∑
t=2
p¯t ≈ $35.79/MWh.
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The one-step cost at stage t using the MPT policy is denoted by c′tx
φ
t (ω) and is calculated
via (3.14). Then, the total cost over the horizon for scenario ω is
zφ(ω) = c
′
1x
φ
1 +
∑
t∈T ′
c′tx
φ
t (ω).
Let zφ denote the average MPT policy cost of S distinct forward-pass scenarios used in
SDDP+DCS+J.The expected cumulative costs incurred over the planning horizon were com-
pared using SDDP+DCS+J, the MPT policy, and the corresponding model when no energy
storage is available (for the case S = 250 and |Ωt| = 20). The expected cumulative cost
at hour t is the sum of accumulated costs up to that hour, so the expected cost at hour
24 is the expected total cost incurred over the planning horizon. In the absence of storage
capacity, we set x1 = 0; therefore, there are no charging or discharging decisions in each of
the subsequent stages. Denote the cost of the no-storage policy by zN . Figure 15 reveals that
the SDDP+DCS+J policy significantly reduces cumulative costs in each stage. Specifically,
the total horizon costs are reduced by 25.65% (from 102.47 to 76.19) as compared to the
MPT policy, and by 48.68% (from 143.67 to 76.19) as compared to the policy that does not
use energy storage.
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Figure 15: Expected cumulative costs over the planning horizon.
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Figure 16 depicts the average battery levels for the SDDP+DCS+J and MPT policies
and the average electricity price in each hour of the day. The battery can be charged up to
its maximum SOC level (γmaxx1) at the start of the planning horizon. The data revealed
that hours 1 to 10, on average, had low price and high wind-generation levels. Therefore,
the battery retains most of its initial charge during hours 1 to 10 under the SDDP+DCS+J
policy. The MPT policy does not discharge energy (on average) during hours 1 to 10 because
the prices (on average) are less than the price threshold p¯ in these periods. As prices increase
and wind generation decreases in subsequent periods, energy is discharged from the battery
to satisfy the demand under both of these policies. Not surprisingly, the battery is discharged
to its minimum SOC level (γminx1) during the peak-price periods (hours 18 to 21) in both
cases.
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Figure 16: Average battery level and average price for each hour.
Although the initiation of discharging is earlier in SDDP+DCS+J (hour 6) compared
to the MPT policy (hour 11), the MPT battery levels fall dramatically once discharge is
initiated in hour 11. This is because the MPT policy maximizes the energy discharged from
the battery between hours 11 to 21, when prices, on average, are greater than the threshold
level p¯. It is noted that for the MPT policy, the battery level reaches the minimum SOC
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level as early as hour 18, thereby forcing procurement of electricity during hours 18 to 21
when the (average) prices are highest. This behavior is reflected in Figure 15 by the steep
slope of the cumulative-cost curve of the MPT policy between hours 18 to 21. Thus, the
MPT policy effectively diminishes the advantage of using stored energy – namely to reduce
peak-period costs. By contrast, the policy obtained via SDDP+DCS+J is intelligent in that
it prescribes the use of stored energy during peak-price periods, thereby reducing the overall
expected costs over the horizon. Figure 16 highlights the benefits of time-shifting energy
consumption via storage in a microgrid. Although the two policies exhibit similar behavior
over time, the SDDP+DCS+J policy accounts for the future impact of current decisions,
yielding better operational decisions that lead to significant cost savings.
Next, we compared the solutions of the multistage SP model to those obtained by solving
an associated two-stage SP model in which the non-anticipativity condition is relaxed. The
two-stage model allows for only a single recourse opportunity in stage 2. The stage 2 recourse
decisions for a realized scenario ω ∈ Ω are collected in the vector x(ω) ≡ (xt(ω) : t ∈ T ′).
For notational convenience, we drop the dependence of x on ω and simply write x. Let
c ≡ (ct : t ∈ T ′) be the corresponding second-stage cost vector (also a function of ω). The
stage 1 problem is
zˇ = min
x1
c′1x1 + E[V (x1, ω)] (3.27a)
s.t. 0 ≤
∑
i∈C′
xi1 ≤ α, (3.27b)
and the stage 2 problem is
V (x1, ω) = min
x
c′x (3.28a)
s.t. Fx = h(ω)−Gx1. (3.28b)
The matrices F and G and vector h(ω) were obtained by reformulating constraints (3.3) –
(3.13) together for all stages t ∈ T ′. The SDDP+DCS+J algorithm was used to solve model
(3.27) approximately. The lower and upper bounds of the optimal value zˇ are denoted by zˇ`
and zˇu, respectively. Table 7 summarizes the results of the two-stage SP model.
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Table 7: Two-stage results using the SDDP+DCS+J algorithm.
S |Ω| zˇ` zˇu Gap % Time (mins)
50
104 80.02 82.86 3.55 7.57
3× 104 80.93 82.54 1.99 20.26
100
104 80.21 82.69 3.09 15.48
3× 104 81.61 82.43 1.00 46.23
150
104 80.52 82.48 2.45 24.86
3× 104 81.88 82.37 0.59 73.39
200
104 80.73 82.38 2.04 37.12
3× 104 81.96 82.37 0.50 101.72
250
104 81.01 82.36 1.67 56.75
3× 104 82.13 82.36 0.28 148.27
Similar to the results of the multistage model, the gap percentage for the two-stage model
decreases as both S and |Ω| increase, while the computation time increases. Of far greater
interest, however, is the comparison between the solution bounds of the multistage and two-
stage models. Let zˇ∗u and z
∗
u denote the best upper bound obtained for the two-stage and
multistage models, respectively, for a particular number of forward-pass scenarios S. We
compared these upper bounds for each S ∈ {50, 100, 150, 200, 250} using
∆S(%) =
zˇ∗u − z∗u
zˇ∗u
× 100,
where ∆S denotes the cost savings over the planning horizon (as a percentage) when multiple
recourse opportunities are available. Table 8 provides strong evidence that substantial cost
savings are achieved by using the multistage SP model.
Finally, to examine scalability issues associated with our solution procedure, we solved
a simplified two-bus system and compared its results with the 4-bus system. As depicted
in Figure 17, the two-bus system is configured by aggregating the loads of the 4-bus system
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Table 8: Two-stage versus multistage SP upper bounds.
S zˇ∗u z
∗
u ∆S(%)
100 82.54 76.97 6.75
200 82.43 76.82 6.81
300 82.37 76.29 7.38
400 82.37 76.28 7.39
500 82.36 76.19 7.49
into a single bus that is connected to the wind turbine and a single storage device. The
aggregated net demand components in the two-bus system are assumed to follow truncated
normal distributions
r˜t ∼ TN(r¯t, rˆt), t ∈ T ′,
w˜t ∼ TN(w¯t, wˆt), t ∈ T ′,
where the corresponding means and variances are as follows:
r¯t =
∑
i∈C′
r¯it; rˆt =
∑
i∈C′
rˆit;
w¯t =
∑
i∈C′
w¯it; wˆt =
∑
i∈C′
wˆit.
Figure 17: A two-bus, grid-connected microgrid.
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Table 9: Results using SDDP+DCS+J for the two-bus microgrid.
|Ωt| z` zu Gap % Time (mins)
5 54.62 56.15 2.90 17.36
10 55.06 55.54 0.87 35.32
15 55.32 55.52 0.36 58.54
20 55.41 55.51 0.18 84.75
The price distributions are identical to those of the 4-bus system, and the two-bus system
has a single line constraint. The model parameters for the two-bus system were set to the
values given in Table 3. The model was solved using the SDDP+DCS+J procedure. Table
9 summarizes the results for the case S = 250, as it provides the best gap percentages.
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Figure 18: Computation time for different values of |Ωt| when S = 250.
It is noted that gaps below 1% were obtained for all values of |Ωt| ≥ 10. Moreover, the
computation times are strikingly smaller. For example, a 25-stage scenario-tree with |Ωt| =
20 was solved in less than 1.5 hours with a gap of only 0.18%. Figure 18 compares the
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computation time between the two systems for different values of |Ωt|. The results are
intuitive due to dimensionality reduction of the two-bus system. However, it is interesting
to note that the computation time does not appear to scale exponentially with problem
size. This provides affirmative evidence of the scalability of the SDDP+DCS+J algorithm
to problems with multiple scales.
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4.0 NONCONVEX REGULARIZATION FOR THE SDDP ALGORITHM
This chapter introduces a novel regularization scheme to improve the computational per-
formance of the stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) algorithm. Specifically, a
class of nonconvex regularization functions, called the folded-concave penalty, is employed
in the forward pass of SDDP to enhance the quality of outer approximations. The non-
convex forward-pass problems are solved using a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
strategy. Established are almost sure convergence guarantees of the proposed regularization
scheme under some mild regularity conditions. The potential benefits of the regularization
scheme are demonstrated by way of two large-scale stochastic programming models arising
in energy and finance. The results reveal significant improvements in the convergence rate
and solution quality of SDDP, especially for high-dimensional problems.
4.1 SUMMARY OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
Multistage stochastic linear programming is a popular modeling framework for decision-
making problems that allow multiple recourse opportunities under uncertainty. The un-
derlying uncertainty is usually modeled as a general stochastic process. Such models find
applications in a wide variety of domains, including energy ([17, 39]), finance ([23, 37]),
supply-chain management ([67]) and transportation ([51, 121]). Except in rare cases, a mul-
tistage stochastic linear program (MSLP) is computationally intractable when the stochastic
process has an uncountable number of realizations. Solution approaches for such problems
are based on approximating the stochastic process by another process with finitely many
realizations that can be represented using a scenario tree. One such approach is the sample-
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average approximation (SAA) procedure, which involves sampling a finite number of realiza-
tions and approximating the true value functions by sample-average functions. The resulting
SAA instance is then solved using a deterministic optimization procedure (see [20, 126]), and
the procedure is repeated until a termination criterion is satisfied.
However, the SAA approach is computationally intractable for high-dimensional prob-
lems. [135] showed that the number of scenarios required to obtain high-quality solutions
grows exponentially with the number of decision stages, which results in prohibitively large
scenario trees. The computational burden can be somewhat reduced by constructing smaller
yet representative scenario trees using probability metrics (see [45, 66]). However, sampling-
based decomposition (SBD) procedures provide the main route to solving large-scale SAA
instances (see [33, 70, 118]).
The most popular among the SBD algorithms is the stochastic dual dynamic program-
ming (SDDP) procedure of [117]. Specifically, the SDDP procedure constructs piecewise-
linear outer approximations of the sample-average functions by iteratively sampling a finite
number of scenarios from the scenario tree. Each iteration begins with a forward pass that
generates a sequence of feasible decisions, called trial solutions, and computes a statistical
upper bound of the optimal value of a SAA instance (henceforth, called the optimal SAA
value). Each iteration ends with a backward pass that uses the trial solutions to update the
outer approximations and produces a valid lower bound of the optimal SAA value. The algo-
rithm terminates once the upper and lower bounds satisfy a prescribed convergence criterion.
The essential role of sampling is to reduce the number of scenarios traversed in each iteration,
which makes the SDDP procedure computationally appealing. It is well-known that SDDP
is a finitely-convergent algorithm with provable performance guarantees (see [100, 118]).
Moreover, when the stochastic process is stage-wise independent, SDDP promotes sharing
of cuts among different nodes in a scenario tree, which is known to significantly speed up
the algorithm (see [40, 77]).
However, the convergence rate of SDDP can be extremely slow for high-dimensional
problems. This is because SDDP is based on the cutting-plane procedure of [83], whose
worst-case complexity grows exponentially with the dimension of the problem (see page
160 in [114]). It is well-known that bundle methods have better convergence rates than
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cutting-plane procedures for convex optimization problems (see [81, 94]). Specifically, the
bundle methods use a quadratic regularization scheme that stabilizes the generated solutions
around a set of stability centers. By definition, a stability center is the best candidate solution
known at the start of an iteration. Variants of this quadratic regularization method has been
successfully applied to two-stage stochastic programs (see [68, 128, 130]). However, similar
extensions for multistage stochastic programs are significantly harder due to the complexity
of choosing stability centers at each node of a scenario tree (see [129]). Consequently, the
literature on regularization methods for multistage models is relatively sparse.
Sen and Zhou [134] developed one of the first quadratic regularization schemes for multi-
stage stochastic programming. Their algorithm begins with a forward pass where a collection
of convex quadratic programs are solved to obtain the trial solutions. The backward pass is
similar to that of SDDP. At the end of each iteration, the stability center at each node is
updated. Clearly, such an updating strategy is impractical for large scenario trees. A more
scalable quadratic regularization scheme was developed by [7], which facilitates the sharing
of stability centers among different nodes. The authors showed that any random sequence
of trial solutions generated by their algorithm converges almost surely to the optimal de-
cisions. Interestingly, their convergence results hold for any choice of stability centers. A
similar regularization strategy was implemented in [62] to solve a select class of portfolio-
optimization problems. Recently, the authors of [151] devised a general convex regularization
scheme based on the level-bundle methods (see [95]) that subsumes the method of [7]. The
proposed method has attractive convergence properties and provides considerable flexibility
in selecting regularization functions and stability centers of choice.
It is noted that the aforementioned regularization schemes were employed in the forward
pass of SDDP. Essentially, regularization is used to steer current trial solutions towards good
stability centers by penalizing the deviation between them, which is usually measured using a
quadratic penalty function. Good stability centers refer to trial solutions that generated high-
quality cutting planes in previous iterations. However, initial stability centers are usually
poor due to the weak approximations at the start of the algorithm. Current regularization
schemes ([7, 62]) aggressively penalize deviations in the initial iterations, which shrinks the
trial solutions towards poor stability centers (exploitation). However, the weight of the
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penalty term is progressively reduced in subsequent iterations, which allows trial solutions
to be far from good stability centers induced by stronger approximations (exploration). That
is, regularization is enforced when it is least needed and dismissed when it would be most
beneficial.
In this chapter, a new SDDP regularization scheme is introduced, which addresses the
adverse effect of exploration versus exploitation in existing regularization approaches. Specif-
ically, the proposed regularization scheme is based on a class of nonconvex penalty functions
called folded-concave penalty, which have been widely used for high-dimensional statistical
learning problems (see [49, 101, 164]). The key idea behind nonconvex regularization is the
use of a bounded, concave penalty function that does not over-penalize large deviations, but
penalizes small deviations more aggressively than the quadratic function. This promotes ini-
tial exploration of trial solutions away from poor stability centers and subsequent exploitation
around good stability centers. We prove that our regularized SDDP algorithm has almost
sure convergence properties and establish theoretical guarantees of the algorithm’s asymp-
totic performance. We empirically demonstrate the potential benefits of our regularization
scheme for two large-scale multistage stochastic optimization problems in energy and finance.
We found that our regularized algorithm significantly outperformed the standard SDDP and
the quadratic regularization-based SDDP procedures in terms of solution quality and con-
vergence rate of the lower bounds. Interestingly, the benefits of nonconvex regularization
were more pronounced for higher dimensional problem instances. Next, we summarize the
main contributions of this chapter.
1. We develop a novel, nonconvex regularization scheme that is employed in the forward
pass of SDDP. We consider two well-known folded concave penalty (FCP) functions – the
smoothly clipped absolute deviation of [49] and the minimax concave penalty of [164] –
to generate high-quality trial solutions. We establish the connection between nonconvex
regularization and quadratic programming by deriving a nonconvex quadratic program-
ming formulation for the FCP regularization problem. This facilitates the analysis of the
FCP regularization scheme via mathematical programming techniques.
2. For each of the FCP functions, we derive an equivalent mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) model for the regularization problem. Specifically, we reformulate the nonconvex
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quadratic program as a linear program with complementarity constraints and show that
is equivalent to a mixed-integer linear program with big-M constraints. Furthermore,
we show that the optimal solutions of the obtained MILP models are bounded and fi-
nite, which indicates that our regularization scheme is numerically stable. The proposed
MILP strategy has two key advantages. First, it admits the use of branch-and-bound al-
gorithms to determine global optimal solutions of the nonconvex regularization problem
in a finite number of steps. Second, it facilitates the use of state-of-the-art MILP solvers
within the SDDP framework. With the recent advances in MILP algorithms and com-
puter architectures, such a scheme provides obvious computational benefits in solving
large-scale problem instances. Our numerical experiments suggest that if the number of
forward-pass scenarios are kept low, then the overall MILP computation times remain
within reasonable time limits.
3. We show that our regularized SDDP algorithm has almost sure convergence properties
under some mild regularity conditions for the sample-average functions and the feasibility
sets. Specifically, we prove that the sequences of outer approximations and trial solutions
converge almost surely to sample-average function and an optimal solution, respectively.
Furthermore, we show that the sequence of lower bounds converges almost surely to
the optimal SAA value. It is noted that our convergence results hold for any choice of
stability centers and do not require the stage-wise independence assumption or the cut-
sharing feature of SDDP, which make our results more general. However, the results rely
on the assumption that the scenarios are sampled independently in the forward pass.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section provides a brief
introduction to multistage stochastic linear programming models and the main steps of
the standard SDDP and the SDDP with quadratic regularization algorithms. Section 4.3
introduces the proposed nonconvex regularization scheme for the SDDP algorithm. The
equivalent MILP formulations for the nonconvex regularization problem are presented in
Section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents the convergence analysis of the SDDP algorithm with
nonconvex regularization. Finally, Section 4.6 provides computational results for two large-
scale problems that illustrate the benefits of nonconvex regularization.
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4.2 MULTISTAGE STOCHASTIC LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Here, we provide a brief description of multistage stochastic linear programming (MSLP)
models where the underlying uncertainty has an uncountable number of realizations. First,
we discuss the sample average approximation (SAA) scheme of solving such computationally
intractable MSLP models.
4.2.1 Sample Average Approximation (SAA) Model
Consider a finite planning horizon T = {1, 2, . . . , T}, where T ∈ N is the number of decision
stages and t ∈ T is the index of stage t. For future use, we also define Tˆ ≡ T \ {1} and
Tˇ = T \ {T}. It is assumed that there is no uncertainty in the first stage, i.e., uncertainty is
realized only from stage 2 onwards. Let (Ω,A , {At}t∈T ,P) be a complete, filtered probability
space with natural filtration {At : t ∈ T }, i.e., At contains the information available up
to stage t. The uncertainty in stage t ∈ Tˆ is described by a measurable mapping ξt :
(Ω,A ) → (Ξt,B(Ξt)), where Ξt ⊆ Rm is the m-dimensional support set of ξt, and B(Ξt) is
the Borel σ-algebra on Ξt. For ω ∈ Ω, a realization of ξt is denoted by ξ˜t ≡ ξt(ω). The
uncertainty evolves as a discrete-time, continuous-state stochastic process ξ = {ξt : t ∈ Tˆ }
with support Ξ ≡ Ξ2 × · · · × ΞT . A scenario (or sample path) of ξ is a vector of the form
ξ(ω) = (ξt(ω) : t ∈ Tˆ ), which will be denoted by ξ˜ for notational brevity.
Let x1 be the vector of first-stage decisions whose feasible region is the n1-dimensional,
convex polytope
X1 = {x1 ∈ Rn1 : A1x1 = b1},
where A1 ∈ Rk1×n1 and b ∈ Rk1 are deterministic, and let ξht = {ξi : i ∈ Tˆ , i ≤ t} be the
history process up to stage t with support Ξht ≡ Ξ2×· · ·×Ξt. A feasible decision rule at stage
t, denoted by xt ≡ xt(ξht ), is an At-measurable function whose range is the nt-dimensional,
convex polytope
Xt(xt−1, ξt) = {xt ∈ Rnt : Atxt = bt −Btxt−1} ,
where At ∈ Rkt×nt , Bt ∈ Rkt×nt−1 and bt ∈ Rkt might all depend on ξt. The vector of cost
coefficients at stage t is denoted by ct ≡ ct(ξt) ∈ Rnt , and we assume |c′txt| < ∞ for each
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t ∈ T . A policy, pi = {xt : t ∈ T }, is a set of feasible decision rules, and an optimal policy
pi∗ is one that solves the following nested formulation of a general MSLP:
z∗ = min
x1∈X1
{
c′1x1 + Eξ2
(
min
x2∈X2(x1,ξ2)
c′2x2 + Eξ3|ξh2
(
min
x3∈X3(x2,ξ3)
c′3x3 + . . .
EξT |ξhT−1
(
min
xT∈XT (xT−1,ξT )
c′TxT
)
· · ·
))}
, (4.1)
where Eξt|ξht−1 is the conditional expectation taken with respect to the probability distribution
of ξt, given ξ
h
t−1. Henceforth, we assume that ξ is stage-wise independent, i.e., ξt ⊥ ξht−1 for
all t ∈ Tˆ . We invoke this assumption only to simplify notation; it has no bearing on the
main results. Bellman’s optimality equations associated with problem (4.1) are
z∗ = min {c′1x1 + V2(x1) : A1x1 = b1, x1 ∈ Rn1} , t = 1, (4.2a)
Vt(xt−1, ξ˜t) = min {c′txt + Vt+1(xt) : Atxt = bt −Btxt−1, xt ∈ Rnt} , t ∈ Tˆ , ξ˜t ∈ Ξt, (4.2b)
where Vt(xt−1) ≡ E(Vt(xt−1, ξt)) is the value function at stage t, and VT+1(xT ) = 0 by
definition. Suppose Jt ⊂ Ξt be a random (i.i.d) sample of realizations of ξt, where N ≡
|Jt| < ∞, and let J ≡ J2 × · · · × JT be a random sample comprising of NT−1 scenarios.
Then the SAA of (4.2) consists of the following problems:
zˆ` = min
{
c′1x1 + V̂2(x1) : A1x1 = b1, x1 ∈ Rn1
}
, t = 1, (4.3a)
V̂t(xt−1, ξ˜t) = min
{
c′txt + V̂t+1(xt) : Atxt = bt −Btxt−1, xt ∈ Rnt
}
, t ∈ Tˆ , ξ˜t ∈ Jt,
(4.3b)
where V̂t(xt−1) is the sample-average estimate of Vt(xt−1) given by
V̂t(xt−1) = 1
N
∑
ξ˜t∈Jt
V̂t(xt−1, ξ˜t), t ∈ Tˆ . (4.4)
It is well known that zˆ` is a downward-biased estimator of z
∗, i.e., E(zˆ`) ≤ z∗, and is,
therefore, a valid statistical lower bound of z∗. Henceforth, we refer to zˆ` as the SAA lower
bound of z∗. Usually, the scenarios in J are stored as a scenario tree and (4.3) is solved
using a scenario-tree formulation of (4.1). In the parlance of scenario trees, (4.3a) and (4.3b)
are the nodal problems at stage 1 and stage t, respectively.
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It has been shown (see [135]) that, under some mild regularity conditions, zˆ` is a consis-
tent estimator of z∗, i.e., E(zˆ`)→ z∗ as N →∞. However, the size of a scenario tree grows
exponentially in the number of stages T , rendering the SAA model intractable for even for
small sample sizes. Next, we discuss how the stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP)
algorithm can be used to solve large-scale SAA models.
4.2.2 SDDP Algorithm for the SAA Model
The SDDP algorithm uses a sampling-based decomposition strategy to generate a sequence
of lower and upper bounds of the SAA optimal value zˆ`. The algorithm begins with an
initial approximation of V̂t(xt−1) for each t ∈ Tˆ . Let k ∈ N denote the iteration index and
V̂k−1t (xt−1) be the current approximation of V̂t(xt−1) at the start of iteration k. Each iteration
of the algorithm consists of a forward pass and a backward pass, which are described next.
The forward pass generates a statistical upper bound of zˆ` in the following manner. Let
J k ⊆ J be a set of M scenario tree samples with M  |J |. Starting at stage 1 and moving
forward to stage T , the following nodal problem is solved for each t ∈ T and ξ˜ ∈ J k:
xˆkt (ξ˜
h
t ) ∈ argmin
{
c′txt + V̂k−1t+1 (xt) : Atxt = bt −Btxˆkt−1(ξ˜ht−1), xt ∈ Rnt
}
, (4.5)
where xˆkt (ξ˜
h
t ) is a trial solution. Let xˆ
k
t = (xˆ
k
t (ξ˜
h
t ) : ξ˜ ∈ J k) be the vector of all trial solutions
at stage t, and note that pˆik ≡ {xˆkt : t ∈ T } represents a partially-characterized policy
induced by the current approximations. Henceforth, we refer to pˆik as the induced policy at
iteration k. The total cost incurred under pˆik for scenario ξ˜ is zˆk(ξ˜) ≡ ∑t∈T c′txˆkt (ξ˜ht ). The
forward pass terminates on computing the sample-average estimate
zˆku =
1
M
∑
ξ˜∈J k
zˆk(ξ˜). (4.6)
Note that zˆku is a statistical upper bound of zˆ` as zˆ` ≤ E(zˆku). For M > 1, a more conservative
upper bound of zˆ` is the term (zˆ
k
u + tˆδ/2,M σˆk/
√
M), where δ ∈ (0, 1] is a given significance
level, tˆδ/2,M is the (1 − δ/2)% quantile of a t-distribution with M degrees of freedom, and
σˆ2k is the unbiased sample variance of zˆ
k
u, i.e.,
σˆ2k =
1
M − 1
∑
ξ˜∈J k
(
zˆk(ξ˜)− zˆku
)2
. (4.7)
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Next, we describe the backward pass of the SDDP algorithm. The current approximations
are improved by generating new Benders’ cuts in the backward pass starting at stage T and
moving backward in time to stage 1. A Benders’ cut at stage t is constructed using a trial
solution from stage t− 1 and the optimal dual solutions of the stage t nodal problems. For
notational convenience, denote xˆkt (ξ˜
h
t ) simply as xˆ
k
t . At stage t = T , the following nodal
problem is solved for each ξ˜T ∈ JT :
V¯ kT (xˆ
k
T−1, ξ˜T ) = min
{
c′TxT : ATxT = bT −BT xˆkT−1, xT ∈ RnT
}
, ξ˜T ∈ JT . (4.8)
The optimal dual vector of (4.8) is used to construct a Benders’ cut of the form
`kT (xT−1) = αˆT,k + βˆ
′
T,k(xT−1 − xˆkT−1) (4.9)
satisfying V̂T (xT−1) ≥ `kT (xT−1), where αˆT,k = E(V¯ kT (xˆkT−1, ξT )) and βˆT,k ∈ ∂V̂T (xˆkT−1). Note
that V̂T (xˆkT−1) = E(V¯ kT (xˆkT−1, ξT )) as V̂T+1(xT ) = 0. Next, the current approximation is
updated via
V̂kT (xT−1) = max
{
V̂k−1T (xT−1), `kT (xT−1)
}
. (4.10)
Similarly, at an intermediate stage t ∈ {T − 1, T − 2, . . . , 2}, the following nodal problem is
solved for each ξ˜t ∈ Jt:
V¯ kt (xˆ
k
t−1, ξ˜t) = min
{
c′txt + V̂kt+1(xt) : Atxt = bt −Btxˆkt−1, xt ∈ Rnt
}
. (4.11)
A Benders’ cut at stage t is of the form
`kt (xt−1) = αˆt,k + βˆ
′
t,k(xt−1 − xˆkt−1), (4.12)
where αˆt,k = E(V¯ kt (xˆkt−1, ξt)) and βˆt,k ∈ ∂E(V¯t(xˆkt−1, ξt)). the stage t approximation is updated
via
V̂kt (xt−1) = max
{
V̂k−1t (xt−1), `kt (xt−1)
}
. (4.13)
Finally, the backward pass terminates on solving the stage 1 nodal problem,
zˆk` = min
{
c′1x1 + V̂k2 (x1) : A1x1 = b1, x1 ∈ Rn1
}
. (4.14)
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Because problem (4.14) is a relaxation of (4.3a), it follows immediately that zˆk` ≤ zˆ`
almost surely (a.s.). That is, zˆk` is a valid lower bound of zˆ`. The algorithm is terminated
when the following convergence criterion is satisfied:
∣∣zˆku + tˆδ/2,M σˆk/√M − zˆk` ∣∣ ≤ , (4.15)
where  > 0 is a specified level of accuracy.
4.2.3 Quadratic Regularization for the SDDP Algorithm
The lower bounds generated by the SDDP algorithm converge slowly, in part, because many
of the initial cuts are of poor quality. The convergence rate can be improved if good trial
solutions can be explored initially to generate stronger cuts. Subsequent iterations can then
be used to exploit these higher-quality trial solutions to stabilize the lower bounds. The
quadratic regularization scheme of [7] is motivated by this tradeoff between exploration and
exploitation of trial solutions. For each t ∈ Tˇ = T \{T}, they proposed solving the forward-
pass problem
xˆkt ∈ argmin
{
c′txt + V̂k−1t+1 (xt) + λk(xt − xˇt)′Qt(xt − xˇt) : Atxt = bt −Btxˆkt−1, xt ∈ Rnt
}
,
(4.16)
where Qt is a positive semi-definite scaling matrix, λk is a nonnegative penalty parameter
satisfying limk→∞ λk = 0, and xˇt is a known stability center. The quadratic term in (4.16)
represents the scaled Euclidean (L2) distance between xt and xˇt. [7] demonstrated significant
improvement in the convergence rate when xˇt = xˆ
k−1
t and λk = λ0ρ
k, where λ0 > 0 and
ρ ∈ (0, 1).
The quadratic regularization scheme of (4.16) has some disadvantages. Specifically, when
the stability centers are initially poor (due to weak approximations), a high value of λk
shrinks xˆkt towards xˇt, inhibiting exploration of good trial solutions. Furthermore, as λk ↓ 0,
the contribution of the quadratic term in (4.16) is reduced, inhibiting exploitation of good
trial solutions. That is, regularization is enforced when it is least needed and dismissed when
it would be most beneficial. In the next section, we propose and analyze a new regularization
scheme that overcomes this limitation of quadratic regularization.
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4.3 NONCONVEX REGULARIZATION FOR THE SDDP ALGORITHM
Here, we introduce a novel regularization scheme for SDDP that is based on folded concave
penalty (FCP) functions. Specifically, we consider two common FCP functions – the minimax
concave penalty (MCP) and smoothly clipped absolute deviation (SCAD) – and show that,
in either case, the regularized forward-pass problem is equivalent to a quadratic program. In
what follows, λk is denoted simply as λ for notational brevity, ∇f is the first-order derivative
of a real-valued function f : R→ R, and IA(x) is the indicator function on an interval A ⊆ R.
4.3.1 Regularization via Folded Concave Penalty
Let fλ : R+ → R+ be a general penalty function with λ > 0. The MCP and the SCAD
functions, denoted by fMλ and f
S
λ , respectively, are defined as follows:
(MCP) : fMλ (u) = λ
∫ u
0
max
{
1− v
aλ
, 0
}
dv, u ∈ R+, a > 1, λ > 0,
(4.17)
(SCAD) : fSλ (u) = λ
∫ u
0
(
I[0,λ](v) +
(aλ− v)+
λ(a− 1) I(λ,∞)(v)
)
dv, u ∈ R+, a > 2, λ > 0,
(4.18)
where a is the shape parameter. Let xt,i and xˇt,i denote the ith components of xt and xˇt,
respectively. Without loss of generality, assume that the scaling matrix Qt = I (the identity
matrix). For each t ∈ Tˇ , we propose solving the regularized forward-pass problem,
xˆkt ∈ argmin
{
c′txt + V̂k−1t+1 (xt) + Fλ(xt, xˇt) : Atxt = bt −Btxˆkt−1, xt ∈ Rnt
}
, (4.19)
where
Fλ(xt, xˇt) =
nt∑
i=1
fλ(|xt,i − xˇt,i|), (4.20)
with fλ = f
M
λ or fλ = f
S
λ . Henceforth, we refer to (4.19) as the FCP regularization problem
and Fλ as the regularization function. Note that Fλ penalizes the absolute deviations between
the components of xt and xˇt. This regularization scheme benefits from these properties of
the FCP functions:
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(P1) fλ is increasing, Lipschitz continuous, and concave on R+ with
fλ(0) = 0; fλ(aλ) <∞; fλ(u) ≤ fλ(aλ), ∀u ∈ [0, aλ); fλ(u) = fλ(aλ), ∀u ∈ [aλ,∞);
(P2) ∇fλ is decreasing and locally Lipschitz continuous on R+ with
0 < ∇fλ(u) ≤ λ, ∀u ∈ (0, aλ); ∇fλ(u) = 0, ∀u ∈ (aλ,∞);
(P3) For any u ∈ R+,
fλ1(u) ≤ fλ2(u), for λ1 < λ2 and a fixed;
fλ(u; a1) ≤ fλ(u; a2), for a1 < a2 and λ fixed.
It is clear from (P1) that fMλ and f
S
λ are bounded functions. It follows immediately from
(P1) that for all |xt,i − xˇt,i| ≥ aλ, fλ(|xt,i − xˇt,i|) = fλ(aλ). That is, large deviations are
not excessively penalized by the FCP functions; hence, they promote exploration of trial
solutions, particularly at the start of the algorithm. Furthermore, fλ(|xt,i − xˇt,i|) ↓ 0 as
λ ↓ 0 by (P1) and (P4), which promotes exploitation as the weight of the penalty term is
reduced. The left-hand graph in Figure 19 depicts the contrasting behaviors of the FCP and
quadratic functions. It is instructive to examine the properties of the penalization rate ∇fλ,
due to its importance in the KKT conditions for (4.19). It is clear from (P3) that ∇fλ = 0
for all |xt,i − xˇt,i| ≥ aλ, and ∇fλ ↑ λ as |xt,i − xˇt,i| ↓ 0. In fact, FCP functions penalize
small deviations (close to zero) at a higher rate than the quadratic function, which aids in
exploitation in later iterations. Interestingly, for a fixed λ, the penalization rates of the FCP
functions are bounded by those of the L1 penalty functions. The right-hand graph in Figure
19 depicts the penalization rates of different penalty functions.
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Figure 19: Magnitudes and penalization rates of the FCP, L1, and L2 functions.
4.3.2 Nonconvex Quadratic Programming Formulations
In this section, we derive equivalent quadratic programming (QP) formulations of (4.19) for
each of the FCP functions. First, we introduce some notation. Let 1 be a column vector
of ones whose dimension is inferred from the context. For each t ∈ {2, . . . , T}, collect the
elements αˆt,k and βˆt,k in the vector αˆt and the matrix βˆt, respectively. Then, the collection
of Benders’ cuts at stage t+ 1 can be represented in the vector form θt+11 ≥ αˆt+1 + βˆ′t+1xt.
Unless otherwise noted, proofs of the results that follow are provided in the electronic
companion. The following lemma provides closed-form expressions of the FCP functions.
Lemma 4.1. For any u ∈ R+,
(i) fMλ (u) = min
{
v2
2a
− uv
a
: v ∈ [0, aλ]
}
+ λu =
(
uλ− u
2
2a
)
I[0,aλ](u) +
(
aλ2
2
)
I(aλ∞)(u).
(ii) fSλ (u) = min
{
(u− aλ)v +
(
a− 1
2
)
v2 : v ∈ [0, λ]
}
+ λ2
(
a+ 1
2
)
,
= uλI[0,λ](u) +
(
2auλ− λ2 − u2
2(a− 1)
)
I(λ,aλ](u) + λ2
(
a+ 1
2
)
I(aλ,∞)(u).
Proof. Proof. The proof mirrors that of Proposition 2.3 in [101] and is omitted here.
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Next, we show that Fλ can be expressed using the optimal value of a general quadratic
program whose decision variables are independent of xt and xˇt.
Proposition 4.1. The regularization function Fλ can be expressed as follows:
(i) If fλ = f
M
λ , then for any xt, xˇt ∈ Rnt,
Fλ(xt, xˇt) = min
{
y′tyt
2a
− y
′
t|xt − xˇt|
a
: yt ∈ [0, aλ1]
}
+ λ1′|xt − xˇt|; (4.21)
(ii) If fλ = f
S
λ , then for any xt, xˇt ∈ Rnt,
Fλ(xt, xˇt) = min
{(
a− 1
2
)
y′tyt + y
′
t|xt − xˇt| − aλ1′yt : yt ∈ [0, λ1]
}
+ λ2
(
a+ 1
2
)
nt.
(4.22)
Proof. To prove part (i), we define a vector yt ≡ (yt,i : i = 1, . . . , nt) ∈ Rnt whose each
component satisfies the inequality 0 ≤ yt,i ≤ aλ. Let [0, aλ1] ≡ {yt ∈ Rnt : 0 ≤ yt,i ≤
aλ, i = 1, . . . , nt}. Using part (i) of Lemma 4.1, we express Fλ(xt, xˇt) as
Fλ(xt, xˇt) =
nt∑
i=1
(
min
{
y2t,i
2a
− yt,i|xt,i − xˇt,i|
a
: yt,i ∈ [0, aλ]
}
+ λ|xt,i − xˇt,i|
)
. (4.23)
It is noted that there are no constraints in (4.23) that link the components yt,i. Moreover,
yt is not constrained by xt and xˇt. Therefore, the min and the sum operators in (4.23) can
be interchanged as follows:
Fλ(xt, xˇt) = min
{
nt∑
i=1
(
y2t,i
2a
− yt,i|xt,i − xˇt,i|
a
)
: yt,i ∈ [0, aλ], i = 1, . . . , nt
}
+ λ
nt∑
i=1
|xt,i − xˇt,i|,
= min
{
y′tyt
2a
− y
′
t|xt − xˇt|
a
: yt ∈ [0, aλ1]
}
+ λ1′|xt − xˇt|,
where the expression following the second equality is the vector notation of the first. This
completes the proof of part (i). To prove part (ii), redefine yt such that 0 ≤ yt,i ≤ λ for
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i = 1, . . . , nt, and let [0, λ1] ≡ {yt ∈ Rnt : 0 ≤ yt,i ≤ λ, i = 1, . . . , nt}. Using part (ii) of
Lemma 4.1, the regularization function can be expressed as
Fλ(xt, xˇt) =
nt∑
i=1
(
min
{
(|xt,i − xˇt,i| − aλ)yt,i +
(
a− 1
2
)
y2t,i : yt,i ∈ [0, λ]
}
+ λ2
(
a+ 1
2
))
,
= min
{
nt∑
i=1
(
(|xt,i − xˇt,i| − aλ)yt,i +
(
a− 1
2
)
y2t,i
)
: yt ∈ [0, λ1]
}
+ λ2
(
a+ 1
2
)
nt,
= min
{(
a− 1
2
)
y′tyt + y
′
t|xt − xˇt| − aλ1′yt : yt ∈ [0, λ1]
}
+ λ2
(
a+ 1
2
)
nt,
where the sum and min operators were interchanged using the exact arguments used in part
(i). This completes the proof.
Proposition 4.1 allows us to formulate the FCP regularization problem as a quadratic
program. Distinct formulations that use the MCP and SCAD functions are given in Propo-
sitions 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose fλ = f
M
λ . For each t ∈ Tˇ , the FCP regularization problem (4.19)
is equivalent to the following quadratic program:
min c′txt + θt+1 +
y′tyt
2a
− y
′
tht
a
+ λ1′ht (4.24a)
s.t. Atxt = bt −Btxˆt−1, (4.24b)
θt+11 ≥ αˆt+1 + βˆ′t+1xt, (4.24c)
ht ≥ xt − xˇt, (4.24d)
ht ≥ xˇt − xt, (4.24e)
yt ≤ aλ1, (4.24f)
yt ≥ 0, (4.24g)
xt, yt, ht ∈ Rnt , θt+1 ∈ R. (4.24h)
Proof. Define ht ≡ |xt− xˇt|. Using the expression in part (i) of Proposition 4.1 for Fλ(xt, xˇt)
in (4.19), we obtain
c′txt + θt+1 + min
{
y′tyt
2a
− y
′
tht
a
: yt ∈ [0, aλ1]
}
+ λ1′ht,
= min
{
c′txt + θt+1 +
y′tyt
2a
− y
′
tht
a
+ λ1′ht : yt ∈ [0, aλ1]
}
,
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where the equality holds because yt is not constrained by xt, ht and θt+1. Let Xt denote
the feasibility set of (4.19). Then, (4.19) can be expressed as the following minimization
problem:
min
{
min
{
c′txt + θt+1 +
y′tyt
2a
− y
′
tht
a
+ λ1′ht : yt ∈ [0, aλ1]
}
: (xt, θt+1) ∈ Xt, ht = |xt − xˇt|
}
,
= min
{
c′txt + θt+1 +
y′tyt
2a
− y
′
tht
a
+ λ1′ht : yt ∈ [0, aλ1], (xt, θt+1) ∈ Xt, ht = |xt − xˇt|
}
.
(4.25)
It is noted that the nonconvex constraint ht = |xt − xˇt| in (4.25) can be replaced by an
equivalent system of linear inequalities {ht ≥ xt−xˇt, ht ≥ xˇt−xt}, and the proof is complete.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose fλ = f
S
λ . For each t ∈ Tˇ , the FCP regularization problem (4.19)
is equivalent to the following quadratic program:
min c′txt + θt+1 +
(
a− 1
2
)
y′tyt + y
′
tht − aλ1′yt (4.26a)
s.t. Atxt = bt −Btxˆt−1, (4.26b)
θt+11 ≥ αˆt+1 + βˆ′t+1xt, (4.26c)
ht ≥ xt − xˇt, (4.26d)
ht ≥ xˇt − xt, (4.26e)
yt ≤ λ1, (4.26f)
yt ≥ 0, (4.26g)
xt, yt, ht ∈ Rnt , θt+1 ∈ R. (4.26h)
Proof. We use the expression in part (ii) of Proposition 4.1 for Fλ(xt, xˇt) in (4.19). The
remainder of the proof is similar to that of Proposition 4.2 and is omitted here.
The following result asserts that formulations (4.24) and (4.26) are nonsmooth, noncon-
vex quadratic programs.
Proposition 4.4. The quadratic programs (4.24) and (4.26) are nonconvex. Furthermore,
for each xˇt, the regularization function Fλ(xt, xˇt) is nonsmooth in xt.
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Proof. First, we show that model (4.24) is nonconvex. The result is proved using a contra-
diction argument. In what follows, denote an identity matrix of dimension n×n by In×n and
a zero matrix (of any dimension) by 0. Let Πt(θt+1, xt, yt, ht) denote the objective function of
(4.24). Suppose that (4.24) is a convex problem. From the second-order necessary condition
for convexity, it immediately follows that the Hessian matrix of Πt, denoted by H, is positive
semi-definite (PSD), i.e.,
H =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 H1 H2
0 0 H2 0
  0,
where H1 and H2 are invertible matrices with the following definitions:
H1 ≡ ∂
2Πt
∂y2t
=
(
1
a
)
Int×nt ; H2 ≡
∂2Πt
∂yt∂ht
= −
(
1
a
)
Int×nt .
As any symmetric sub-matrix of a PSD matrix is also PSD, we have
B ≡
H1 H2
H2 0
  0.
Further, by Schur’s complementarity condition, it follows that B  0 only if
−H ′2H−11 H2  0. (4.27)
Substituting the values of H1 and H2 in (4.27), we obtain
−
(
−1
a
)
I ′nt×nt
((
1
a
)
Int×nt
)−1(
−1
a
)
Int×nt  0 =⇒ −
(
1
a
)
Int×nt  0, (4.28)
which implies that a < 0. This contradicts the fact that a > 1 in the definition of fMλ in
(4.17). Therefore, (4.24) is not convex. Similarly, for model (4.26), it can be shown that the
corresponding Schur’s complementarity condition
−
(
1
a− 1
)
Int×nt  0
cannot hold as a > 2 in the definition of fSλ in (4.18), and the proof is complete.
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Next, we show that Fλ(xt, xˇt) is nonsmooth in xt for a given xˇt. We show that Fλ is not
differentiable at the point xt = xˇt. First, we consider the case fλ = f
M
λ . Fix a component
i ∈ {1, . . . , nt} of xt, and let gλ(xt,i) ≡ fλ(|xt,i − xˇt,i|). Using part (i) of Lemma 4.1, we
express gλ(xt,i) as
gλ(xt,i) =

(
λ(xt,i − xˇt,i)− (xt,i−xˇt,i)
2
2a
)
I[ 0,aλ](xt,i − xˇt,i) +
(
aλ2
2
)
I(aλ∞)(xt,i − xˇt,i), xt,i ≥ xˇt,i(
λ(xˇt,i − xt,i)− (xt,i−xˇt,i)
2
2a
)
I[ 0,aλ](xˇt,i − xt,i) +
(
aλ2
2
)
I(aλ∞)(xˇt,i − xt,i), xt,i ≤ xˇt,i
.
Next, we show that gλ(xt,i) is not differentiable at xt,i = xˇt,i. The left-hand derivative of gλ
at xt,i = xˇt,i is
∇g−λ (xˇt,i) ≡ lim
xt,i→xˇ−t,i
{
gλ(xt,i)− gλ(xˇt,i)
xt,i − xˇt,i
}
= lim
xt,i→xˇ−t,i
{
−λ− xt,i − xˇt,i
a
}
= −λ,
while the corresponding right-hand derivative is
∇g+λ (xˇt,i) ≡ lim
xt,i→xˇ+t,i
{
gλ(xt,i)− gλ(xˇt,i)
xt,i − xˇt,i
}
= lim
xt,i→xˇ+t,i
{
λ− xt,i − xˇt,i
a
}
= λ.
As ∇g−λ (xˇt,i) 6= ∇g+λ (xˇt,i), it follows that gλ(xt,i) is not differentiable at xt,i = xˇt,i. It can be
shown that identical values of ∇g−λ (xˇt,i) and ∇g+λ (xˇt,i) are obtained for the case fλ = fSλ .
Thus, gλ(xt,i) is a non-smooth function. As the sum of non-smooth functions is non-smooth,
we conclude that Fλ(xt, xˇt) is a non-smooth function and the proof is complete.
Nonconvexity stems from the fact that Fλ(xt, xˇt) is concave in xt for a given xˇt. [18]
recently showed that such nonsmooth, nonconvex quadratic programming (NSNC-QP) prob-
lems are NP-hard. Although sequential QP methods can be used to solve NSNC-QP prob-
lems (see [19] and [58]), they do not guarantee global optimal solutions and can be computa-
tionally slow ([111, 35]). In Section 4.4, we show that globally optimal solutions to problems
(4.24) and (4.26) are attainable via mixed-integer linear programming (MILP).
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4.4 MIXED INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING FORMULATIONS
Our aim here is to establish that problem (4.19) admits equivalent MILP formulations that
can be solved to global optimality within finitely many iterations. These formulations are
inspired by the work of [55], who showed that a general quadratic program can be expressed
as an equivalent linear program with complementarity constraints.
Let dt ≡ bt − Btxˆt−1, and denote the current number of Benders’ cuts at stage t by C.
Next, we define pit ∈ Rkt , µt ∈ RC , ν1t , ν2t ∈ Rnt , and δ1t , δ2t ∈ Rnt as the dual vectors as-
sociated with constraints (4.24b), (4.24c), (4.24d)–(4.24e), and (4.24f)–(4.24g), respectively;
similar notation is adopted for the dual vectors linked to (4.26b)–(4.26g). A complemen-
tarity constraint involving two vectors u, v ∈ Rn is denoted by u ⊥ v and is defined as
u ⊥ v ≡ {u ≥ 0, v ≥ 0, uivi = 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , n}. Our first result reveals that model (4.24)
is equivalent to a linear program with complementarity constraints (LPCC). Likewise, an
LPCC model can be derived for model (4.26).
Proposition 4.5. Suppose fλ = f
M
λ . For each t ∈ Tˇ , the QP (4.24) is equivalent to the
LPCC,
min c′txt + θt+1 − aλ1′δ1t − pi′tdt + µ′tαˆt+1 + (ν2t − ν1t )′xˇt + λ1′ht (4.29a)
s.t. constraints (4.24b)− (4.24g), (4.29b)
A′tpit + βˆt+1µt + ν
1
t − ν2t + ct = 0, (4.29c)
yt − ht + aδ1t − aδ2t = 0, (4.29d)
yt + aν
1
t + aν
2
t = aλ1, (4.29e)
1′µt = 1, (4.29f)
δ1t ⊥ (aλ1− yt); δ2t ⊥ yt, (4.29g)
ν1t ⊥ (xˇt − xt + ht); ν2t ⊥ (xt − xˇt + ht), (4.29h)
µt ⊥ (θt+11− αˆt+1 − βˆ′t+1xt), (4.29i)
xt, yt, ht ∈ Rnt , θt+1 ∈ R, (4.29j)
pit ∈ Rkt , δ1t , δ2t , ν1t , ν2t ∈ Rnt+ , µt ∈ RC+. (4.29k)
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Proof. The result is proved using the KKT optimality conditions. Let wt ≡ (xt, yt, ht, θt+1)
and st ≡ (pit, µt, ν1t , ν2t , δ1t , δ2t ). The Lagrangian of (4.24) is
L(wt, st) = c
′
txt + θt+1 +
y′tyt
2a
− y
′
tht
a
+ λ1′ht + (Atxt − dt)′pit + (αˆt+1 + βˆ′t+1xt − θt+11)′µt
+ (xt − xˇt − ht)′ν1t + (xˇt − xt − ht)′ν2t + (yt − aλ1)′δ1t − y′tδ2t .
The linear independence constraint qualification conditions are satisfied by (4.24) because
the constraints (4.24b)–(4.24g) are affine functions of wt and At is a full rank matrix under
the relatively complete recourse assumption for (4.1). A local optimal solution of (4.24)
satisfies the following first-order KKT conditions:
(i) KKT first-order stationarity conditions.
∂L/∂xt = 0 −→ ct + A′tpit + βˆt+1µt + ν1t − ν2t = 0, (4.30a)
∂L/∂yt = 0 −→ yt
a
− ht
a
+ δ1t − δ2t = 0, (4.30b)
∂L/∂ht = 0 −→ − yt
a
+ λ1− ν1t − ν2t = 0, (4.30c)
∂L/∂θt+1 = 0 −→ 1′µt = 1. (4.30d)
(ii) KKT complementary slackness conditions (for inequality constraints).
µt ⊥
(
θt+11− αˆt+1 − βˆ′t+1xt
)
, (4.31a)
δ1t ⊥ (aλ1− yt), (4.31b)
δ2t ⊥ yt, (4.31c)
ν1t ⊥ (xˇt − xt + ht), (4.31d)
ν2t ⊥ (xt − xˇt + ht). (4.31e)
(iii) KKT primal and dual feasibility conditions.
constraints (4.24b)− (4.24g), (4.32a)
µt ∈ RC+, δ1t , δ2t , ν1t , ν2t ∈ Rnt+ , pit ∈ Rkt . (4.32b)
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It is noted that adding constraints (4.30a)–(4.32b) to the feasibility set of (4.24) results in an
equivalent QP model because the KKT conditions are necessary for local optimality. Next,
we show that the objective function of this equivalent QP model can be linearized. Let Πt
denote the objective function (4.24a). Then,
Πt = c
′
txt + θt+1 +
y′tyt
2a
− y
′
tht
a
+ λ1′ht,
= c′txt + θt+1 +
y′t
2
(
yt
a
− ht
a
)
+
(
λ1′ − y
′
t
a
)
ht
2
+
λ1′ht
2
,
= c′txt + θt+1 +
y′t(δ
2
t − δ1t )
2
+
(ν1t + ν
2
t )
′ht
2
+
λ1′ht
2
, (4.33)
where the third and fourth terms in (4.33) are obtained via (4.30b) and (4.30c), respectively.
Next, we simplify the quadratic terms y′t(δ
2
t − δ1t ) and (ν1t + ν2t )′ht in (4.33). Adding (4.31b)
to (4.31c) and using the fact that u ⊥ v =⇒ u′v = 0, we obtain
y′t(δ
2
t − δ1t ) = −aλ1′δ1t .
Similarly, on adding (4.31d) to (4.31e), we have
(ν1t + ν
2
t )
′ht = (ν1t − ν2t )′xt + (ν2t − ν1t )′xˇt.
Substituting the values of y′t(δ
2
t − δ1t ) and (ν1t + ν2t )′ht in (4.33), we obtain
Πt = c
′
txt + θt+1 −
aλ1′δ1t
2
+
(ν1t − ν2t )′xt
2
+
(ν2t − ν1t )′xˇt
2
+
λ1′ht
2
. (4.34)
Next, we linearize the quadratic term (ν1t − ν2t )′xt in (4.34) as follows:
(ν1t − ν2t )′xt =
(
−ct − A′tpit − βˆt+1µt
)′
xt, (using (4.30a))
= −c′txt − pi′tdt − µ′tβˆ′t+1xt, (using Atxt = dt)
= −c′txt − pi′tdt + µ′tαˆt+1 − µ′tθt+11, (using (4.31a))
= −c′txt − pi′tdt + µ′tαˆt+1 − θt+1. (using (4.30d))
Substituting the value of (ν1t − ν2t )′xt in (4.34) and after some algebra, we obtain
Πt = 0.5
(
c′txt + θt+1 − aλ1′δ1t − pi′tdt + µ′tαˆt+1 + (ν2t − ν1t )′xˇt + λ1′ht
)
. (4.35)
We drop the constant 0.5 in (4.35) as it bears no effect on the optimal solutions of (4.24),
and the proof is complete.
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Proposition 4.6. Suppose fλ = f
S
λ . For each t ∈ Tˇ , the QP (4.26) is equivalent to the
LPCC,
min c′txt + θt+1 − λ1′(δ1t + ayt)− pi′tdt + µ′tαˆt+1 + (ν2t − ν1t )′xˇt (4.36a)
s.t. constraints (4.26b)− (4.26g), (4.36b)
A′tpit + βˆt+1µt + ν
1
t − ν2t + ct = 0, (4.36c)
(a− 1)yt + ht − aλ1 + δ1t − δ2t = 0, (4.36d)
yt − ν1t − ν2t = 0, (4.36e)
1′µt = 1, (4.36f)
δ1t ⊥ (λ1− yt); δ2t ⊥ yt, (4.36g)
ν1t ⊥ (xˇt − xt + ht); ν2t ⊥ (xt − xˇt + ht), (4.36h)
µt ⊥ (θt+11− αˆt+1 − βˆ′t+1xt), (4.36i)
xt, yt, ht ∈ Rnt , θt+1 ∈ R, (4.36j)
pit ∈ Rkt , δ1t , δ2t , ν1t , ν2t ∈ Rnt+ , µt ∈ RC+. (4.36k)
Next, we show that the complementarity constraints in (4.29) and (4.36) can be equiva-
lently represented using a system of linear inequality constraints (using the so-called big-Λ
method).
Proposition 4.7. For each t ∈ Tˇ and some Λt ∈ (0,∞),
(i) the complementarity constraints (4.29g)–(4.29i) are equivalent to
aλ1− yt ≤ Λtq1t ; δ1t ≤ Λt(1− q1t ), (4.37a)
yt ≤ Λtq2t ; δ2t ≤ Λt(1− q2t ), (4.37b)
xˇt − xt + ht ≤ Λtv1t ; ν1t ≤ Λt(1− v1t ), (4.37c)
xt − xˇt + ht ≤ Λtv2t ; ν2t ≤ Λt(1− v2t ), (4.37d)
θt+11− αˆt+1 − βˆ′t+1xt ≤ Λtut; µt ≤ Λt(1− ut), (4.37e)
q1t , q
2
t , v
1
t , v
2
t ∈ {0, 1}nt , ut ∈ {0, 1}C . (4.37f)
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(ii) the complementarity constraints (4.36g)–(4.36i) are equivalent to
λ1− yt ≤ Λtq1t ; δ1t ≤ Λt(1− q1t ), (4.38a)
(4.37b)− (4.37f). (4.38b)
It immediately follows from Proposition 4.7 that the LPCC models (4.29) and (4.36) can
be formulated as MILP problems that can be solved using branch-and-bound (BAB) methods
that ensure global optimality (see [73]). These MILP formulations are amenable to solution
by commercial solvers (e.g., Gurobi or CPLEX) that implement highly scalable variants of
the standard BAB (see [123]), thereby obviating the need for specialized algorithms to solve
(4.19). Next, we formally present the equivalent MILP formulations in Theorems 4.1 and
4.2.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose fλ = f
M
λ . For each t ∈ Tˇ , a global optimal solution of problem
(4.19) can be obtained with finitely many iterations by solving the equivalent MILP model,
min c′txt + θt+1 − aλ1′δ1t − pi′tdt + µ′tαˆt+1 + (ν2t − ν1t )′xˇt + λ1′ht (4.39a)
s.t. (4.29b)− (4.29f), (4.39b)
(4.37a)− (4.37f). (4.39c)
Formulation (4.39) follows directly from Proposition 4.5 and part (i) of Proposition 4.7.
The global optimal solution of the MILP model is attainable via branch-and-bound ([109]).
Theorem 4.2. Suppose fλ = f
S
λ . For each t ∈ Tˇ , a global optimal solution of problem
(4.19) can be obtained with finitely many iterations by solving the equivalent MILP model,
min c′txt + θt+1 − λ1′(δ1t + ayt)− pi′tdt + µ′tαˆt+1 + (ν2t − ν1t )′xˇt (4.40a)
s.t. (4.36b)− (4.36f), (4.40b)
(4.38a)− (4.38b). (4.40c)
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Formulation (4.40) follows directly from Proposition 4.6 and part (ii) of Proposition 4.7.
Likewise, a global optimal solution of the MILP model can be obtained using the branch-
and-bound method.
Note that, if the KKT dual multipliers of (4.29) and (4.36) are unbounded, then the
corresponding MILP models (4.39) and (4.40) can be numerically unstable ([32]). To ad-
dress this issue, we first examine the NCNS-QP model (4.24) and the LPCC model (4.29)
associated with the MCP function. Let wt ≡ (xt, yt, ht, θt+1) and st ≡ (δ1t , δ2t , ν1t , ν2t , µt) be
the vector of primal and dual variables in (4.29), respectively, and let w∗t and s
∗
t be the
global optimal vectors. Further, let Wt and Πt(wt) be the feasibility set and the objective
function of (4.24), respectively. Note that w∗t is bounded because Wt is compact; however,
as strong duality does not hold for (4.24), s∗t may not necessarily be bounded. Nonetheless,
for compact Wt, it can be shown that the first-order partial derivatives of Πt are bounded
on Wt, i.e., there exists some Ψt ∈ R+ such that for all wt ∈ Wt,
max
{‖∇xtΠt(wt)‖1, ‖∇ytΠt(wt)‖1, ‖∇htΠt(wt)‖1, ‖∇θt+1Πt(wt)‖1} ≤ Ψt, (4.41)
where the L1 norm ‖·‖1 is chosen without loss of generality. In what follows, we choose a
value of Ψt that is no less than the maximum number of unique Benders’ cuts that can be
generated at stage t (which is finite by Lemma 1 in [118]). Our next result reveals that the
optimal dual vector cannot be arbitrarily large under the condition given in (4.41).
Proposition 4.8. For each t ∈ Tˇ , the components in s∗t satisfy the inequalities
max{‖ν1∗t ‖1, ‖ν2∗t ‖1, ‖δ1∗t ‖1, ‖δ2∗t ‖1, ‖µ∗t‖1} ≤ Ψt; ‖A′tpi∗t ‖1 ≤ (3 + Γt)Ψt, (4.42)
where Γt ∈ [0,∞) depends on βˆt+1.
Proof. The vectors w∗t and s
∗
t satisfy the KKT conditions for (4.24). We rewrite the KKT
stationarity conditions in terms of the partial derivatives in (4.41) as follows:
∇xtΠt(wt) + A′tpit + βˆt+1µt + ν1t − ν2t = 0, (4.43a)
∇ytΠt(wt) + δ1t − δ2t = 0, (4.43b)
∇htΠt(wt)− ν1t − ν2t = 0, (4.43c)
∇θt+1Πt(wt)− 1 = 0 =⇒ 1′µt = 1. (4.43d)
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From (4.43c), we have ‖ν1t + ν2t ‖1 = ‖∇htΠt(wt)‖1 ≤ Ψt, where the inequality holds by
(4.41). But ν1t , ν
2
t ≥ 0 in (4.29), and therefore, max{‖ν1t ‖1, ‖ν2t ‖1} ≤ ‖ν1t +ν2t ‖1 by definition.
Combining the two results, we have max{‖ν1t ‖1, ‖ν2t ‖1} ≤ Ψt.
Next, we prove that max{‖δ1t ‖1, ‖δ2t ‖1} ≤ Ψt. To show this, we first prove that 〈δ1t , δ2t 〉 =
0, where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the inner product operator. Consider the following cases for yt:
Case 1. If yt = aλ1, then δ
2
t = 0 by (4.31c), and therefore, 〈δ1t , δ2t 〉 = 0.
Case 2. If yt = 0, then δ
1
t = 0 by (4.31b), and therefore, 〈δ1t , δ2t 〉 = 0.
Case 3. If yt ∈ (0, aλ1), then δ1t , δ2t = 0 by (4.31b) and (4.31c), and therefore, 〈δ1t , δ2t 〉 = 0.
Using 〈δ1t , δ2t 〉 = 0 and the fact that δ1t , δ2t ≥ 0 in (4.24), it immediately follows that δ1t,iδ2t,i = 0
for i = 1, . . . , nt. Next, consider the following cases for δ
1
t,i and δ
2
t,i:
Case 1. If δ1t,i > δ
2
t,i = 0, then δ
1
t,i − δ2t,i = max{δ1t,i, δ2t,i}.
Case 2. If δ2t,i > δ
1
t,i = 0, then δ
1
t,i − δ2t,i = −max{δ1t,i, δ2t,i}.
Case 3. If δ2t,i = δ
1
t,i = 0, then δ
1
t,i − δ2t,i = max{δ1t,i, δ2t,i} = 0.
Therefore, max{δ1t,i, δ2t,i} = |δ1t,i − δ2t,i| for i = 1, . . . , nt, and it immediately follows that
‖δ1t − δ2t ‖1 =
nt∑
i=1
|δ1t,i − δ2t,i| =
nt∑
i=1
max{δ1t,i, δ2t,i}. (4.44)
It is noted that the inequalities max{δ1t,i, δ2t,i} ≥ δ1t,i and max{δ1t,i, δ2t,i} ≥ δ2t,i hold by definition
of max{·}. It immediately follows from (4.44) that
‖δ1t − δ2t ‖1 ≥
nt∑
i=1
δ1t,i = ‖δ1t ‖1, (4.45a)
‖δ1t − δ2t ‖1 ≥
nt∑
i=1
δ2t,i = ‖δ2t ‖1, (4.45b)
where the equalities hold because δ1t,i, δ
2
t,i ≥ 0. Together the constraints in (4.45) imply that
‖δ1t − δ2t ‖1 ≥ max{‖δ1t ‖1, ‖δ2t ‖1}. On the other hand,
‖δ1t − δ2t ‖1 = ‖∇ytΠt(wt)‖1 ≤ Ψt,
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where the equality holds by (4.43b) and the inequality follows from (4.41). Therefore,
max{‖δ1t ‖1, ‖δ2t ‖1} ≤ Ψt. Next, using (4.43d), it is easy to show that 0 ≤ µjt ≤ 1 for
j = 1, . . . , C, where C ≡ |Ct+1|. Thus, we have
‖µt‖1 =
C∑
j=1
µjt ≤ C ≤ Ψt,
where the second inequality follows from our definition of Ψt. Finally, we show that ‖A′tpit‖1
is bounded. Consider equation (4.43a). Then,
‖A′tpit‖1 = ‖ν2t − ν1t − βˆt+1µt −∇xtΠt(wt)‖1,
≤ ‖ν2t ‖1 + ‖ν1t ‖1 + ‖βˆ′t+1µt‖1 + ‖∇xtΠt(wt)‖1,
= 3Ψt + ‖βˆ′t+1µt‖1, (4.46)
where the inequality follows from the triangle inequality, and the equality holds because
ν1t , ν
2
t and ∇xtΠt(wt) are bounded by Ψt. Now, consider the term ‖βˆ′t+1µt‖1. Using the
sub-multiplicative property of matrix norms and the fact that ‖µt‖1 ≤ Ψt, we have
‖βˆ′t+1µt‖1 ≤ ‖βˆ′t+1‖1‖µt‖1 ≤ ‖βˆ′t+1‖1Ψt.
Let βˆ′t+1,j denote the jth nt-dimensional column vector of the matrix βˆ
′
t+1, where j =
1, . . . , C. By part (b) of Proposition 6.3.1 in [90], we have
‖βˆ′t+1‖1 = max
j∈{1,...,C}
‖βˆ′t+1,j‖1,
which is a finite value that depends on the elements in βˆ′t+1. Define Γt ≡ ‖βˆ′t+1‖1 and
substitute it in (4.46) to obtain ‖A′tpit‖1 ≤ Ψt(3 + Γt), and the proof is complete.
An identical result can be shown for NCNS-QP model (4.26) and the LPCC model (4.36)
associated with the SCAD function. Finally, we provide the steps of our regularized SDDP
algorithm, called regSDDP, as follows:
1) Initialization.
Set k = 1 and V̂0t = −∞ for all t ∈ Tˆ . Initialize the values of M, , δ.
2) Forward Pass.
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2a) Sample M distinct SAA scenarios from J to form J k;
2b) For each ξ˜ ∈ J k and t = 1, . . . , T − 1, solve the regularization problem (4.19) to
obtain xˆkt (ξ˜);
2c) If t = T , then solve the traditional forward-pass problem (4.5) to obtain xˆkT (ξ˜);
2d) Compute the sample-average estimate of the total costs, zˆku, via (4.6), and the sample
standard deviation of zˆku via (4.7);
3) Backward Pass.
3a) For each ξ˜ ∈ J k and t = T, . . . , 2, solve problem (4.11) using xˆkt−1(ξ˜), generate
a cut `kt (xt−1) via (4.12), and update the current approximation as V̂kt (xt−1) ←
max{V̂k−1t (xt−1), `kt (xt−1)};
3b) For t = 1, solve the root-node problem (4.14) and obtain the lower bound zˆk` ; set
k ← k + 1 and go to Step 2.
4) Convergence Test.
Terminate the algorithm if
∣∣zˆku + tˆδ/2,M σˆk/√M − zˆk` ∣∣ ≤ ; else, go to Step 2.
4.5 CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
Here, we show that the lower bounds generated by the regSDDP algorithm converge almost
surely to the SAA lower bound. We first introduce some notation pertaining to the scenario-
tree formulation of (4.3). Let T be a scenario tree with T stages. The set of all nodes in
T is denoted by N , while the set of all nodes at stage t ∈ T is denoted by Nt. The root
node at stage 1 is denoted by r. For t ∈ Tˆ , each node n ∈ Nt represents a realization of
ξt. Let ζn and Θn denote the parent and the set of children, respectively, of node n ∈ N .
The leaf nodes at stage T have no children, and the root node has no parent. The transition
probability from node n to node m ∈ Θn is denoted by pmn , and for each n ∈ N \ NT , the
collection {pmn : m ∈ Θn} satisfies ∑
m∈Θn
pmn = 1.
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Next, let ξk(ω) ∈ J k denote a scenario sampled in the forward pass at iteration k. Define
the following event for each ξ˜ ∈ J and k ∈ N:
∆(k, ξ˜) =
{
ω ∈ Ω : ξk(ω) = ξ˜
}
. (4.47)
Sampling a scenario corresponds to selecting a unique sequence of T nodes, one from each
stage t. For each n ∈ Nt and k ∈ N, define the (random) indicator variable
bkn =
1, if node n is selected in iteration k,0, otherwise, (4.48)
and let bk ≡ (bkn : n ∈ N ). The process S = {bk : k ∈ N} describing the evolution of the
nodes selected in each iteration is adapted to the natural filtration,F = {Fk : k ∈ N}, where
Fk = σ(b1, . . . , bk) is the σ-field generated in the first k iterations. For n ∈ Nt, let V̂t+1(xn)
and V̂kt+1(xn) be the scenario-tree analogs of V̂t+1(xt) and V̂kt (xt), respectively. Finally, let
xˆkn be a trial solution at node n in iteration k, i.e.,
xˆkn ∈ argmin{ct(xn, ξ˜n) + V̂k−1t+1 (xn) + Fλk(xn, xˇkn) : xn ∈ Xt(xˆkζn , ξ˜n)},
where Xt(xˆkζn , ξ˜n) = {xn ∈ Rnt : Anxn + Bnxˆkζn = bn}. Before establishing our convergence
results, we first state a few important assumptions regarding the sampling process.
Assumption 4.1. The forward-pass scenarios at each step are sampled independently.
Assumption 4.2. For each ξ˜ ∈ J and k ∈ N, P(∆(k, ξ˜)) > 0.
Assumption 4.3. For each n ∈ N and k ∈ N, bkn is independent of Fk−1.
Under Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2, it immediately follows from the Borel zero-one law that
P
(
lim sup
k→∞
∆(k, ξ˜)
)
= 1, ∀ξ˜ ∈ J . (4.49)
Condition (4.49) is called the forward-pass sampling (FPS) property, which ensures that each
node in the tree is selected infinitely often almost surely. Assumption 4.3 implies that prior
information has no bearing on current node selections. If Assumption 4.3 is not imposed,
then it is possible that the outer approximations are updated only at a select set of nodes.
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Note that under the Assumptions 4.1–4.3, if the algorithm converges for the case M = 1,
then it also converges for M > 1 because the number of possible cuts in each stage is finite
(see Lemma 1 in [118]); therefore, any sequence of scenarios will produce the same collection
of cuts in the limit. Hence, in what follows, we assume that M = 1. Next, we discuss the
assumption on the sequence of penalty parameters {λk : k ∈ N}.
Assumption 4.4. As k →∞, λk → 0.
Assumption 4.4 ensures that the effect of regularization diminishes after a sufficiently large
number of iterations and does not require that {λk : k ∈ N} be a monotone decreasing
sequence. A sufficient condition for this assumption to hold is
lim
k→∞
λk+1
λk
< 1
(see Theorems 3.23 and 3.34 in [127]), which is satisfied by any sequence with a decreasing
tail. Hence, one can choose a locally increasing (but tail decreasing) sequence that promotes
exploration in the initial iterations.
Assumption 4.5. The feasibility sets in (4.3) are nonempty, convex, and compact.
Assumption 4.6. For each n ∈ Nt−1, V̂t(xn) is convex, finite and Lipschitz continuous in
xn.
Recall that the feasibility sets were assumed to be convex polytopes in Section 4.2, and
the relatively complete recourse property of (4.1) ensures that these sets are nonempty.
Assumption 4.6 immediately follows from Lemma 3.1 in [56], as the one-step costs are lin-
ear and finite. Our final assumption states that if a node is not selected, then the outer
approximation at that node remains unchanged (often referred to as the null updates).
Assumption 4.7. For each n ∈ Nt−1 and k ∈ N, if bkn = 0, then V̂kt (xn) = V̂k−1t (xn).
Assumption 4.7 does not imply that xˆkn = xˆ
k−1
n when b
k
n = 0. Note that a trial solution
at a node, whether it is selected or not, can be determined only when the parent of that
node is selected. Therefore, the sequence of trial solutions, {xˆkn}, is defined only for k ∈
Kn ≡
{
k ∈ N : bkζn = 1
}
. The set of iterations where node n is also selected is denoted by
Υn =
{
k ∈ N : bkn = 1
}
. It is obvious that Υn ⊂ Kn = Υζn . As the root node is always
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selected in the forward pass, we set Kr = Υr = N. From the FPS property, it immediately
follows that Kn and Υn are countably infinite sets.
Theorem 4.3 asserts that the sequence of outer approximations at each node converges
almost surely (a.s.) to the SAA value function in the neighborhood of the trial points
generated by the regSDDP algorithm.
Theorem 4.3. For each t ∈ Tˆ , n ∈ Nt−1, and k ∈ Kn,
lim
k→∞
V̂t(xˆkn)− V̂kt (xˆkn) = 0 (a.s.). (4.50)
Proof. For each t ∈ Tˆ , let C (t) denote the condition in (4.50). We use backward induction
on t to show that C (t) holds for all t ∈ Tˆ . First, consider the case t = T . Choose any node
n ∈ NT−1. As V̂kT is a lower bound of V̂T , we have V̂T (xˆkn) ≥ V̂kT (xˆkn) for all k ∈ Kn. However,
V̂kT (xˆkn) ≥ V̂T (xˆkn) as
V̂kT (xˆkn) ≥
∑
m∈Θn
pmV¯
k
T (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m)) =
∑
m∈Θn
pmV̂T (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m)) = V̂T (xˆkn),
where the first inequality follows from (4.9) and (4.10), the first equality holds because
V̂T+1(xm) = 0 for all m ∈ Θn, and the second equality follows from definition. Therefore,
V̂T (xˆkn) = V̂kT (xˆkn). As the choice of n was arbitrary, we conclude that C (T ) is true.
For the inductive step, suppose C (t + 1) is true, where (t + 1) ∈ Tˇ (recall that Tˇ ≡
T \{T}). Consider a node n ∈ Nt−1. Define Υn ≡ {k ∈ N : bkn = 1}, and note that |Υn| =∞
by the FPS property (4.49). Next, we consider two mutually exclusive cases for k ∈ Kn and
show that C (t) holds for each case separately.
Case 1. Suppose k ∈ Kn∩Υn, i.e., both n and ζn are selected at step k. Note that Υn ⊆ Kn
as n can be selected only if ζn is selected (the opposite statement is not true). Therefore,
k ∈ Kn ∩ Υn =⇒ k ∈ Υn. Let k′ ∈ Υn, where k′ < k, be the last iteration before k when
n was selected. For ease of exposition, denote the objective functions of the nodal problems
(4.3b), (4.19), and (4.11) at m ∈ Θn by
Qt(xm, ξ˜m) = ct(xm, ξ˜m) + V̂t+1(xm), (4.51)
Jkt (xm, ξ˜m) = ct(xm, ξ˜m) + V̂k
′
t+1(xm) + Fλk(xm, xˇ
k
m), (4.52)
Qkt (xm, ξ˜m) = ct(xm, ξ˜m) + V̂kt+1(xm), (4.53)
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respectively, where xm ∈ Xt(xˆkn, ξ˜m), and xˇkm is a given stability center. It is noted that,
under Assumption 4.7, V̂k′t+1(xm) is the current approximation of V̂t+1(xm) at the start of
iteration k. For notational brevity, denote the transition probability pmn simply as pm. Then,
we use (4.12) and (4.13) to obtain
V̂kt (xˆkn) ≥
∑
m∈Θn
pmV¯
k
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m). (4.54)
Consider a set of feasible points {x¯m}m∈Θn such that
Qk
′
t (x¯m, ξ˜m) = V¯
k′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m) ≡ min
{
Qk
′
t (xm, ξ˜m) : xm ∈ Xt(xˆkn, ξ˜m)
}
.
Note that x¯m exists by the relatively complete recourse property of (4.1). It is noted that
xˆkm ∈ argmin
{
Jkt (xm, ξ˜m) : xm ∈ Xt(xˆkn, ξ˜m)
}
. (4.55)
Next, consider the following sequence of constraints:
V̂t(xˆkn)− V̂kt (xˆkn) ≤
∑
m∈Θn
pm
(
V̂t(xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m)− V¯ kt (xˆkn, ξ˜m)
)
,
≤
∑
m∈Θn
pm
(
V̂t(xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m)− V¯ k
′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m)
)
,
=
∑
m∈Θn
pm
(
V̂t(xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m)−Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
m, ξ˜m)
)
+
∑
m∈Θn
pm
(
Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
m, ξ˜m)−Qk
′
t (x¯m, ξ˜m)
)
. (4.56)
The first inequality is true by (4.54). The second inequality follows from the fact that
V¯ k
′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m) ≤ V¯ kt (xˆkn, ξ˜m), as problem (4.11) at iteration k′ is a relaxation of the correspond-
ing problem at iteration k. The first equality holds by definition of Qk
′
t (x¯m, ξ˜m), and the
second equality is obtained by adding and subtracting the term Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
m, ξ˜m). Next, consider
the first summation term in (4.56). Note that
V̂t(xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m)−Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
m, ξ˜m) = V̂t(xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m)−Qt(xˆkm, ξ˜m) + V̂t+1(xˆkm)− V̂k
′
t+1(xˆ
k
m), (4.57)
where the equality follows from (4.51) and (4.53). However,
V̂t(xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m) ≡ min
{
Qt(xm, ξ˜m) : xm ∈ Xt(xˆkn, ξ˜m)
}
≤ Qt(xˆkm, ξ˜m), (4.58)
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where the inequality holds because xˆkm is a feasible, but not necessarily an optimal, solution
of the problem in (4.58). Combining (4.57) and (4.58), we obtain
V̂t(xˆ
k
n, ξ˜m)−Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
m, ξ˜m) ≤ V̂t+1(xˆkm)− V̂k
′
t+1(xˆ
k
m), ∀m ∈ Θn. (4.59)
Next, consider the second summation term in (4.56). Add and subtract the terms Jkt (xˆ
k
m, ξ˜m)
and Jkt (x¯m, ξ˜m) to each term in the summation to obtain
Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
m, ξ˜m)−Qk
′
t (x¯m, ξ˜m) = Q
k′
t (xˆ
k
m, ξ˜m)− Jkt (xˆkm, ξ˜m) + Jkt (xˆkm, ξ˜m)− Jkt (x¯m, ξ˜m)
+ Jkt (x¯m, ξ˜m)−Qk
′
t (x¯m, ξ˜m),
≤ Qk′t (xˆkm, ξ˜m)− Jkt (xˆkm, ξ˜m) + Jkt (x¯m, ξ˜m)−Qk
′
t (x¯m, ξ˜m), (4.60)
where the inequality holds because Jkt (xˆ
k
m, ξ˜m) ≤ Jkt (x¯m, ξ˜m) as x¯m is a feasible solution of
the problem in (4.55). Next, observe that for any xm ∈ Xt(xˆkn, ξ˜m),
Jkt (xm, ξ˜m)−Qk
′
t (xm, ξ˜m) = Fλk(xm, xˇ
k
m) =
nt∑
i=1
fλk(|xm,i − xˇkm,i|), (4.61)
where the first equality follows from (4.52) and (4.53), and the second equality is true from
definition of Fλk in (4.20). Combining (4.60) and (4.61), we obtain
Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
m, ξ˜m)−Qk
′
t (x¯m, ξ˜m) ≤
nt∑
i=1
fλk(| x¯m,i − xˇkm,i|)−
nt∑
i=1
fλk(| xˆm,i − xˇkm,i|),
≤
nt∑
i=1
fλk(| x¯m,i − xˇkm,i|),
≤ ntfλk(aλk), (4.62)
where the second inequality is true as fλk(| xˆm,i − xˇkm,i|) ≥ 0, and the third inequality holds
by Property (P3) in Section 4.3.1. Combining (4.59) and (4.62), we express (4.56) as
V̂t(xˆkn)− V̂kt (xˆkn) ≤
∑
m∈Θn
pm
(
V̂t+1(xˆkm)− V̂k
′
t+1(xˆ
k
m)
)
+
∑
m∈Θn
pmntfλk(aλk),
=
∑
m∈Θn
pm
(
V̂t+1(xˆkm)− V̂k
′
t+1(xˆ
k
m)
)
+ ntfλk(aλk), (4.63)
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where the equality holds because
∑
m∈Θn pm = 1. However, V̂t(xˆkn) ≥ V̂kt (xˆkn) as V̂kt is a lower
bound of V̂t for all k ∈ Υn. Therefore,
0 ≤ V̂t(xˆkn)− V̂kt (xˆkn) ≤
∑
m∈Θn
pm
(
V̂t+1(xˆkm)− V̂k
′
t+1(xˆ
k
m)
)
+ ntfλk(aλk). (4.64)
As C (t+ 1) was assumed to be true, it immediately follows that for k ∈ Υn,
lim
k→∞
{
V̂t+1(xˆkm)− V̂kt+1(xˆkm)
}
a.s.
= 0, ∀m ∈ Θn. (4.65)
However, under Assumptions 4.5 and 4.6, we know from Lemma A.1. in [56] that (4.65)
holds if and only if the following condition holds:
lim
k→∞
{
V̂t+1(xˆkm)− V̂k
′
t+1(xˆ
k
m)
}
a.s.
= 0, ∀m ∈ Θn. (4.66)
Note that
lim
k→∞
fλk(aλk) = 0, (4.67)
by Property (P1) in Section 4.3.1 and Assumption 4.4. Taking the limit k → ∞, where
k ∈ Υn, on both sides of (4.64) and using the results in (4.66) and (4.67), it immediately
follows from the Sandwich Theorem that
lim
k→∞
{
V̂t(xˆkn)− V̂kt (xˆkn)
}
a.s.
= 0. (4.68)
As the choice of n was arbitrary, we conclude that C (t) holds for all n ∈ Nt−1.
Case 2. Suppose k ∈ Kn ∩ Υcn, i.e., ζn is selected, but n is not selected, at step k. It is
noted that Kn ∩ Υcn = Kn \ Υn as Υn ⊆ Kn. Suppose C (t) is false. Then, there exists
ε > 0 such that there is an infinite number of iterations k ∈ Kn where V̂t(xˆkn)− V̂kt (xˆkn) ≥ ε.
Let k′ ∈ Kn, where k′ denotes the last iteration before k when ζn was selected. Note that
V̂kt (xˆkn) ≥ V̂k′t (xˆkn) by the monotonicity of the outer approximations. Then, the set
Kεn =
{
k ∈ Kn : V̂t(xˆkn)− V̂k
′
t (xˆ
k
n) ≥ ε
}
has an infinite number of elements. Define Sn ≡ {bkn : k ∈ Kn} (recall that bkn = 1 if
k ∈ Υn, and bkn = 0 otherwise). From Assumption 4.3, we know that bkn ⊥ Fk′ for any
k, k′ ∈ Kn. It is noted that xˆkn and V̂k′t (xˆkn) are measurable w.r.t. Fk′ under Assumption
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4.7. Next, consider the process Wn = {wkn : k ∈ Kn}, where wkn = 1 if k ∈ Kεn, and
wkn = 0 otherwise. It immediately follows from the definition of Kεn that wkn is measurable
w.r.t Fk′ , and is therefore, independent of bkn, i.e., wkn ⊥ bkn. Consider the derived process
Sεn = {bkn : wkn = 1, k ∈ Kn} = {bkn : k ∈ Kεn}. From Lemma A.3. in [56], we know
that the elements in Sεn are i.i.d. and have the same distribution as b1n. Observe that
E(b1n) = P(b1n = 1) > 0 by Assumption 4.2. Therefore, from the Strong Law of Large
Numbers, it immediately follows that
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
bkin = E(b1n) > 0, (4.69)
where bkin is the ith element in Sεn. However, note that Kεn ∩Υn is finite as
lim
k→∞
V̂t(xˆkn)− V̂k
′
t (xˆ
k
n) = 0
holds (for k ∈ Υn) by Lemma A.1. in [56] and (4.68). Therefore, Sεn must have a finite
number of elements that are equal to 1, the rest all being equal to 0. Thus,
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
bkin = 0, (4.70)
which contradicts the result in (4.69). Therefore, C (t) holds, and the proof is complete.
Theorem 4.3 does not establish pointwise convergence of the outer approximations for all
feasible decisions at a node, but rather implies convergence only for the trial points generated
by the algorithm. Our next result follows directly from Theorem 4.3 and shows that the
sequence of lower bounds converges to the SAA optimal value zˆ` almost surely.
Theorem 4.4. The limit of the sequence
{
zˆk`
}
k∈N is zˆ`, i.e., limk→∞ zˆ
k
` = zˆ` (a.s.).
Proof. It is noted that the root node r is always selected in the forward pass, i.e, Υr = N.
Consequently, the lower bound zˆk` is updated at each k ∈ N. For ease of exposition, let
Q1(xr) = c1(xr) + V̂2(xr), (4.71)
Jk1 (xr) = c1(xr) + V̂k−12 (xr) + Fλk(xr, xˇkr), (4.72)
Qk1(xr) = c1(xr) + V̂k2 (xr), (4.73)
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where xr ∈ X1 (recall that X1 is the feasibility set at stage 1). Using the relationships in
(4.72) and (4.73) for iteration k, we obtain the following equality:
Jk1 (xr) +Q
k−1
1 (xr) = Fλk(xr, xˇ
k
r), xr ∈ X1. (4.74)
Define zˆk−1` ≡ Qk−11 (x¯r), where x¯r ∈ argmin
{
Qk−11 (xr) : xr ∈ X1
}
. As zk` is a valid lower
bound of zˆ`, we have zˆ` ≥ zˆk` . Moreover, zˆk` ≥ zˆk−1` by the monotone property of outer
approximations. Then, the following sequence of constraints hold:
0 ≤ zˆ`− zˆk` ≤ zˆ`− zˆk−1` = zˆ`−Qk−11 (x¯r) =
(
zˆ` −Qk−11 (xˆkr)
)
+
(
Qk−11 (xˆ
k
r)−Qk−11 (x¯r)
)
, (4.75)
where the second equality follows from the addition and subtraction of the term Qk−11 (xˆ
k
r).
However, the term within the first bracket in (4.75) can be constrained as follows:
zˆ` −Qk−11 (xˆkr) = zˆ` − c1(xˆkr) + V̂k−12 (xˆkr),
= zˆ` −Q1(xˆkr) + V̂2(xˆkr)− V̂k−12 (xˆkr),
≤ V̂2(xˆkr)− V̂k−12 (xˆkr), (4.76)
where the first and second equalities follow from (4.73) and (4.71), respectively, and the
inequality holds because zˆ` ≤ Q1(xˆkr) as xˆkr is a feasible, but not necessarily an optimal,
solution of the SAA root-node problem (4.3a). Next, consider the following sequence of
relationships concerning the term within the second bracket in (4.75):
Qk−11 (xˆ
k
r)−Qk−11 (x¯r) = Qk−11 (xˆkr)− Jk1 (xˆkr) + Jk1 (xˆkr)− Jk1 (x¯r) + Jk1 (x¯r)−Qk−11 (x¯r),
≤ Qk−11 (xˆkr)− Jk1 (xˆkr) + Jk1 (x¯r)−Qk−11 (x¯r),
= Fλk(x¯r, xˇ
k
r)− Fλk(xˆr, xˇkr),
≤ Fλk(x¯r, xˇkr),
≤ n1fλk(aλk). (4.77)
The first equality follows from the addition and subtraction of the terms Jk1 (xˆ
k
r) and J
k
1 (x¯r).
The first inequality is true because Jk1 (xˆ
k
r) ≤ Jk1 (x¯r) as x¯r is a feasible solution of the problem
min{Jk1 (xr) : xr ∈ X1} whose optimal solution is xˆkr by definition. The second equality is
true by (4.74). The second inequality holds because Fλk(xˆr, xˇ
k
r) ≥ 0. The final inequality
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follows from Property (P3) in Section 4.3.1. Combining (4.76) and (4.77), we can express
(4.75) as follows:
0 ≤ zˆ` − zˆk` ≤ V̂2(xˆkr)− V̂k−12 (xˆkr) + n1fλk(aλk). (4.78)
From Proposition 4.3 and Lemma A.1. in [56], we know that
lim
k→∞
{
V̂2(xˆkr)− V̂k−12 (xˆkr)
}
a.s.
= 0. (4.79)
Moreover, under Assumption 4.4, it follows from Property (P1) in Section 4.3.1 that
lim
k→∞
fλk(aλk) = 0. (4.80)
Taking the limit k →∞ on both sides of (4.78) and using (4.79) and (4.80), we obtain the
desired result by the Sandwich Theorem, and the proof is complete.
Taken together, Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 guarantee almost sure convergence of the optimal
values of the nodal problems at each stage. However, the quality of the solutions generated
at each node cannot be inferred from these results. However, Theorem 4.5 establishes the
asymptotic optimality of the trial solutions produced by regSDDP. Specifically, any sequence
of trial solutions at a node converges to an optimal decision at that node almost surely. In
what follows, let x∗n be the optimal decision rule at node n ∈ N .
Lemma 4.2. For t ∈ Tˆ , n ∈ Nt−1, and k′, k ∈ Kn such that k′ < k,
lim
k→∞
V̂t(xˆ
k
ζn , ξ˜n)−Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜n) = 0, (a.s.). (4.81)
Proof. Define u ≡ ζn. Using the same arguments that were used to derive (4.59), we obtain
the following inequality:
V̂t(xˆ
k
u, ξ˜n)−Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜n) ≤ V̂t+1(xˆkn)− V̂k
′
t+1(xˆ
k
n). (4.82)
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As V̂kt+1(xn) ≤ Vt+1(xn) for all k ∈ Kn, it is straightforward to show that V̂t(xˆku, ξ˜n) ≥
V¯ kt (xˆ
k
u, ξ˜n). Consider a feasible solution x¯n ∈ Xt(xˆku, ξ˜n) such that V¯ k′t (xˆku, ξ˜n) = Qk′t (x¯n, ξ˜n).
Then, we can obtain the following sequence of constraints:
0 ≤ V̂t(xˆku, ξ˜n)− V¯ kt (xˆku, ξ˜n),
≤ V̂t(xˆku, ξ˜n)− V¯ k
′
t (xˆ
k
u, ξ˜n),
= V̂t(xˆ
k
u, ξ˜n)−Qk
′
t (x¯n, ξ˜n),
= V̂t(xˆ
k
u, ξ˜n)−Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜n) +Q
k′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜n)−Qk
′
t (x¯n, ξ˜n),
≤ V̂t(xˆku, ξ˜n)−Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜n) + ntfλk(aλk), (4.83)
where the second inequality holds due to the monotonicity of V¯ kt , and the last inequality
follows from similar arguments that were used to show (4.62). Combining (4.82) with (4.83),
we obtain
−ntfλk(aλk) ≤ V̂t(xˆku, ξ˜n)−Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜n) ≤ V̂t+1(xˆkn)− V̂k
′
t+1(xˆ
k
n). (4.84)
Take the limit k →∞ in (4.84). Then, using Theorem 4.3 and the fact that limk→∞ fλk(aλk) =
0, it immediately follows from the Sandwich theorem that
lim
k→∞
V̂t(xˆ
k
ζn , ξ˜n)−Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜n)
a.s.
= 0,
and the proof is complete.
Theorem 4.5. For each n ∈ N , let xˆn be a limit point of {xˆkn}k∈Kn. Then, xˆn = x∗n (a.s.).
Proof. Consider a node n ∈ Nt, where t ∈ Tˆ , and let u ≡ ζn denote the parent of
n. Observe that Kn = Υu by definition (and therefore, Kn = Υu ⊂ Ku). Moreover,
it is noted that the sequence {(xˆku, xˆkn)}k∈Kn belongs to the closed, convex set Xt(u, n) =
{(xu, xn) ∈ Rnt−1 × Rnt : Anxn +Bnxu = bn}. Therefore, {(xˆku, xˆkn)}k∈Kn must converge to a
limit point in Xt(u, n) (see Theorem 3.2 (d) in [127]), i.e., lim
k→∞
xˆku = xˆu and lim
k→∞
xˆkn = xˆn, for
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k ∈ Kn and (xˆu, xˆn) ∈ Xt(u, n). Next, we consider the following sequence of equalities that
hold for k ∈ Kn:
V̂t(xˆu, ξ˜n) = lim
k→∞
V̂t(xˆ
k
u, ξ˜n),
= lim
k→∞
Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜n),
= lim
k→∞
{ct(xˆkn, ξ˜n) + V̂k
′
t+1(xˆ
k
n)},
= ct(xˆn, ξ˜n) + lim
k→∞
V̂k′t+1(xˆkn),
= ct(xˆn, ξ˜n) + lim
k→∞
V̂t+1(xˆkn),
= ct(xˆn, ξ˜n) + V̂t+1(xˆn). (4.85)
The first equality follows from the continuity of V̂t(xu, ξ˜m) with respect to xu. The second
equality is obtained via part (i) of Lemma 4.2. The third equality follows from the definition
of Qk
′
t (xˆ
k
n, ξ˜n). The fourth equality holds by the absolute continuity of ct(xn, ξ˜n). The fifth
equality follows from Theorem 4.3. Finally, the sixth equality holds because V̂t+1(xn) is a
continuous function. From the definition of V̂t(xˆu, ξm), it immediately follows from (4.85)
that xˆn minimizes the objective function (4.3b), and the proof is complete.
It is important to note that the stage-wise independence assumption is not required for
our convergence results. However, this assumption facilitates the sharing of cuts among the
nodes at each stage t ∈ Tˆ , resulting in an improved outer approximation Q̂kt satisfying the
inequality
V̂kt (xˆkn) ≤ Q̂kt (xˆkn) ≤ V̂t(xˆkn), ∀n ∈ Nt−1, k ∈ Kn. (4.86)
However, it follows immediately from Theorem 4.3 that
lim
k→∞
V̂t(xˆkn)− Q̂kt (xˆkn) = 0 (a.s.),
i.e., the addition of extra Benders’ cuts does not impact the convergence properties of the
algorithm.
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4.6 COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
Here, we present computational results illustrating the benefits of regSDDP as compared
to the standard SDDP and SDDP with quadratic regularization (quadSDDP) procedures.
Specifically, we present two sets of empirical results for large-scale SAA instances of the multi-
stage capacity expansion (MCE) and the multistage portfolio optimization (MPO) problems.
First, we introduce the MCE problem and provide detailed descriptions of the source
data, experimental setup, and computational study. For the MCE problem, we compare the
performances of regSDDP and standard SDDP only.
4.6.1 The Multistage Capacity Expansion Problem
We consider a variant of the MCE problem described in [24], in which the objective is
to determine an optimal operational strategy for conventional power generators (e.g., coal,
gas, nuclear etc.) in a distribution network with high renewable penetration. Let I be the
number of different types of conventional generators in the network. Define I ≡ {1, . . . , I}.
The uncertainty in stage t ∈ Tˆ is ξt = (ξdt , ξwt ), where ξdt and ξwt denote the growth rates
of demand and renewable generation at stage t, respectively. The net demand (demand
minus renewable generation) at stage t is dt = max
{
d1ξ
d
t − ηw1ξwt , 0
}
, where d1 and w1 are
the (deterministic) initial demand and renewable generation levels in stage 1, and η is the
renewable generation efficiency. It is assumed that no decisions are made in stage 1, while
operational decisions are made from stage 2 onwards, which are described next. Let xnt,i be
the new capacity installed for generator type i in stage t, which incurs a per-unit installation
cost cnt,i. Let x
r
t,i be the capacity curtailed for generator type i in stage t at a per-unit
curtailment cost crt,i. The total installed capacity of generator type i in stage t is x
h
t,i, which
incurs a per-unit holding cost cht,i. The operating level of generator type i in stage t is x
g
t,i,
and let cgt,i be the per-unit operating cost. The amount of unsatisfied demand in stage t is
denoted by xst , and let c
s
t be the per-unit shortage cost. Furthermore, let U
n
t,i, U
r
t,i and U
h
t,i
denote the maximum values of xnt,i, x
r
t,i and x
h
t,i, respectively. Then, the MCE problem can
be formulated as the following MSLP:
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min E
∑
t∈Tˆ
cstx
s
t +
∑
t∈Tˆ
∑
i∈I
(
cnt,ix
n
t,i + c
r
t,ix
r
t,i + c
h
t,ix
h
t,i + c
g
t,ix
g
t,i
) (4.87a)
s.t. xht,i − xht−1,i − xnt,i + xrt,i = 0, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , i ∈ I, (4.87b)
xst +
∑
i∈I
xgt,i ≥ dt, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , (4.87c)
0 ≤ xgt,i ≤ xht,i, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , i ∈ I, (4.87d)
0 ≤ xnt,i ≤ Unt,i, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , i ∈ I, (4.87e)
0 ≤ xrt,i ≤ U rt,i, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , i ∈ I, (4.87f)
0 ≤ xht,i ≤ Uht,i, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , i ∈ I, (4.87g)
0 ≤ xst ≤ dt, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , (4.87h)
where, without loss of generality, we assume that xh0,i = 0 for all i ∈ I . The constraints
(4.87b) describe the evolution of the total capacity of each generator type, while (4.87c)
represent the supply-demand balance constraints that account for demand shortages, if any.
The constraints (4.87d) – (4.87h) bound the operational decisions in each stage. We assume
U rt,i ≥ Uht−1,i for all t ∈ Tˆ so that (4.87) has the relatively complete recourse property (see
the discussion in [24]).
Data Description. We used the annual demand and wind-generation data of a German
distribution network described in [38]. All energy quantities are reported in gigawatt-hours
(GW-h). From the data, we set η = 0.52, d1 = 4.88×105 GW-h, and w1 = 3.71×105 GW-h.
We considered three types of conventional generators, the coal-fired power plant, combined
cycle-gas turbine and open cycle-gas turbine, whose per-unit installation and operating costs
(in million euros per GW-h) are summarized in Table 10. We assumed that there were no
holding or curtailment costs, i.e., crt,i = c
h
t,i = 0 for all i ∈ I. Using a discount factor of 10%,
we set cnt,i = 0.9
t × `i, cgt,i = 0.9t × gi and cst = 0.9t × 2000. The upper bounds Unt,i, U rt,i, Uht,i
were all set to 105 GW-h.
Description of Experiments. We considered SAA instances of (4.87) where each
stage represents a year. We assume ξ = {ξt : t ∈ Tˆ } is stage-wise independent, and ξdt
and ξwt are mutually independent log-normal random variables, i.e., log(ξ
d
t ) ∼ N (µd, σ2d(t))
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Table 10: Annual per-unit installation and operating costs (million euros per GW-h).
Index (i) Generation system Installation cost (`i) Operating cost (gi)
1 Coal-fired power plant 1229.28 133.95
2 Combined cycle-gas turbine 569.50 188.29
3 Open cycle-gas turbine 289.35 290.27
and log(ξwt ) ∼ N (µw, σ2w(t)), where µd = 0.20, µw = 0.15, σd(t) = 0.10 + 0.010t, and
σw(t) = 0.25 + 0.025t. For the computational experiments, we varied the number of stages
T from 50 to 250 in increments of 10, i.e., T ∈ {50, 60, . . . , 250}. For each value of T , we
generated 30 T -stage scenario trees where each non-leaf node had N ∈ {15, 30} children;
thus, each scenario tree had NT−1 scenarios. To construct a scenario tree, we randomly
sampled N realizations of ξt for each t ∈ Tˆ using the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS)
method of [41]. We prefer the LHS method over standard Monte-Carlo sampling because it
generates more representative scenario trees, thereby reducing the bias and the variance of
the SAA lower bound zˆ` (see [99, 52]).
Each SAA instance was solved using the standard SDDP and regSDDP procedures. For
both procedures, only one forward-pass scenario was sampled at each step, i.e., M ≡ |J k| = 1
for all k ∈ N. This kept the overall computation times within reasonable limits for both
procedures. We observed that the performance of both algorithms – in terms of lower-bound
quality and convergence rate – was consistently better for M = 1 compared to M > 1,
with the exception of a few instances with T > 200 in which the results were marginally
better for M ∈ {2, 3}. Similar benefits for the case M = 1 were also observed by [138, 173]
and [151]. The maximum number of iterations for both procedures was set to kmax = 500.
We used a more conservative termination criterion than (4.15) that is based on the rate of
improvement of the lower bounds (see [136] for the disadvantages of using the criterion in
(4.15)). Specifically, for  = 10−4, both procedures were terminated at an iteration
k∗ = min
{
kmax, argmin
{
k ∈ N : zˆ
k
` − zˆk−15`
zˆk`
× 100 ≤ 
}}
, (4.88)
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where the inequality in (4.88) represents an upper bound on the percentage improvement in
the lower bounds over a rolling window of 15 iterations (a similar criterion was used by [137]).
We used the SCAD penalty function for regSDDP in our experiments. We chose a previous
trial point as the current stability center at each stage, i.e., xˇt = xˆ
k−1
t (ξ˜
h
t ) for each t ∈ Tˆ . We
chose the penalty parameter at each step according to λk = λ0ρ
k, where λ0 = (2 log(max{nt :
t ∈ Tˆ }))0.5 = 1.47 was set a priori using the universal threshold rule of [42]. We implemented
a grid search over the sets A = {2.0, 2.1, 2.2, . . . , 10.0} and P = {0.7, 0.72, . . . , 1.0} to tune
the parameters a and ρ, respectively. For each (a, ρ) ∈ A×P , we ran the regSDDP algorithm
for 100 iterations on 30 T -stage SAA instances, where T ∈ {50, 60, . . . , 100}. The best lower
bounds (on average) at the end of 100 iterations were obtained for a = 4.2 and ρ = 0.86; we
used these parameter values for regSDDP in the rest of the experiments.
Both procedures were coded in Python 2.7. The nodal problems were solved using the
Gurobi 7.0 solver. The MILP tolerance level for regSDDP was set to 10−3. The algorithms
were implemented on two 64-bit, 6th generation Intel R© CoreTM i7, 128 GB, 3.2 GHz Windows
machines.
Results and Discussion. We first demonstrate the efficacy of the regSDDP algorithm
in solving large SAA instances. Figure 20 illustrates the evolution of the upper and lower
bounds generated by regSDDP for two distinct SAA instances with T = 100 and N =
15. For both problem instances, the lower bounds stabilized after 25 iterations. Note the
rapid increase of the lower bounds in the initial iterations (exploration phase). Once a
sufficient number of good-quality cuts is generated, the lower bounds improve slowly during
the exploitation phase. Moreover, note that the first few upper bounds are loose due to the
poor induced policies generated initially. Furthermore, these upper bounds exhibit greater
variability as the algorithm searches for better trial solutions during exploration. However,
as the outer approximations improve and exploitation becomes more dominant, the upper
bounds exhibit less variability. Similar trends of the regSDDP bounds were observed for
other SAA instances. For the second problem instance, note that the upper bound is less
than the lower bound at certain iterations. However, this does not imply that the problem
instance has been solved because zˆku is a statistical, and not a valid, upper bound of zˆ`, and
the term (zˆku − zˆk` ) is an upward-biased estimator of the true optimality gap (zˆ` − zˆk` ).
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(a) Instance 1.
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(b) Instance 2.
Figure 20: Evolution of regSDDP bounds for two SAA instances (T = 100, N = 15).
Figure 21 illustrates the evolution of the average values and the associated 95% confidence
intervals (shaded regions) of the regSDDP bounds for the 30 SAA instances with 100 stages.
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Figure 21: Average bounds and 95% confidence intervals for 30 instances (T = 100, N = 15).
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On average, regSDDP took approximately 27 minutes and 25 iterations to solve the SAA
instances. Note that the variance in the lower bounds diminishes rapidly after 25 iterations.
Thus, the average value of the lower bound at the 25th iteration (or beyond) provides a
high-quality estimate of the true optimal value z∗ of model (4.87).
Next, we compare the performance of standard SDDP and regSDDP for SAA instances of
different sizes. The computational results for the cases N = 15 and N = 30 are summarized
in Tables 11 and 12, respectively. The results are expressed in the form u±v (w), where u, v
and w denote the average value, standard deviation and range, respectively, of the values
observed for each row-column combination. Tables 11 and 12 reveal that, for all values of
T , regSDDP produced superior lower bounds (on average), with less variability, compared
to the lower bounds obtained via standard SDDP.
Table 11: Computational results of regSDDP and standard SDDP for N = 15.
Stages
Lower bound Number of iterations Solution time (mins)
SDDP regSDDP SDDP regSDDP SDDP regSDDP
50
14.87± 0.42 14.88± 0.33 44± 2 16± 1 11.23± 3.59 9.50± 4.53
(0.73) (0.57) (3) (2) (6.71) (8.48)
75
19.38± 0.84 19.62± 0.57 63± 4 19± 2 19.95± 5.71 15.01± 6.21
(1.45) (0.98) (6) (3) (10.67) (11.62)
100
25.46± 1.44 25.92± 0.91 92± 5 27± 2 42.93± 8.01 27.45± 7.23
(2.43) (1.58) (8) (3) (14.97) (13.53)
125
33.07± 2.04 33.87± 1.47 124± 7 38± 3 82.67± 11.72 55.12± 12.21
(3.51) (2.53) (12) (6) (21.91) (22.84)
150
42.97± 2.73 43.24± 1.79 161± 9 51± 5 152.95± 15.62 96.07± 17.05
(4.74) (3.06) (15) (9) (29.24) (31.89)
175
50.33± 3.52 52.24± 2.30 197± 11 65± 8 233.12± 19.11 153.84± 22.97
(6.12) (3.99) (18) (13) (35.75) (42.97)
200
61.06± 4.46 63.78± 3.22 243± 13 83± 10 360.45± 23.65 242.08± 29.15
(7.73) (5.57) (22) (17) (44.25) (54.55)
225
72.08± 5.15 74.82± 3.74 285± 15 107± 12 523.50± 28.72 383.47± 35.97
(8.92) (6.48) (26) (21) (53.72) (67.19)
250
84.21± 5.89 87.69± 4.14 322± 17 136± 16 745.97± 34.51 589.33± 44.79
(10.21) (7.17) (30) (27) (65.55) (83.79)
Figure 22 illustrates the higher quality of the regSDDP lower bounds for the case N = 15
(the dashed lines in Figure 22 indicate the first, second and third quartiles). Here, we make
two important observations. First, note that the improvement in the lower bounds is more
pronounced for larger SAA instances. For example, when N = 15, the average lower bound
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Table 12: Computational results of regSDDP and standard SDDP for N = 30.
Stages
Lower bound Number of iterations Solution time (mins)
SDDP regSDDP SDDP regSDDP SDDP regSDDP
50
15.05± 0.46 15.64± 0.33 66± 3 24± 1 28.05± 4.98 24.48± 5.37
(0.79) (0.56) (4) (2) (8.96) (9.76)
75
19.88± 0.82 20.85± 0.50 94± 4 29± 2 50.87± 7.25 36.98± 7.24
(1.42) (0.83) (7) (3) (13.07) (13.14)
100
27.03± 1.37 28.97± 0.89 138± 6 40± 3 109.48± 9.81 69.13± 9.58
(2.38) (1.49) (9) (4) (17.70) (17.41)
125
35.68± 1.94 37.96± 1.59 186± 8 55± 4 210.80± 14.33 135.58± 14.78
(3.35) (2.75) (14) (7) (25.84) (26.85)
150
44.43± 2.73 48.01± 1.94 242± 10 74± 6 390.83± 18.59 236.92± 20.73
(4.72) (3.36) (17) (11) (33.52) (37.65)
175
54.69± 3.71 59.76± 2.43 296± 11 95± 9 595.45± 22.29 382.22± 27.58
(6.42) (4.21) (20) (16) (40.17) (50.11)
200
66.71± 4.60 72.25± 3.40 365± 14 120± 11 920.41± 27.57 595.00± 33.04
(7.96) (5.89) (25) (19) (49.71) (60.02)
225
79.82± 5.12 86.17± 3.83 427± 18 155± 14 1342.92± 32.85 944.21± 39.88
(8.87) (6.64) (29) (23) (59.22) (72.45)
250
90.91± 5.733 95.87± 4.31 484± 21 198± 16 1906.15± 38.86 1458.6± 47.90
(9.93) (7.47) (33) (28) (70.05) (87.04)
improved by 4.17% for the case T = 250, compared to 0.067% for T = 50. Second, note
that the lower-bound distributions are slightly left-skewed. The skewness can be removed
by solving a larger number (> 30) of SAA instances for each T ; however, this will increase
the computational overhead without necessarily improving the quality of the lower bounds.
Tables 11 and 12 also reveal that regSDDP required fewer iterations (on average) to
solve an SAA instance, compared to the standard SDDP; i.e., the convergence rate of the
SDDP algorithm improved when regularization was employed. This improvement is more
pronounced for larger problem instances. For example, Figure 23 depicts the improved
convergence rate for a particular SAA instance with 150 stages. For this SAA instance,
regSDDP took 45 iterations to reach a lower-bound level zˆ45` = 47.53 before terminating.
In comparison, standard SDDP required 173 iterations to reach the same value. That is,
standard SDDP required over 384.44% more iterations to attain the same solution quality. To
further illustrate the improved convergence rate of regSDDP, we analyzed the lower bounds
obtained from both procedures after a sufficient number of iterations, without enforcing the
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Figure 22: Distribution of the lower bounds of regSDDP and standard SDDP for N = 15.
termination criterion in (4.88). Figure 24 depicts a box plot of the lower bounds obtained
at the end of the 100th iteration. Note that, for all values of T , the regSDDP lower bounds
have higher average values and less variability compared to the lower bounds of standard
SDDP. Again, the improvement is more pronounced at higher values of T due to the slow
convergence rate of standard SDDP for larger problem instances.
In fact, we observed that a large fraction of the SAA instances were solved within 100
iterations of regSDDP, a trend that is illustrated in Figure 25. By contrast, far fewer instances
were solved within 100 iterations of the standard SDDP. For example, when T = 200,
regSDDP solved around 59% of the problem instances within 100 iterations, while SDDP
could not solve a single such instance. Only for T = 250 was regSDDP unable to solve any
SAA instance within 100 iterations.
Table 13 reports the average time per iteration (ATI) for both procedures. We expected
the higher ATI values for regSDDP as MILP models, of increasing complexity, are solved
in the forward pass. However, it is instructive to note that the overall solution times for
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Figure 23: Reduction in the number of iterations to solve a SAA instance (T = 150, N = 15).
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Figure 24: Lower bounds of regSDDP and standard SDDP at the end of the 100th iteration.
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Figure 25: Fraction of SAA instances (N = 15) that were solved within 100 iterations.
regSDDP are smaller as compared to the standard SDDP, as revealed in Tables 11 and 12.
For example, regSDDP required approximately 7.5 hours less (on average) than the standard
SDDP to solve a SAA instance with 250 stages. This reduction in computation time stems
from the fewer number of iterations required by regSDDP.
Table 13: Average computation time per iteration of regSDDP and standard SDDP (in seconds).
Stages
N = 10 N = 30
SDDP regSDDP SDDP regSDDP
50 15.21 33.84 25.52 61.33
75 19.04 42.31 32.30 76.51
100 28.27 57.35 47.60 103.74
125 40.22 81.76 68.64 147.90
150 57.01 113.22 96.91 192.25
175 71.50 139.48 120.66 241.42
200 89.22 174.67 151.32 298.65
225 111.26 208.21 188.88 365.91
250 139.48 256.73 236.35 459.27
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4.6.2 A Multistage Portfolio Optimization Problem
Next, we compare the performances of the regSDDP and the quadSDDP procedures for a
variant of the multistage portfolio optimization (MPO) problem described in [88]. Considered
is a risk-neutral investor who seeks to optimally allocate capital among a portfolio of risky
assets with uncertain rates of returns. The objective is to maximize the expected total return
on investments over a finite trading horizon. Suppose there are m assets in the investor’s
portfolio comprising the set M = {1, . . . ,m}, where the first m − 1 assets are risky (e.g.,
stocks) and the mth asset is risk-free (e.g., cash reserve); defineM′ ≡M\{m} to represent
the set of risky assets. The uncertainty in stage t is ξt = (ξ
i
t : i ∈M′), where ξit is the rate of
return on the ith risky asset at stage t. It is assumed that the rate of return on the non-risky
asset, denoted by ξmt , is known with certainty. Let x
h
t,i be the volume of asset i ∈ M that
the investor holds at the end of stage t. The investor can either buy more or sell off a portion
of a risky asset at each stage; let xbt,i and x
s
t,i denote the volumes of asset i bought and sold,
respectively, at the start of stage t. Each trading decision incurs a transaction cost that is
proportional to the trading volume; let cbi and c
s
i be the per-unit transaction costs of buying
and selling asset i, respectively. Furthermore, only a limited volume of assets can be traded
at each stage; let U ib and U
i
s be the upper bounds on x
b
t,i and x
s
t,i, respectively. Without loss
of generality, assume that xh1,i = 0 for all i ∈M′. The initial amount of the non-risky asset,
xh1,m, is known with certainty. Then, the risk-neutral MPO problem can be formulated as
the following MSLP:
max E
(∑
i∈M
ξiTx
h
T,i
)
(4.89a)
s.t. xht,i = ξ
i
t−1x
h
t−1,i − xst,i + xbt,i, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , i ∈M′, (4.89b)
xht,m = ξ
m
t−1x
h
t−1,m +
∑
i∈M′
(1− csi )xst,i −
∑
i∈M′
(1 + cbi)x
b
t,i, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , (4.89c)
xst,i ≤ ξit−1xht−1,i, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , i ∈M′, (4.89d)
0 ≤ xbt,i ≤ U ib , ∀t ∈ Tˆ , i ∈M′, (4.89e)
0 ≤ xst,i ≤ U is, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , i ∈M′, (4.89f)
xht,i ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ Tˆ , i ∈M. (4.89g)
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Constraints (4.89b) define the volumes of risky assets held at each stage after accounting for
the intrastage trading decisions. Constraints (4.89c) describe the evolution of the non-risky
asset volumes. Constraints (4.89d) prevents selling a volume of risky asset that exceeds the
asset’s current holding position. Constraints (4.89e)–(4.89f) are the bounding constraints
that represent the limited liquidity of the risky assets. Constraints (4.89g) prevent any short
sale of the risky assets.
Data Description. We considered SAA instances of (4.89) where each stage represents
5 working days (equivalent to a calender week). We considered all 102 stocks from the S&P
100 index to define our portfolio of risky assets. Historical pricing data of each stock were
obtained from Yahoo Finance (https://finance.yahoo.com) for 4250 working days between
January 1, 2000 and August 23, 2017. Let p(i, j) be the closing price of stock i on day j,
and
Ri =
{
p(i, j + 5)
p(i, j)
: j = 1, . . . , 4245
}
the set of historical weekly returns of stock i. For each i ∈ M′, we set Ri as the support
of ξit for all t ∈ Tˆ . The elements in Ri were assumed to be uniformly distributed. The
investor was assumed to have 1000 units of cash at the start of the investment horizon, i.e.,
xh1,m = 1000.
Description of Experiments. For the computational experiments, we varied the num-
ber of stages T from 20 to 60 in increments of 10. For each value of T , we again generated
30 T -stage scenario trees using the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) method. Each non-leaf
node in our scenario trees had N = 20 children. We used the SCAD penalty function for
the regSDDP procedure. For both procedures, we chose a previous trial point as our current
stability center and chose the penalty parameter at each step according to λk = 2.28×0.85k.
To tune the parameter a, we ran 100 iterations of regSDDP for each a ∈ {2.0, 2.2, . . . , 10.0}
on the 30 SAA instances for T = 20; the best lower bounds were obtained for a = 4.8. We
used the quadratic programming (QP) and MILP solvers in Gurobi 7.0 for our experiments.
The tolerance level for the QP solver was set to 10−4. For the MILP solver, we used a step
function to progressively reduce the tolerance levels. Specifically, we set the MILP toler-
ance level to 10−1 for the first 20 iterations, 10−2 for iterations 21 to 40, and 10−4 for all
subsequent iterations up to kmax = 500. Finally, we set the parameter  to 10
−2 in (4.88).
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Results and Discussion. The computational results for both procedures are sum-
marized in Table 14. Note that both procedures produced lower bounds of similar quality
for lower values of T .However, regSDDP produced higher lower bounds (on average) than
quadSDDP for larger values of T . Moreover, note that regSDDP required fewer iterations
(on average) than quadSDDP, indicating an improved convergence rate for regSDDP. Sim-
ilar to the results for the MCE problem, the improvement in the convergence rate is more
pronounced for larger problem instances. For example, when T = 60, regSDDP required
about 38% fewer iterations (on average) than quadSDDP.
Table 14: Computational results of regSDDP and quadSDDP for N = 20.
Stages
Lower bound Number of iterations Solution time (mins)
quadSDDP regSDDP quadSDDP regSDDP quadSDDP regSDDP
20
1046.36± 9.42 1046.53± 8.98 62± 4 36± 3 38.23± 3.12 42.71± 3.48
(16.25) (17.49) (7) (5) (4.71) (5.05)
30
1068.94± 13.24 1069.12± 13.88 79± 7 48± 5 69.78± 4.36 78.26± 5.55
(26.37) (25.18) (11) (9) (7.64) (8.72)
40
1086.38± 19.88 1087.05± 20.17 105± 10 69± 6 136.53± 5.91 164.39± 6.82
(37.17) (35.92) (18) (13) (9.66) (13.55)
50
1102.79± 24.29 1104.18± 25.68 149± 13 106± 9 293.03± 8.35 328.44± 9.17
(47.49) (56.31) (24) (17) (12.37) (14.49)
60
1114.17± 34.39 1116.31± 35.25 203± 17 147± 12 527.25± 10.39 594.47± 12.41
(59.73) (62.34) (32) (20) (15.02) (17.84)
Figure 26 depicts the fraction of SAA instances solved by both procedures within 75 and
150 iterations, respectively. For example, when T = 50, regSDDP solved around 63% of the
problem instances within 75 iterations as compared to none by quadSDDP; the corresponding
values were 100% for regSDDP and only 41% for quadSDDP when the number of iterations
was increased to 150. In fact, we observed that regSDDP produced better lower bounds (on
average) than quadSDDP when both procedures were terminated after a fixed number of
iterations (< k∗). This trend is illustrated in Figure 27, which depicts a box plot of the lower
bounds obtained after 100th iterations of both procedures.
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(a) Solved within 75 iterations.
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(b) Solved within 150 iterations.
Figure 26: Fraction of SAA instances solved within (a) 75 and (b) 150 iterations, respectively.
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Figure 27: Lower bounds of regSDDP and quadSDDP procedures after 100 iterations.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In Chapter 2, we examined optimal energy storage and flow strategies in a 2-bus distribution
network with storage devices and line losses. The network operator’s objective is to minimize
the total expected discounted costs incurred over a finite planning horizon by optimally
selecting the amount of energy to charge to, or discharge from, the storage devices, the
amount of energy to buy from, or sell to, the grid and the amount of energy to transmit
between the buses. By way of a finite-horizon, discounted cost MDP model, we established
the monotonicity of the optimal policy with respect to the storage levels. Moreover, we
proved the multimodularity of the value function in the storage levels, and that the optimal
storage decisions at each stage exhibit bounded sensitivities. Significantly, we also established
bounds that compare the cost of the 2-bus network to the costs of two comparable networks
with pooled and decentralized storage configurations, respectively. The results of the 2-bus
network were extended to more general multi-bus network topologies. The usefulness of
the main results was illustrated by way of a numerical example using real pricing and wind
generation data. Our results highlighted the benefits of using the network model over that
of single-storage models that do not account for interactions in a distribution network.
While the model and main structural results are useful, they can be improved in a few
important ways. First, it is important to note that the structural results were established
without accounting for reactive power flow and voltage level constraints in distribution net-
works. It will be necessary to examine more rigorous power-flow models (cf. [17, 163]) and
extend our results to more realistic distribution networks. Second, it will be instructive to
examine models that consider multiple value-adding uses of storage (e.g., arbitrage, ancil-
lary support, or backup energy). Third, it will be instructive to develop easily computable,
tighter bounds for the optimal cost, similar to those established in Theorem 2.2.
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In Chapter 3, we proposed a multistage stochastic programming model to obtain viable
energy procurement and storage strategies for grid-connected microgrids. The model in-
cludes three sources of uncertainty: demand, renewable generation, and real-time electricity
prices. This framework enables microgrid operators to determine the appropriate amount of
electricity to procure from the main grid and the amount to charge to, or discharge from,
local storage devices, to satisfy demand and power flow requirements during each stage of
a finite planning horizon. Our extensive computational study on a realistic 4-bus microgrid
revealed that the multistage stochastic programming model achieves significant cost reduc-
tions as compared to myopic and non-storage policies, as well as policies obtained using a
two-stage SP formulation. Moreover, our customized SDDP algorithm is able to address the
computational challenges associated with the multistage structure of the problem. Our cus-
tomization, which uses dynamic cut selection and a novel lower bound improvement strategy,
drastically outperforms the standard SDDP algorithm and also demonstrates its scalability
to potentially much larger problem instances. It is also conjectured that our improved so-
lution method can be extended to address the computational issues of multistage electric
generation expansion and hydropower scheduling problems.
While the multistage stochastic programming model is very useful for prescribing solu-
tions that reduce total electricity costs, it can be improved in several important ways. First,
it will be instructive to model the case in which the microgrid operators have the flexibility
to sell excess energy back to the main grid and exploit arbitrage opportunities in electricity
markets. This feature is likely to alter the microgrid’s procurement and storage strategies
significantly. Second, the stage-wise independence assumption of the uncertain variables may
be restrictive. For example, price and wind generation levels may exhibit autocorrelation
over time; therefore, it will be instructive in future work to explore solution approaches that
relax the stage-wise independence assumption. Third, more sophisticated sampling proce-
dures, such as importance sampling, and other variance reduction techniques, can be used
to identify a set of scenarios that balances the exploration-exploitation tradeoff in the SDDP
algorithm (see [87] for additional details). Finally, extending the the SDDP algorithms to
handle problems of higher dimensionality is an important area of future work.
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In Chapter 4, we presented a new nonconvex regularization scheme to enhance the qual-
ity of outer approximations obtained via the SDDP algorithm. The proposed regularization
scheme uses two well-known folded-concave penalty functions to regularize trial solutions
generated in the forward pass of SDDP. We proved that the nonconvex regularization prob-
lem admits equivalent mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) formulations, which facil-
itates the use of state-of-the-art MILP solvers within the SDDP framework. Furthermore,
we established provable convergence guarantees of this regularized SDDP algorithm, called
regSDDP, under mild regularity conditions. The computational benefits of our regularization
scheme were illustrated by way of a comprehensive numerical study for two large-scale mul-
tistage stochastic linear programming models. This study revealed significant improvement
in solution quality and convergence rate for regSDDP over those of the standard SDDP and
SDDP with quadratic regularization, especially for high-dimensional problem instances.
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